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THE NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EIXICATION PROGRAM

This document is one of a series of materials dealing with Native
American Career Education. 'The titles of all individually
available documents in this series appear below:

The Native American Career Education Staff/
Community Traininzi 1Vor1shop

Inpiementing Career Education for Native
American

Native American Career Education, A Curriculum
Gdide

Career Awareness Units
"Part of the Aole World" r

"Cooperation"
"From Idea to Product"
"The Comunity"
"The Community in Transition"

Career Orientation Uhits
"Putting Your Nbney to Work" .

"Living with the Land"
"Working for the People"

Career Exploration Uhits
"Planning"
"Putting It All Together"
"Getting Ready for Jobs"
"The Career Fair"



; Foreword

The thing that may be most noticeable about career education designed
to serve as a bi-cultural fulcrum for Native Americans within the schools is

One conclusion that nay be drawn from this is that public service
agencies, specifically public schools, do not effectively meet the needs of
Indian people; the absence of services contributes significantly to the dis-
proportionately 'high rates of underachievement, educational attrition and
unemployment, as well as the extreme poverty of the'Indian people. The
underlying justification for categorical funding for prograns supplementing
the regular public school curriculum is derived from the low achievement
levels of minorities within these systems.

The extreme and often irrevocable example of low achievement is when
students drop out. Indian students and parents and personnel involved in
special Indian programs reveal that the main reason students give for dropping
out of school is that they can discern no compelling reason for staying in a
pdace they feel is hostile to them. Career Education has a definite place in
the process of reversing the tendancy to drop out resulting from this cause.

The cultural element in this Native Anerican Career. Education Training
Workshop and other materials in this series is beneficial both to the students,
by crystallizing awanness of Indian idmtity, and to the schools, b$,
influencing the attitudes of school persannel. This last aspect is the Tost
important, since it can be reasonably assumed that if the school systems were
adequately sensitized to minority problems, categorical funding would not be
necessary. This last fault justifies continued attention to careful inservice
training of school personnel, with which the Coordinator and Participant materials
in this Staff/Community Training Workshop deals most effectively.

Admittedly, this Workshop will not miraculously resolVe the problems
confronting Indian secondary students, but it will help them to cope with the
realities of life while engendering a productive sense of self-deterndnation.
I highly reconunend the use of the Native American Career Education approach
because of the positive awareness it can generate in participating school and
community personnel who work with Native American students.

Mark G. Mellon (Hupa),
Education Manager,
Tri-County Indian Development
Council, Inc.
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Introduction
The NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION STAFF/CCM/8M TRAINING WORKSHOP

is part of a series of materials which are intended to serve as tools for
schools, Title Iv projects, and other agencies utich desire to provide career
education for Native American students. hlth some adaptations, it can be used
in a mtati-cultural setting as well. Other materials in this series include
twelve instructional units in career awareness, orientation, and exploration,
the Native American Career Education Curriculum Guide, and Implementing Career
Education for Native American 'Students. The materials used in the workshop
consist of a Participant's Handbook, transparencies, and this Coordinator's

. Mhnual.

Who should participate in the workshop?

The Staff/Community Training Workshop was written for teachers, counselors,
career education specialists, administrators, and other educational staff; forparents, and Indian community representatives; and for any others who will be
providing support for the career education program, or who will he actively en-gaged in developing and implementing it.

What is the purpose cr.: the workshop?

The Staff/Community Training Workshop is intended.to provide a basic orien-tation to career education, and specific skills needed to work with others indeveloping a career education program, including selecting, adapting, and de-iveloping materials, program planning, and seeking funding. Specifica4y, at,.he end of the workshop, participants should:

be able to define career education and tell why it is especially im-
portant for Native American students;

be familiar with some career education resources in their area

understand some ways in which Indian conmunity members can work with
school staff on a career education program;

be familiar with culture-based methods for teaching career ed=ation;

he able to adapt career education materials for use with a given stu-
dent group;

know what a comprehensive career education program for their area might
be like;

have begun planning a career education program; and

know where to look for funding and support for career education.'

These materials will not provide users with a comprehensive description of the
"right" way to develop a career education program; rather, the purpose is togive workshop participants the background and skills they will need to develop



a program which is based on local needs, resources, and culture, and which re-
1

flects the career education goals of the Indian community to which the students
belong.

Structure of the Workshop

The workshop consists of four sessions of two to three'hours each, which
can be arranged in a number of ways (sea pp. viii-ix).

.

The first session is devoted to providing participants with a general back-
ground in Career Education content and goals, and helping them begin to identify
career education resources which are already available to them.

The second session describes the various groups of people who can be in-
volved in czweloping and implementing a career education program, employs a
simulation exercise to give participants a 'feel' for what happens when mem-
1.rs of these groups try to work together, and presents useful cooperative
group interaction skills..

The third sesSion describes methods for teaching career education to
Native American students, beginning with a series of transparencies illustrating
traditional Indian educational methods, and goes on to introduce the twelve units
in the Native American Career Education program and the basic methods and con-
cepts which were used to develop them.

In the fourth session, participants learn about the pros and cons of dif-
ferent strategies which have been used to implement career education in various,
educational settings, the basic tasks and stages of development for such a pro-
gram, the most promising sources of funding, and some basic proposal develop-
ment skills.

Sessions feature a mixture of activities, including lecture/discussion,
small group and individual use of worksheets, a simulation, viewing transparen-
cies, and reading supplementary material. The readings are not required for
participation in the workshop, but participants should be encouraged to refer
to them later.

Guidelines
The Role of the Coordinator

As coordinator, you are responsible for leading the participants through
the activities in the workshop. A background in career education and Indian
culture, or in working with Indian comnunities, will be of great help, and
it would be useful if you have taken the workshop yourself first. However,
.the materials are designed so that a person with limited knowledge in those
areas can lead the sessions and learn with the participants, as long as he
or she is familiar with conditions and needs in the setting from which the
participants came.

The Coordinator's Manual contains instructions for the activities and
guidelines for group discussions and use of the worksheets. In some cases,
discussion will be coordinated with use of transparencies. Since so much of
the material is provided, your primary job will be to facilitate logical
thinking and exploration on the part .of the participants, rather than being
a content expert yourself.

vi
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Preparing for the Workshop

It is important that the workshop be presented in a relaxed, unpressured
setting, and preceded by careful planning. Because arrangements for substi-
tutes, schedule, release time, etc., substantially influence the kind of ex-
perience the participants have, allow plenty of time for organization beforethe first session. We suggest at least a, month.

Experience has shown that arrangements for four to eight teachers, admin-istrators etc. in one school-require-tenrto-fifteen-h-ourS-befdte-the
programbegins, the time actually spent conducting the workshop, md two to five hours

afterwards for closure and evaluation. For a larger number of participantsfrom several schools, more time would be needed. Potential participants shouldbe encouraged to attend all 4 sessions, as the benefit to everyone will be
increased if the group has gone through the same experiences together.

Meeting Space ,

To run the training sess:.ons you will need a room large enough to accomodate
all the participants in one discussion group, but with movable seating so that
they can subdivide into workgroups for some of the activities and sit far enough
apart so that they will not disturb each other. An ideal situation is a room
with three tables,which can be pushed together or moved apart as the activities
require.

Equipment and Materials

The following materials are needed for all sessions:

Coordinator's Mhnual for yourself;

Set of transparencies;*

Participant's Handbook for each participant;

Extra pencils and paper;

Chairs and witing surface for each participant

Cverhead projector and screen (or blank-wall)

Career Education checklists*will be needed for each participant for use
at the beginning of Session I. Name tags will also be needed for the first
session if participants do not already know each other, and for the second
session even if they do. A copy of the local telephone book will also be use-
ful for Session I.

Session II will require as many sets of role playing instructiors as there
are workgroups. For Session III, examples of career education mwt..aials fram
the counselor's office, library, or career center, and a set cf the Native
American Career Education units will be needed. For the fourth session, examples

* M anasters for transparencies and hdouts appear with the instructions for each
session.

1.11
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of proposals developed by the school or project holding the workshop might be
useful. Copies of the Evaluation Questionnaire will be needed at the end of
the workshop. It is desirable', though not of course obligatory, to provide
coffee and refreshments for participants at the breaks. Lists of items for each
Session also appear in the Session instructions.

Organization of this Mhnual

This
vanual_contains_guidelines-idirectionsand-background-informattma

---Iii -the coordinator; discussion outlines fof use in each session; and repro-
ductions of materials from the Participant's Handbook. These excerpts will
be printed in Letter Gothic type.face like this.

Timing of sessions

Each session has been designed to occupy between two and three hours.
Suggestions for adjusting the timing are included in the guidelires for each
session, and approximate times for each activity are given. The activities
to watch most closely are the discussions and the coffee breaks. If a dis-
cussion lags, begin presenting the commentary suggested in this Manual, but
be prepared for your comments to spark the discussion again.

The Participant's Handbook

Each participant will have a handbook containing:

introductions to each session, including goals and activity sum-
maries;

worksheets;

background material for the simulation (Session II):

follow-up readings

Relevant materials from the handbook are included in this manual for your
reference as you conduct the workshop. Although the follow-up rtadinps can
be done individually before or after the workshop, the Handbook is in.ended
for use in a training group rather than for self-study. The readings appear
following each Session in the Participant's Handbook, and all together at the
end of this manual.

Scheduling

The Staff/Community
pending on the needs and
uled in a number of ways

1. Two full days

Training Workshop is divided into four sessions. De-
constraints of the group, these sessions can be sched-
which are de.cribed below.

This arrangement allows four sessions to be presented consecutively
as an intensive training experience. The time is sufficient for three
hours to be allowed for each session if needed, although participants will
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have less time to do the-supplementary readings during the workshop. Withthis approach, the workshop can be scheduled for two school days or a week-end, or possibly on two consecutive Saturdays.

2. Four afternooas or evenings

If the four sessions are presented after school or in the evening,
it will not be necessary for participants to miss work time. Holding theworkshop on successive days provides for more carry-over fram one session
to another. If sessions are separated, continuity is lessened, but par-
ticipants will have more time to prepare and study.

3. One day and one evening

If absolutely necessary, one could begin the workshop on one evening
and continue all the next day. This scheduling is likely to place a strain
on participants' energies, however, and their ability to focus on and re-
tain the material being presented will suffer.

4.- Other options

After you have become thoroughly familiar ulth the materials, you mayfind it possible to shorten or otherwise adapt the workshop to the needs ofa specific group by presenting some information in lecture form rather thanallowing participants to work through it themselves, or by skipping some of
the activities. This should be done, however, only after careful thought.

Recruiting Participants

You may have been called in to coordinate the workshop by a representative
of a group which is already organized and interested in learning how to developa career education program, or you may yourself be responsible for setting upthe workshop as well as conducting it. Even if someone else is making the.
arrangements, it may be useful to discuss the following ideas with him or her.

In order for the workshop to be most successful, it should be given for a
participant group which is at least interested in.the idea of working together
as a group to develop a coordinated program. It will still be useful, but less
effective, if presented to teachers who will be working siparately.

A conscious effort should be made to recruit representatives of all those
groups which should be involved in the career education program--principals or
vice-principals, counselors and librarians as well as teachers; and teadher
aides; parents, members of ;he Parent Advisory Committee for Title TV or John-
son O'Malley projects, and other community members; and business people fromthe area. It might even be desirable to invite one or more students to attend.
Drawing participants from more than one school in the area can be useful in be-
ginning to build regional or district cooperation.

Someone who is familiar with people from 'these groups will probably be able
to suggest those who would benefit most from attending the workshop, but it
should be announced publicly as well in order to give others the chance to
attend. This may be done through articles in the school or faculty newspaper,
parent committee newsletter or Indian center or other newspaper, and/or by post-
ing announcements on bulletin boards. The workshop organizer may want to

ix



prepare personal letters inviting individuals whose participation would be par-
ticularly valuable.

'If it is possible to arrange with a local community college or other in-stitution of higher education to give graduate credit for the workshop as apart of its continuing education
or extension program, the attractiveness ofthe experience to teachers in particular will be vastly increased.

Using the Workshop in Settings with a Multi-Cultural Student Population

Although the Native American Career Education program (as its name implies)
was developed for use in settings with primarily Indian student populations, thematerials and the approach which they exemplify, can also be used in a multi-cultural context. In testing the instructional units, it was discovered that
even reservation schools include some non-Indian students, and that, furthermore,the cultural differences between Indians from different tribes or areas areoften almost as great as those between Indians and students from other ethnicgroups. The predominance a mon-Indian teathers introduces a-bi-cultural.ele- .---ment from the beginning.

For this reason, the approach to career education embodied in the unitsand taught in this workshop can easily be expanded from Imulti-tribal to multi-ethnic, or used as a model for developing career education programs for othercultural groups.

The, examples given in the instructional units and in this workshop aretaken from Native American culture and educational settingsOlowever, theactivity guidelires in this Mhnual will also include suggestions for adjust-ing them to the'needs of a multi-cultural situation.

1
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Introduction

Goals

Session I of the Staff/Commity Training Workshop introduces the partici-
pants to career education and begins the process of helping them to identify
and use career education resources around them, Specifically, Session I focuses
on the following goals:

participants will understand the goals and structure of the training
workshop;

participants will become familiar (or more familiar) and at ease with
each other;

participants will have a general understanding of career education con-
tent and goals, and an awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of
their awn knowledge of it;

participants will have begun thinking about dev,.71oping a career educa-
tion program in their own setting;

participants will be able to list a number of career education resources
available in their school and community.

Activities

This section lists the major activities in the first session along with
estimated time allowances for each:

1. Getting off the Ground--participants put on name tags and fill out
questionnaires (optional). Coordinator announces times and places for
workshop sessions, sets up projector, and arranges facilities (if this
has not been done). Latecomers arrive 30 min.

2. Introducing Workshop Goals and Activities--Coordinator shows trans-
parency of goals and discusses their meaning, and introduces approach
to be used.

5 min.

3. Getting to Know You (optional if group already knows eadh other)--
Coordinator intvoduces him/herself and conducts participants through
Interview activity. 20 min.

. 4. Career Education Checklist--Coordinator passes out copies of checklist
and instructs participants how to fill them out, then discusses pos-
sible answers, illustrating with transparencies. 30 min.

5. Break
15 min.

1.1



6. Career Education Resource Survey--participants eivide into small
groups and do worksheets 1.1 through 1.4. They then reunite, and
communicate their findings through a spokesperson while Coordinator.
comments. 30 min.

7. Conclusion--Coordinator summarizes what has been covered in the
session.

15 min.

Mhterials

Coordinator's Manual
Transparencies (pp. 1.15, 1.19, 1.24, 1.27)
Copies of Staff and Community* Questionnaires )

masters appear on pp. 1.3Copies of Checklist
Extra pencils and paper
Name tags
Sign in sheet
Local telephone book

Preparation

Familiarize\yourself with the material covered in this session before the
session begins. It is narticularly important that you run through the dis-
'cussion of the Career Education Checklist, wit:1 transparencies, ahead of time.
The overhead projector should be positioned and tested before the session starts
to save time and confusion.

If you are not already familiar with the setting in which you will be giving
the workshop, it is hdghly desirable to talk with the people who have invited you
or to arrive at the site enough ahead of tine to get a 'feel' for the situation,
look at the facilities and resource collection, and gather any other information
that may help you understand and assist the people with whom you will be working.

Supplementary readings for this Session appear on pp. 1-9 at the end of
this manual.

*If you prefer, develop other questionnaires which will reflect your own
information needs.
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QUESTIONS FOR SCHOOL STAFF PARTICIPATING IN NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION

STAFF/COMMUNITY TRAINING WORKSHOP

Name (optional);

School:

Grade(s)/age levels and subject(s) taught or other school functions:

* * *

1. How long have you lived in this region? (months or years)

2. How long have you held ;. ir present position?

3. How long have you been working in education?

4. How many Indian students are in your class(es)?

5. Do you feel that your school's program provides an appropriate and effective
education for Indian students? yes no

Comment:

6. What (if anything) do yo6 think Indian students should be learning that they
aren't now?

What (if anything) should Indian students not have to learn that they are
required to take now?

How would you define Career Education? (check as many of the following as apply)

job training; economic awareness; job-finding skills; work

habits and other employment skills; training for productive living, inclu-

ding use of leisure time; other (explain)
~WM

8. Do you think Career Education could be valuable to your students? ...yes, no

9. How do you think Career Education should be presented?. separate'elective;

infused into school curriculum; individual counselling; work-study

program; job training after graduation; other (explain)

1.3



Staff Questionnaire, p. 2

10. Do you present information on careers or economic awareness as part of your
job?

often; sometimes; never; not appropriate

11. How relevant do you think the subject(s) you teach is/are to a student's
later career success?

very; somewhat; valuable for other reasons

12. Would you feel able to teach Career Education if you had the chance? ...yes,

If so, what training or experience has prepared you to do this?

13. What kind of background do you think would be most useful in preparing
someone to teach Career Education?

college course; broad work experience; inservice workshop;

self-instructional guide with student materials; other

14. Who do you think should be responsible for educating Indian students about
Indian tribal or community government and culture?

school; Title IV or other special projects; community center or

tribal government; family

15. Is information on Indian culture provided at your school or project? ,

yes, no .If so, by whom?

Can non-Indian students participate?

16. Do you ever, teach about er refer to Ihdian culture or history in your classes?

,often; sometimes; never; not appropriate

17. How do you think teachers should be prepared to present Indian cultural
materials?

college course; lectures by Indian community members and/or

cultural experts; inservice workshop; texts and instructional guides;

other (explain)

18. Does your project, school or district have a community-based Indian parent
group in addition to the PTA or an advisory committee?

yes, no

If so, what is it?

19. Have you had a chance to meet the parents of your Indian students? ...yes; no

Have you worked with Indian parents or community.people on any projects?

_yes.; no

1.4



Staff Questionftire, p. 3

20. 'How would you rate the degree.'of contact rid cooperation between your projection
school and the Indian community?

O
high; moderate; iporadic; nonexistentORMIIMNI

What forms (if any) does this cooperation take?

21. In your opinion, what is the local non-Indian attitude towards Indian people,
and especially towards Indian students?

positive; neutral; hostile; snobbish; other

How do you feel this attitude affects student performance?

helps; no effect; causes hostility; causes poor self-image

22. How much information on the background of your Indian students do you have
access to?

comprehensive record; some information; . sketchy; variable

23. How much information is available to you about what other classes Rnd
activities your students are involved in now?

goals and content of other .classes; class content and other school-

based activities; class-titles only; variable

24. Would you like to learn more about Career Education for Indian students?

yes; no; later

25. Would you be interested in working with a group of other staff members
and Indian community members to develop a Career Education program?

yes; no; I'd like more information

1.5



QUESTIONS FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER

EDUCATION STAFF/COMMUNITY TRAINING WORKSHOP

Name (optional)

School or Project:

Job:

Tribe:

* * *

1. How long have you lived in this region? (months or years)

2. Do you have children? Ages?

3. Have you ever worked in education? What job?

4. Do you feel that the local school provides an appropriate and effective
education for Indian students? yes no

Comment:

I.

5. What (if anything)' du you think Indian students should be learning that
they aren't now?

What (if anything) should Indian students not have tc learn that they are
required to take now?

6. How would you define Career Education? (check as many of the following as

apply) job training; economic awareness; job-finding skills:

work-habits and other employment skills; training for productive

living, including use of leisure time; other (explain)

7. Do you think Career Education could be valuable to students in your
community? yes no

How do you think Career Education should be presented? separate elective;

infused into school curriculum; individual counseling; work-study

program; job training after graduation; other (explain)

1.6 ?jt



9. How relevant do you think school work is o a student's later career
success?

'very; soaewhat; not at our school

10. Would you feel able to help plan a Career Education program? __Jes, nd

If so, what'training or experience has prepared you to do this?

11. Who do you think should be responsible for educating Indian students
about Indian tribal or community government or culture?

school; Title IV or other projects; community or tribal center;

family

12. Is Indian culture taught at your school? __yes, no. If so, by whom?

Do non-Indian students participate?

13. Do you teach about or refer to Indian culture and history at home?

often; sometimes; never

14. How do you think teachers should be prepared, to present Indian cultural
materials?

college course; lectures by Indian community members and/or cultural

. experts: inservice workshop; books; other (explain)

15. Does your project, school or district have a community-based Indian
parent group or advisory committee?

___yes, no; what?

16. Have you had a chance te7 meet teachers or other staff at the school or
project?

_yes, no

Have you had the opportunity to work with the school or project on any
programs or committees?

jes ; no

1.. 7



17. How would you rate the degree of contact and cdoperation,between your
school or project and the Indian commynity?

: high; moderate; sporadic; nonexistent

'hat forms, (if any) does this cooperation take?

18. In your opinion, what is the local:non-Indian attitude towards Indian
people, and especially towards Indian students?

,

__positive; neutral; hostil; snobbish; other

19. How do you feel this attitude affec' Otudent performance?

I

helps; no effect; causes ho Vlity; causes poor self-image

20. How much do you think most teachers at the school know about their
Indian students?

a lot; some information; sketchy; it varies

21. Would you like to learn more about Career Education for Indian students?

__yes; no; later

22. Would you be interested in working with a group of other school staff
members and Indian community members to develop a Career Education
program?

......yes; no; I'd like more information.

* * *
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CAREER EDUCATION.FOR NATIVE AMERICANS,A CHECKLIST

You may know more about Career Education than you think--Took at the fol-
lowing statements and check the phrases that correctly complete them. In some
cases you may feel all the completions are right, and in some cases you may
feel that none of them apply. Put a + in the spaces to indicate agreement, a
- to indicate disagreement, and al/mark if you think the phrase is correct
sometimes, but not always.

1. A career a. is the same thing as a job.

b. influences the way you live.

C. is full-time, paid, employment.

d. is a life-time commitment.

2. Career
Education a. continues throughout 'life.

b. requires the individual to make an ea(ly career choice.

C. should be different for each individual

3. Vocational
Education a comes before Career Education.

b. teaches specific job skills.

C. is in alternative to Career Education.

4. Career
Awareness a. means understanding how the economic system works.

b. means knowing the names of a lot of careers.

C. should be taught in the primary grades.

d. provides a foundation for more specific career infor-
mation.

5. A Career a.
should involve parents and community membersEducation

Program b. is best carried out by a vocational school.

C. is best carried out by a'school in c011aboration with
business/and industry.
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6. Career Education activiti,es a. should tdke place in a special class.

b. should continue from the primary grades through higher
education

c. should be infused into subject classes.

d. should take place in job settings.

7. Counselors a. should be involved in the Career Education program.

b. should direct the Career Education program.

C. should take over after students have completed Career
Education.

8. Career Education curricula a. should include role models from both
sexes and ditterent.ethnic groups.

should deal with work values as well as information

should encourage students to look for high prestige jobs.

d: should be developed by professionals.

C.

9. Most American schools a. prepare students for the kinds of jobs now

available .

b. focus on preparing students for higher education.

C.

d.

present equal career options for both sexes and all
ethnic groups.

tend to imply that academic education is "better" than
vocational training.

10. The future job market a. will be smaller than it is today.

b. will include many jobs not in existence today.

C. will probably be much like today's..

11. A college education a. is required for an increasing number of jobs.

b.

d.

is necessary for a high-paying job.

is required for certain professions.

is most valuable when acquired early.

1.10
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12. Most students a. would like help with career planning by the eighth
grade.

, b. feel they receive adequate career information and help.

c. prifer to delay career choice until they reach maturity.

d. have a pretty accurate idea of the kinds of jobs available.

13. Career Education activities a. require a lot of extra time.

b. require the purchase of expensive new materials.

c. distract from other subjects.

d. require the cooperation of.the whole school staff.

14. The best way to let Career Education to students is a. to require
everyone to take a Career EducatlairETas.s in_high school.

. b. to offer Career Education as an elective during the
secondary years.

c. to offer Career Education activities at various points
from Kindergarten through college.

d. to develop a Career Education program tailored to
local needs and resources.

15. In traditional Indian societies, Career Education a. was not available.

b. was provided by parents and others as the child grew.

c. was unnecessary, since there were no careers.

16. Career Education should a. make students into productive and motivated
workers.

teach students acceptable work habits and job behavior.

C. help students understand how businesses are managed and
what alternatives are possible.

b.

17. Indian s'Adents want to know a. how to get off the reservation.,

b. how to make money while staying home.

c. how to make a living without losing their culture.



18. .Career Education fOr their children can help Indian communities a. de-

velop their own economic base.

b. improve their standard of living.

C. fill jobs that serve /ndians with Indian workers.

d. increase political and economic self-determination.

19. Career Education resources

a. come from the community.

b. come from the school.

c. _come from the teacher' experience.

20. My knowledge of Career Education is a. extensive.

b. not as much as I need.

c. greater than r thought.
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Introduction

The purpose of the first session of the Workshop will be to iptroduce you

to the other parttcipants (if you don't already know them) and to caiver edu-

cation as a subject area. At the end of the session, you should:

.understand the goals and structure of this workshop;

know the other participants;

be familiar with career education content and goals;

be starting to think about how career education activities could be4one in your school or project; and ,

be able to list career education resources available to you now and
suggest how to get them.

Workshop activities will include lecture and discussion, self-evaluation,

and working with a group of other participants to share information.

Note: This sheet is reproduced from the Partpants' Handbook.
Relevant participant's materials will appear in this
Manual as they are used in the sessions, and may be ident-
ified by the different typeface.
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Guidelines

Activity 1. --GETTING OFF THE GROUND

The purpose of this 'activity' will be to allow participants to settle in-
to the workshop setting and to take care of any administrative or logistical
problems that have not yet been dealt with.

Airange the sign-in sheet, name'tags, and stack of questionnaires at some
convenient place in the roan, preferably near the entrance. It is helpful to
have someone sitting by them to explain to newcomers what to do, or a sign with
directions can be placed there. The welcomer, or the sign, should tell par-
ticipants to do the following:

1. Sign your name and address and whether yoUL want to take the workshop
for college credit (if that is an opgion).

2. Fill out and pin on a name tag (unless participants and coordinator
already know each other well enough to make this unnecessary).

3. Take a copy of the Questionnaire and fill it out.

If the Coordinator already knows the participants, the questionnaire may be
omitted; however, answering the questions will start participants thinking
along certain lines, and may elicit inf3rmation the Coordinator would not other-
wise have known. Give the 'Community Questionnaires" to those Native Americans
in the group who are attending as representatives of the Indian Connunay.
Native Americans on the educational staff should fill out the "Staff Question-
naire".

Allow time for participants to arrive, find places, and complete the
questionnaire. Suggest that if they have finished the questionnaire, they can
read the introduction to Session I in their Handbooks. Iten most of them have
finished, begin to welcome them and announce where and when the four workshop
sessions will take place.

Activity 2. -- WORKSHOP GOALS AND ACTIVITIES

When all questionnaires have been collected, show Transparency #1 (p.1.15)
on the screen. Slowly read the goals. In this first session, participants will
be addressing the first two goals listed:

to define career education and tell uty it is especially important for
Native American students; and

ta be familiar with some career education resources in their area.

Explain that in this session and in the rest of the workshop the gr3up
will be involved in a variety of kinds of activities, both individual and
small group, featuring the viewing of transparencies, using worksheets to or-
ganize knowledge, and engaging in discussions. The role of the Coordinator will
be tu act as a facilitator rather than as an instructor.

Your task as Coordinator uill be to help participants identify and organize
the knowledge they already have, and work together to develop new skills. The
Coordinator (especially if he or she has been imported fram outside) cannot
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Transparency lil

WORKSHOP GOALS

AT THE END OF :THIS WORKSHOP YOU WILLI

O BE ABLE TO DEFINE CAREERIDUCATION AND TELL WHY IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT

FOR NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS;

O BE FAMILIAR WITH SOME CAREER EDUCATION NEEDS AND RESOURCES IN YOUR AREAJ

II UNDERSTAND SOME WAYS IN WHICH INDIAN COMMUNITY MEMBERS CAN WORK WITH SCHOOL

STAFF ON A CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM;

II BE FAMILIAR WITH SOME CULTUREBASED METHODS FOR TEACHING CAREER EDUCATION;

BE ABLE TO ADAPT CAREER EDUCATION CURRiCULA FOR USE WITH LOCAL STUDENTS;

KNOW WHAT A COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR YOUR DISTRICT WOULD BE LIKE;

O HAVE BEGUN PLANNING A CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM;

KNOW WHERE TO LOOK FOR FUNDING AND SUPPORT FOR CAREER EDUCATION.



N
I.

presume to tell local people how to handle local problems, but the workshop(and your own experience) will help participants develop solutions to theirproblems themselves.
By doing this, you, the Coordinator, will also be serving as a role modelfor teachers who will be using the instructional units, since many of theactivities in the units are intended for student workgroups assisted by ateacher-facilitator.

Attivity 3. --GETTING TO KNOW YOU
.

If'you are not known to the participant group already, here is where youshould tellthem something about yourself, covering the same kinds of infor-mation you are asking for in the Qpestionnaire, such as where you are from,your educational history, and relevant experience in developing and implemen-ting career education and/or educatiavfor Native Americans.When participants know each other well, or time is short, you can simplyask them to go around the circle, saying their own names and functions (7thgrade English teacher, 'parent committee representative, etc.).'If you have more time, the activity presented on the,back of this pagecan help people learn more about each other and serve.as a useful lead-into the career education content.

Activity 4. --THE CAREER EDUCATION CHECKLIST

This is perhaps the most important activity in this session. Its purposeis to introduce same basic information about career education, and at the sametime to make participants aware of their own knowledge and attitudes. It hasan additional use as a pre-test, if you will be formally evaluating the work-shop.

Pass out copies of the checklist and ask participants to respond to eachphase with a minus, a plus, or a checkmark. The minus will mgan that theydefinitely disagree with the statement, a plus that they definitely agree orthink it is true. A checkmark will indicate that the statement may be truesometimes but not others, is only partly true, etc. Participants should notworry over their responses, but should rather go down the list fairly swiftly,leaving spaces blank if they really cannot make up their minds.
Point out that there are no absolutely 'right' or 'wrong' answers. Eachone of these completions has been considered true by someone, somewhere. Thedefinition of career education in any given location will have to result froma consensus of local opinion.
When participants have finished filling out their checklists, work throughthg, questions using the discussion guidelines beginning on the next page.* Youcan simply run down the list, asking for hands to indicate howmany put a check,plus, or mdnus in a given blank, ask for people to volunteer their answers, orfollow group discussions of possible answers with the comments from the guide-lines, depending on how secure you, and the group, feel. Have the next 3 trans-parencies ready and show them as indicated in the discussion guidelines.If you will be collecting the Checklists for evaluation purposes, instructparticipants not to change their answers even if they now feel they were wrong,and to sign their checklists. If they like, they can add their corrected answerswith circles around them and .rou can return the checklists after you have talliedthem.

*discussion suggestions are boxed.
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Interview Game

Divide participants into pairs. If there are an uneven number, you can
t:

halve several pairs and one trio. Ask the members of each pair to interview

'each other about their job history.' -

Possible questions include:

. what are iome of the different jobs you have held?

what do'you like about your present job?

t what don!t you like about.your.present . eft at 44444 .C.

would you recommend your job to a student for
consideration as a career choice?

Give the pairs about ten minutes to interview each other, then reassemble

them into the large group (if your group includes more than eight people, aivide

the larger group into several small groups for this purpose).

Ask each participant to,introduce his or her partner to the rest and

summarize the results of the interview.
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CAREER EDUCATION. FOR NATIVE AMERICANSA CHECKLIST.

You may know more about Career Education than
you think--look at the fol-lowing.statements and check the phrases that correctly complete them. In somecases you may feel all the completions are right, and in some cases-you. mayfeel that none of them apply. Put a 4. in the spaces to indicate agreement, a,- to indicate disagreement, and a k mark if you think the phrase is correctsometimes, but not always.

Example: This workshop + will teach participants about careei education.

I. A career a.- is the same thing as a job.

makes a difference,to the way you live.

is full-time, paid employment.

is.a...Ufe-time choice.

A "career" as defined by Ken Hoyt (Director of the Office of Career Educa-tion), is a broad concept (Which includes volunteer employement as well asfull-time jobs.) It is integrated wiih a person's life style, and. mayinvolve many "jobs" over the years. The Career Education Goals in thistransparency were also written by Dr. Hoyt. (Put on Transparency #2 -- nextpage).

2. Career
Education a. + continues throughout life.

b. - requires the person to make an early career choice.

c.'+ should be different for each person.

The individual does not necessarily have to make an early choice of a specificoccupation. Certainly the career education of each individual will be as dif-ferent as his/her life experiences.

3. Vocational
Education a. - comes before Career Education.

b. + can be a part of Career Education.

C. +
teaches specific job skills.

d. - is an alternative to Career Education.

The specific job skill training which is the province of Vocational Education
should take place within the context of a broader career education programwhich will prepare students to make best use of what they learn.
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Transparency #2 .

CAREER EDUCATION TRIES TO PRODUCE PEOPLE WHO WILL LEAVE SCHOOL (AT
ANY AGE OR AT ANY LEVEL) WITH:

1. THE BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS NEEDED TO ADAPT IN OUR RAPIDLY
CHANGING SOCIETY.

2. GOOD WO'RK HABITS.

3. WORK VALUES THAT MEAN SOMETHING TO THEM AND MAKE THEM WANT TO
WORK.

4, CAREER DECISION-MAKING SKILLS. JOB-HUNTING SKILLS. AND JOB-
GETTING SKILLS.

04,

;

so.

5.- SKILLS NEEDED FOR SPECIFIC JOBS.-ENOUGH ABILITY TO-GETALONG
WITH OTHERS TQ GET THOSE JOBS AND SUCCEED IN THEM. ,

6. ENOUGH SELF-UNDERSTANDING AND UNDERSTANDING OF EDUCATIONAL-
-VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO MAKE SOUND CAREER DECISIONS.

7. AWARENESS OF WAYS THEY CAN CONTINUE OR GO BACK FOR MORE EDUCA-
TION.

8. A JOB THEY WANT. FURTHER EDUCATION. OR PLAN FOR SEEKIN A JOB.

9. AN ABILITY TO FIND MEANING AND MEANINGFULNESS THROUGH WORK AND
TO USE LEISURE PRODUCTIVELY.

10. AWARENESS OF WAYS TO CHANGE CAREER CHOICES AND OF THINGS IN
THEMSELVES AND IN SOCIETY THAT AFFECT THEIR CHOICE.

....

(ADAPTED FROM A,PRIMEft FOR CAREER EDUCATION BY KENNETH B. HOYT)
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Career
Awareness a.* means understanding how the economic system works.

b. V means knowing the names of a lot of careers.

should butaught in the early grades.

provides a base for more specific career information.

Teaching Career Awareness means much more than familiarizing students hith job
titles. Awareness provides the foundation for career orientation and explor-
ation.. It should begin in the primary grades and continue through high school
at increasing levels of sophiStication.int.

S. A Career
Education
Program a.

b. V

C.

should involve parents and community members.

is best carried out by a yocational school.

10/ is best carried out by a school working together
with business and industry.

No matter who carries on the Career Education program, it should involve the
parents whose children it serves and enable students to explore the world ofwork. Who will do it "best" depends on local needs and resources.

6. Career
Education
Activitieka.V should take place in a special class.

b. 4. should continue from the early grades through higher educa-
tion.

C. + should be done within subject classes.

d. + should take place in job settings.

The same point should be made when deciding who in a school should take re-
sponsibility. Career Education can be successfully presented in all of thesesettings.

=11...111.
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7. Counselors LI...should be involved in the Career Edu ation program.

b. should direct the Career Education p ogram.

c. should take over after students have completed Career
Education.

It is ilportant to involve everyone with appropriate expertite in planning and
implementing the program from start to finith.. No one group should control it,
or be limited to a minor position.

8. Career
Education
Materials a. + should include role models from both sexes and different

cultural groups.

b. + should deal with work values as well as information.

c. - should encourage students to look for popular jobs.

d.- should be developed by.professionals.

If available materials do not provide ethnic role models, additional illustra-
tions will have to be developed. Teachers and community leaders with knowledge'
of local needs can often do this better than commercial publishers. Speakers
should prepare material before visiting classes. If individuals are not aware
of their own values, whether personal or cultural, they may be uncomfortable
with Career Education materials or in jobs whose values are shaped by the domi-
nant culture, without understanding why. Students should be encouraged to seek
jobs that will satisfy them.
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9. Most American
Schools a. - prepare students for the kinds of jobs now available.

b. 4. mostly prepare students for higher education.

c. 10/ preient equal career choices for both sexes and all'cultural groups.

d. QV suggest that academic education is "better° than vocationaltraining.

IMMO-
AEI

Many American school programs still seem to assume that a college degree isthe way to get ahead. Howilver, the number of,jobs requiring a 4 year degreehas declined. Many of the highest paying jobs now require advanced technicaltraining rather than a degree. College can be_an eariching experience-laterin life. By the-year-2000,
2/3-of-to-da)i's children will fill jobs not even inexistence now. Schools must become more responsive to economic developmentsand more flexible and imaginative in their programming. As you develop yourcareer education program, check with the local employment office about thecurrent job picture.

10. The future job
market a. - will be smaller than it is today.

b.+ will include many jobs not in existence today.

c.- will probably be much like today's.

11, A college
education a.- is required for an increasing number of jobs.

b.+ is necessary for a high-paying job.

c.+ is required for certain professions.

d.- is most valuable when acquired early.
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12. Most
students a. + would like to help with career planning by the eighth

grade.

b. feel they get enough career information and help.

c. prefer to delay career choice until they grow up.

d. have a pretty good idea of the kinds of jobs available.

In a recent study, 3/4 of 8th graders and llth graders wanted career planning
help. They would like to learn how to achieve economic independence early, but
students'from economically deprived areas in particular often have little knowl-,
edge of choices available.

13. Career Education
activities a. require a lot of extra time.

b. - distract from other subjects.

c. te require the cooperation of the whole school staff.

Ideally, career education will enhance rather than distract from the existingprogram. .Many commercial materials are available, but perhaps the best aredeveloped by teachers and classes from local materials. For maximum effect,the entire school should contribute to and support the program.

14. The best way to
get Career Education
to students
is to require everyone to take a Career Educatiop class

in higtr school.

b. / to offer Career Education as an elective during the
secondary years.

c.+ to offer Career Education activities at various points
from Kindergarten through college.

develop a Career Education program tailored to local
needs and resources.

vzolker

c)

The best way to implement Career Education depends on the needs of the school
involved. All of these ways can work, though the 3rd is probably the best
choice. ideally, basic CE concepts will be addressed several times during
school years, at increasing levels of sophistication, as students progress
through Career Awareness, Orientation, Exploration, and, finally, preparation
for jobs. (Put on Transparency 3 - next page) dt,
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Transparency #3

THE SPIRAL OMICEPT OF CAREER EDWATICN



15. In traditional
Indian societies,
Career
Education a. - was not available.

b. + was provided by parents and others as the child grew.

C. - was unnecessary, since there were no careers.

Once, all education was Career Education. Children learned life skills and
roles from watching those around them. We will be talking about how this wasdone in some detail in Session III.

16. Career Education
should a. Vfmake students into productive and motivated workers.

b. loteach students acceptable work habits and job behavior.

c. Vhelp students understand how businesses are managed and
what alternatives are possible.

Career Education is not intended to turn students into cogs in the industrial
machine. They must be able to perform effectively, but they should understand
what they are doing and why. If they have the option of starting their own
businesses, they may want to run them according to values more in line with
their own culture.

17. Indian students want
to know a. V how to get off the reservation.

b. V how to make money w le staying home.

C. + how to make a living without losing their culture.

Indian students differ in their wants and needs. The Career Education program
should provide facts on which to base decisions not tell them what their de-
cision should be. Sometimes; young Indians drop out or refuse job training
opportunities because they are afraid that if they leave home and learn other
ways they will not be accepted as Indians when they return. They need to under-
stand the relationship between careers and culture and develop pride in the
past and present ability of Indians to meet basic human needs.
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18. Career Education for
their children can
help Indian com-
munities a. + improve.their standard of living.

b.+ fill jobs that serve Indians with Indian workers.

c.. increase political and economic self-determination.

All of these, if the progrmn is supported by the community and responsive toits needs. (Put on Transparency # 4 -- next page).

This poem expresses one Native American's attitude towards career development.
It is included in all of the NACE units as well as in the Participants'
Handbooks.

19. Career Education
resourcesa.:k1 come from the community.

b. V come from the school.

c. V come from the teacher's experience.

..111=111.1IMIIIM,

In the next activity, participants will be exploring some of the sources ofinformation you can use in a Career Education program.

20. My knowledge of
Career Education
is a. not as much as I need.

b. greater than I thought.
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Activity S. --COFFgE BREAK

The break will provide participants with an opportunity tb relax after
working through the checklist, but be careful not to let it Stretch out too
long. When you let participants go, tell them that they should be back in
fifteen minutes, awl state what time that will be. Also, tell them that they
will be meeting in small groups for the second part of the sesiion, and de-
cide who will be in each group and where it will meet beforeithey break. The
break time can then be used for making necessary dhanges ;the physical arrange-
ments of the roam..

A group may be subdivided in various ways--by letting people decide who
they want to work with; having people who already happen to be sitting to-
gether form a workgroup; or dividing them according to the school or area from
which they cane (if different communities are represented), by grade level, or
by some clther point of similarity. Eadh group should have an uneven number of
members--five or seven people makes a manageable group--and all groups should
be approximately equal in size. If at all possible, each group should include
both teachers and other educational staff and Indian community members.

It is probably best if participants do small group activities in the same
workgroups throughout the workshop.

A form for noting names of workgroup members is included on the next page.
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WORKGROUPS

Group I: location

4.

Group II: location

1. 1.

2.
2.

"!t

3. 3.

4. 4.

6. 6.

7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

Group III: location Group DI: location

1. 1.

2. 2 .4

3. 3.

4. 4.

111=111
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Activity 6. --CAREER EDUCATION RESOURCE SURVEY

The Purpose of this activity is to start participants thinking about pro-
gram development, and to convince them that they already have some resources
that they QM use.

When participants have returned from their break and settled into their
workgroups, explain that their task will be to discuss the questions or head-
ings on the four worksheets. (in Session I of their handbooks), and fill in
answers as far as possible Worksheet 1.1 should be omitted in boarding school
Settings. Participants should appoint one member of each group to act as
recorder and later report their findings to the reunited group.

If you have copies of the local phone book or other information on local
economic \resources, diitribute it to the workgroups for use in filling Out the
worksheeti. Tell the groups that after a half hour, they will be joining to-
gether again to report their results. As the groups work, circulate among them
and stimulate their thinking with suggestions as needed.

If you 'lust shorten this session, instead of having participants work
through the sheets in groups, simply ask them to look.over the worksheets in-
dividually as they sit together in the larger group, and lpad a general dis-
cussion of possible responses based on the guidelines which follow. You may
also save time by allowing the groups to skip worksheet 1.4. Help participants
work more quickly by reminding them of the time every seven or eight minutes,
perhaps by saying something like --"You should, be completing lorksheet I:2 and
beginning 1.3 about now."

When the groups have completed the workoheets or the half hour has passed,
bring them goether again for discussion. Note--if one group finishes earlier
than the rest, refer them to the supplementary readings at the end of the
materials for the Session in their Handbook, and at the end of this Nhnual.
This is a useful suggestion at any point in the workshop when an individual
or group is done with an activity ahead of time.

Ask the 'recorder' from each group to read off their responses to work-
sheet I.1, and when all the workgroups are done, ask participants to comment
on each other's ideas. Add your own suggestions and ideas from those inserted
in italics on the copy of the worksheet that follows. Jkepeat this process for
worksheets 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. Allow considerable freedom to participants in
discussion. Often, one person's comment will suggest a new idea to someone
else, but don't let things lag.

If you are dealing with a multi-Cultural area, instruct participants to
add information on other ethnic communities to the data on Indian groups re-
quested in worksheet I.1.
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WORKSHEET 1.1: Jobs for which Career Education is Needed

. Where can you find information on jobs that are available now, or that will be
available in the future? What tribal jobs are now held by non-Indians? On
this sheet, list all possible sources of information about the economic struc-
ture and potential of your region in general, and of the Indian or other cul-
tural communities in particular. Where sourcesare suggested, locate names and
addresses of people or organizationspto contact for information.

Is there a tribal government in your area? True mostly of areas near reserva-
tions.

Has the tribe done a needs assessment? This will give you information on
what career areas would be useful.
Does it have a tribal economic development plan? Ifso, the career ed.
program should be coordinated with it.
Who can be contacted for this information? Try the tribal council or
business committee. Soma tribes have economic deveZopment offices as well.
It is very important that the career education program be coordinated with
whatever planning is going on at the tribal level. When the career educa-
tion program development committee i8 formed, a representative of the tribe
should be asked to join it. If no planning is being done, development of
the career education program may help inspire some. However, non-Indian
career educators can onZy suggest--Zeadership in Native American economic
development must come from the community.

Is there a local Indian center? In a multi-cultural community, are there othco
ethnic community groups?

Has the center done a community needs assessment?

Has the center written proposals or reports with information about com-
munity needs? All of the above documents can provide information on community
needs which might be met by the development of small businesses, clinics or
other projects at the community center., or the training of Indian young people
in specific careers.

Who can be contacted for this information?
Try the director of the Center or the director of'any CETA or other training
programs being administered there. Someone.from the Center should also become
a member of the career education committee.

Where is the nearest seat of city or regional government?

Is there a regional office of the U.S. Department of Commerce? Source of
information on PegionaZ economic structure?

Can we obtain any state or regional surveys or reports? Look for projections
on economic opportunities, changing population structure, etc.

Who can be contacted for this information?
Try the Census Bureau for figures on employment for various ethnic groups,

and the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor for employ-
ment projections. Unless you are in a Zarge city, you may have to phone or
write to the county seat or state Capitol for this kind of information. A Zo
caZ Chamber of Commerce or the publicity offices of largj.industriea may also be
good sources.
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WORKSHEET 1.2: Career Education Resources in the School

What do you have to work with? List as many resources as you can from each of
the following places. Include books, pamphlets, A-V materials, speakers, field
trip sites, etc.

If people from the counselor's office, library, etc are not at the work-
shop, the group should decide to consult them for this. inftrmation.

Career Center

How many teachers or community members have actually visited the career
center (if the school has one)? Get the career specialist (if any) to de-
scribe what they are doing, and discuss how he or she might work with tea-
ohere.

Office of Pupil Personnel Services
Often the counselors are involved with the rest of the program only when
its time to advise students on courses. If they are too busy to go to
teachers to find out what they are actually' teaching that might be relevant
to students' career choices, teachers should go to them. They often have
quantities of job information that could be displayed in classrooms.

Libeaoy

The library is an underrated career education resource. Almost any work
of fiction or non-fiction portrays careers in some respect. If librarians
encounter books relevant to various subjects with career implications, they
should teZZ teachers.

Business or Vocational Education departments
These classes are the most conscious of preparing students for careers.
The!: might also serve as resources for other classes, however,(e.g., typing
and English, shop and physics) in demonstrating the application of some of
the principleq being learned.

District media collection
Most districts have some kind of resource collection, though it is often
not conveniently catalogued., or teachers have long waits for items ordered.
The career education committee should try to make a friend of the person

4 in charge of the collection, delegate someone to go down and see what's
there, etc.
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WORKSHEET IA: Career Education Resources in the Communitt

The community can provide lots of career information if you know where to look.

Business, Industry, and public service agencies can all help you. Identify the

nearest branches of each of the following and indicate what kind of resources

they can provide (speakers; field trip sites, job infbrmation, economic analyses,

informational brochures, etc.)

Ot..:SELlatif.3.11
Kind of Information

State Human Resource Development Office economic analyses, job oppor
tunities, haw to appZy for a

Address: jOb

Infortn:. ion!

Employment agencies

Address:

Information:

Economic development office

Address:

Information:

job opportunities, how to
apply, speakers

training programs, speakers,
brochures

Businessmen's service organizations economic analyses, brochures,

(Lions, Elks, Optomists, etc.) speakers, field trip sites

Address:

Information:

Chamher of Commerce economic analysis, brochurss
on region, speakers, fieZd'

Address: trip sites

Information:

Labor Unions training programs, speakers,
field trip sites

Addresses:

Information:

Public relations departments of local brochures, speakers, field

industries or businesses trip sites

Addresses:

Information:
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WORKSHEET 1.3 (Cont'd)

Organization

Names and addresses:

Career areas:

Tribal government

Address.:

Information:

Indian community center

Address:

Information:

Youth Organizations such as:

4_49JFAI .Future Momemakers,

church groups. Scouts

Addresses:

Information

1.34

Kind of Information

field trip sites

economic analyses, speakers,
information on support for
training

CETA or other job training,
speakers

access to career information,
access to businesspeople in
t;:e. community. Also, such
groups may do projects which
provide work-experience.
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WORKSHEET -#4: Resource Needs

Now that you have surveyed the resources available to you, you can consider what
else you may need. Needs might include:

Need Possible Sources?

Information

Teachers may feet that raw information is not very usefid if it is not alreadV
in the form of teac:Ing materials. PointOut that part of the purpose of
this workshop is to teach participants how to take information and turn it into
career education activities.

Materials

Materials on specific career areas may be missing. The librarian or people in
various government offices may be able to suggest materials, or Zook throu.ffi
catalogues from major publishing houses, write the State Office of Career Educa-
tion, etc. However, teachers should be prepared to work with community and
business people to develop materials which will be suited to their students
geographically and culturally.

Speakers and field trip sites for certain career areas

If some impoftant career areas are not already represented in your region, it
may be necessary to import people, go on longer field trips, or make do with
films or slide-tapes. The State Career Education people would be helpful here
as well.
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Activity 7. CONCLUSION

You should use the last few minutes of the session to review what has gone
an and provide a lead-in to Session II. Cover the following points:

the group has now gone through the introductory activities, and should
be more comfortable with each other as individuals, and with the idea
of carder education;

career education as an area of study includes not only information about
specific jobs and training for them but the relationship of careers to
the culture and economic system within which they exist. Career choice
is also affected by lifestyle and personal values;

career education resources are all around us, although it may require
some legwork to identify and obtain them. Later sessions will go in-
to the skills needed to transform these resources into usable career
education activities.

Strongly suggest that participants read the Information Summary included
in their handbooks at the end of the worksheets for Session T (all the summaries
are bound together at the end of this manual).. If time allows, they should do
this before the next session. In any case, it will be available to them to re-
view or refresh their memories later. This is probably the most important
reading for them.

Before ending the session, remind participants at what time and place
Session II will begin. If possible, you should look through the participants'
questionnaires and checklists before Session II, so that youi will have a better
idea of their background and interests. If Session II is being presented the
next day or later, you may turn to the directions on p. 2.10 and ask participants
to choose roles before the next meeting. This will help speed things up for
Session II.
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Session II:

The School and the Community

,
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Introduction

Goals

Session II of the Staff/Commnity Training Workshop focuses on theinteraction of the various groups who must cooperate in ordet to developand implement a career education program for Native American students.It has the following objectives:

participants will be able to list the major groups of people
who should be involved in a career education program and
describe their roles;

participants Will have had the (simulate3) experience of
trying to work ulth others who have differing opinions and
goals on a career education committee, and will be able to
identify the kinds of interpersonal problems that can occur;

participants will be able to identify some group interaction
skills that can be useful when working on a committee, and-
will be aware of exercises that can help them to develop
these skills;

participants will be able to describe the relevance of inter-
action skills to career education.

Activities

Mhjor activities in this Session and average time allowances for each
are as follows:

1. Review of Session I--Coordinator summarizes main points 5 min.

Z. Who Coes Career Education?--Coordinator uses transparency
to introduce and describe the major groups and individuals
uto should be involved.

10 min.

3. SimulationA Carer Education Program for Happy Valley--
Participants read or hear about simulation setting, read
role descriptions and choose roles. They then simulate the
meeting of a career education comaittee as instructed, while
Coordinator observes.

60 min.

4. Coffee breAk
15 min.
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5. How are things in Happy Valley?--The group reconvenes and
participants report on results of simulation, Coordinator
reports own observations and helps them identify kinds of
problems that occurred. ,

,6. Cooperative Group Interaction Skills--Coordinator intrOduces
and describes eight basic interaction skills, then leads 4

participants through as many of the exercises on the skills
as time and interest allow. Times for exercises vary and
are given individually with the directions. 5 to 30 min.

each
7.. Conclusion--Coordinator reviews material covered in

session. 5'min.

10 min.

Nhterials

Coordinator's 1-bnual

Transparencies (lop. 2.7, 2.13, 2.34, 2.36, 2.37, 2.46)
Overhead projector
Extra paper and pencils
Name tags
Copies of 'secret instructions' for role players
Tapes of simulation background materials and cassette recorder
Three (or four) puzzle sets and scoresheets for "Cooperation"
exercise (optional)

Preparation

Become familiar with the material for this session ahead of time. Unless
your group of participants is entirely composed of fast readers, you may want
to tape some of the background materials for the simulation (see directiong)
and play them, or practice reading them aloud. You should also make a set of
copies of the 'secret instructions' for each workgroup and cut them apart
ahead of time. If you are not experienced in facilitating simulations, read
the discussion on the next 3 pages carefully,

Role playing

Role playing is well known as a psychological technique. In this work-
shop.it is being used to increase the effectiveness of the simulation rather
than for its own sake. Role playing requires people to assume roles other
than their own, relinquishing their usual patterns of behavior for the roles
and patterns of other people. In its classical form it takes place under
conditions that resemble (i.e., simulate) a "real" situation; instead of
subjecting a person to an actual "crisis," the social situation and psycholo-
ajcal crisis is simulated in a model of a specific problem.

Role playing focuses upon the conflicts, problems, dilemmas, and crises
that occur within the framework of the simulation. In other words, role
playing follows through on the simulated experience by exploring its many
facets of feeling and reacting behavior, of defining alternatives, of
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exploring consequences, and finally, choosing a course of action in decision
making.

Thus, role playing represents an in-depth exploration of specific prob-
. lems and conflicts within a simulated experience. It allows for systematic
digressions from the simulation: 'alternatives can be acted out and their
consequences compared.

Time constraints will probably limit the extent to which conflicts can ,

be explored and fully resolved. As coordinator, you should be familiar with
the guidelines for role playing given below, but once the role playing has
started, you shOuld not intrude unless the group has difficulties which
threaten to destroy the simulation. Although role playing is widely used as
a technique for bringing out personal feelings and resolving interpersonal _

difficulties, in this workshop role playing is used primarily,as a device for
exploring content.

If you discover that a particular group is having trouble getting into
the role playing, you may. want to encourage participants to approach the
activity in terms of the attitudes and interpersonal relationships of their .

roles, but keep in mind that the primary objective of each session is to
discuss.the informational content.

Leading group discussions

The extent to which learning takes place in the simulation and role play-
ing enactments depen& largely upon your skill in guiding the discussions
which follow each session. DiscusSion guidelines are provided for maximizing
instructional "payoff' to you (as coordinator of"the worksho) and to the
training group.

A good rule to observe in guiding group discussions of the simulation
and role playing sessions is that lengthy discussions follow enactments
rather than precede them., Another is that, in the early phases of a session,
anything that can be explored through enactments rather than through lengthy
discussions should be so managed. Thus, when a participant says, "I don't
think the group will give Bob a chance to lead," invite the person to enact
what he thinks will happen rather than discuss this opinion.

Experience has shown that the process of role playing evokes real feel-
ings, expresses the interactions and further delineates situations. After
such enactments, discussion can be encouraged.

To emphasize, C.e Coordinator's role is to guide, not to direct, the
discussion. To do this you:

1. Listen carefully to what each person is trying to say. When
someone hesitates, try to reflect his/her feelings or thoughts,
You may say, "You're angry at this group...," and wait to see
if this is what the person means. If he/she does not respond
to this suggestion, you may say, "Or, are you thinking about
something else?" Such statements may help the person to bring
to a verbal level feelings or thoughts he/she has been unable
to express.
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2. Keep your responses in line with what each person is trying to
say. Respond with a nod or comment that shows that his/her con-
tribution is genuinely accepted. Do not 'pirn ausy and call on
some other person if a contribution is trivial; try to find
meaning in each effort. -

3. Select some comments for immediate constration if they hook
onto the action or elaborate on a previo contribution. As the
group throws out ideas, help discussion stay in focus. You may
say, "Let's. help Mary work out her idea. ',Mita did she convey to
us in her role playing? What do you think about it?" Or, you
may suggest, "Bill, tell Leroy your opiniOn,7 in order to stimu-
late the participants to talk to each othir.

4. Certain questions help lift the participants out of preoccupa-
tion with their own immediate problems to wider considerations.
Ask:

"Do you know someone who would have handled this
situation differently?"

"Why does behave the way he or she does?"

"Why were our ways of solving this situation different
from the way the actual evaluation team did it?"

"Why do you suppose problems like this arise?"

Some people respond to such questions and move to analogies,
speculation, or some loVol of generalization. Others remain
able unly to cope with the specifics of the problem. This tells
you that much more experience with confronting problem situations
is needed and much more comparison and speculation should be
encouraged in other role playing sessions.



Introduction

The main activity in this session will be a simulation exercise whose

purpose is to give you all some 'experience' in serving on a career education

committee, and an understanding not only of some of the problems that may

come up, but of'some ways to solve them.

At the end of the session, you should be able to:

list the major groups of people who should be involved in acareer education program and tell what they would contribute;

destribe some of the problems that may occur when people from
different backgrounds try to work together;

list and define cooperative group interaction.skills whichpeople can use to solve problems; and

describe why group interactions skills are important in
career education,

In this session, you will be reading background material, choosing roles,

and participating in the simulation; and doing some individual and/or group

exercises in various group interaction skills.
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Guidelines

Activity l.--REVIEW OF SESSION I

Before launching into the second session, remind participants of the
following points:

Career education, broadly defined, is a life-long process, in which
the individual learns things that will enable him or her to make a
living, satisfy personal needs, and be a productive member of society.

Career education should be adapted to the needs and cultural values
of the people being educated;

Career education can be divided into overlapping phases of Awareness,
Orientation, Exploration, and Job Preparation;

Career education can be implemented in a number of ways, depending
on the needs and resources of.the school or project. One of the most
popular ways is infusion, in which career education content of acti-
vities are used to enrich or present'the content of other subjects;
and

Career education resourCes are all around us.

Activity 2.--.WHO DOES CAREER EDUCATION?

A career education prograM doesnq just grou0.--a number of different
people need to work together to provide all the information and resources
that will be needed to make it work. Put Transparency #5 (p.2.7) on the
screen as you describe the following groups. Be sure and refer to any
representatives of the groups who are present in the training group as
examp es and pay special attention to their potential contribution.

Yo4 will probably be presenting the workshop in either a school or pro-
ject setting. If the former, sp-nd the most time on describing the roles Of
school personnel and skip lightly over projects. If the latter, reverse
the emphasis. Do not omit either entirely as they often end up working
together.

The school includes several kinds of people who can be involved:

a. Administrators are very important because they provide moral and
mateiai support for the program, authorize expenditures of time
and money, etc. They can also make contacts with the business com-
munity, and coordinate career education activities throughout a
school or district.
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Transparency #S

(

r

GROUPS INVOLVED IN A CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

The EconomIc Community

Government Business Industry s Labor

The Educational
The Indian

Community
Community

School or Project
Administration

Career Ed.
Specialists

Teachers, Aides,
Tutors

Counselors

Other Staff

Advisory Committees

Parents

Community Leaders
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b. Career Education Specialists, when available, are extremely valuable,
since they nave specitic training in career education and are man-
dated to gather resources and conduct activities. However they can-

.

not be everywhere at once, therefore they must work with others.

c. Teachers and teacher aides, who actually manage learning experiences
for students provide students with information, collect and orga-
nize career education resources (sometimes develop them), aAd eva-
luate the results.

d. Counselors should be integral parts of the program. They can pro-
vide information and career education materials, make contacts with-
the business community and training institutions, and advise students
on career and educational planning. It is important that teachers
keep counselors informed on what they are teaching students about
careers, so that they will know how much knowledge they can assume
counselees have.

e. Librarians can identify career education resources already available,
irzidaiTiT students and teachers to identify and obtain others.

f. Other school staff can serve as career role models, especially in
rural areas where field trips are hard to arrange.

A PROJECT, such as Title TV or other project sponsored by an Indian tribe,
. . ,
enter or agency, to provide educational services to Indian students, may

function much as a school would in developing a career education program.
Personnel who might be involved include:

a. Administrators, such as the Project Director, who provide the same°
'kind of support a principal would in a school In the smaller
project context they may also be working directly with students.

b. Career Education S.ecialists, if the project has them, may travel
to a number of scnools, working with Indian students individually
or in small groups at each one. The specialist may also serve as
a resource to teachers in the classrooms.

C. Counselors or Tutors are the project's equivalents of teachers, and
work directly with the Indian students individually or in small
groups.

d. Other staff at the project's sponsoring agency (such as people in
a tribal government or involved in other projects at an Indian
Center) can be extremely useful as career models, contacts with
businesses, and general sources of information and materials.

INDIAN CCMJNITY MEMBERS

a. A Parent kisoy Committee (PAC) already established for a school's
Tit e IV or Jo1ison ormirry project, or a Tribal Education Commit-
tee can delegate a member to represent it on a career education
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committee or project and inform the community about what the career
education program is doing and vice versa. The PAC is often the
group with the most authority to guide Indian Educational Policy.

b. Parents of students.to be served by the career education program
Mould be included if possible, 'since they are most directly con-
cerned with their children's needs. They can also serve as career
role models themselves and contacts with Indian and non-Indian
businesses.

c. Other Indian Community Members can serve as career role models and
contacts with businesses, as well as providing information on the
community's economic goals. When information on traditional Indian
culture would enrich the program, community members should be asked
whether discussing such material in the school is all right, and
if so, whether they would like to present it themselves or train
iteachers to do it.

BUSDIESS and INDUSTRY is obviously a valuable partner in a career
education program if its support can be obtained, A Business represent-
ative for a career education committee might come from a chamber of
commerce; industry publicity office trade union, or be a parent of a
present or former student at the school. Even if Business has no rep-
resentative on the committee, it should make contacts with people who
will be able to provide information on local econdmic needs and oppor-
tunities, speakers on various careers, and sites for field trips and
job experience or training.

STUDENTS themselves should not be forgotten in planning since the goal
of the whole operation is to benefit them! A student representative
on the committee might be very useful, to tell career education planners
not what students 'ought' to like, but what kinds of activities and
content will actually interest and involve them.

The difficulty is to get all of these groups together, and to provide
a common ground on which they can all work, Successful interaction requires
members of the gro4 to be motivated, tolerant of others' differences, and
'willing to try and communicate with each other. Problems 'may include: dif-
ferent perceptions of what students need, different approaches to career
education or to program development, different values, and different commu-
nication styles. Historical factors such as local politics or past conflict
may also affect the group's interaction.

Activity 3.--A CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR HAPPY VALLEY

Background

If school/community cooperation in developing and implementing a career
education program is to be more than nominal, both groups must learn to
understand each other, and to appreciate the reasons behind their opinions
and attitudes. In many places a backlog of hostility or suspicion must first
be overcome. The purpose of the simulation is to give participants a chance
to 'walk in the other man's moccassins' for a little while, and hopefully to
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begin to understand each other. It will also give them some more informationabout implementing and evaluating a caretr education program.

In any training group, there may be one or two people who are so uncom-fortable with the idea of role playing that thby would not benefit themselvesor the group by trying to do it. If any of the participants object toostrongly to the idea, suggest that they act as recorders for their groupsinstead of participating in the simulation. In rare cases, a whole group mayrefuse to play. If this happens, you can simulate the simulation by havingthem speculate on what is likely to happen if the people whose roles aredescribed try to work together. This, however, is obviously inferior tohaving participants play the roles themselves.

Participants must absorb a fair amount of background material in orderto simulate the characters effectively. If your training group includes
individuals with widely varying reading rates, you may find it advisable toread "Career Education for Native Americans in Happy Valley," the "Superin-
tendent's Memo to Committee Members,". and the "Evaluation Report" aloud.Even more effective would be tn prepare ahead of time a cassette tape ofthese pieces, using people with appropriate voices. OT if you know some ofthe participants to be good readers, you may ask ,them to do this for the
group.

Be sure and copy enough sets of the secret instructions for the numberof workgroups you have. You should also have blank snametags so that people
can put on the names of their characters.

, Facilitating the Simulation

Begin by having participants split up into the same workgroups they
formed during the first session, with adjustments for absent or added members.When they are settled, place the transparency with the Information Summary
and Map on the projector (transparency #6 p. 2.13) and read, play, or have
participants read "Career Education for Native Americans in Happy Valley"
in their Handbooks (Imp. 2.14 - 2.16 of this manual).

When they have finished, ask them to read carefully through the Role
Descriptions on pp. 2.17 - 2.21 of their Handbooks, and select roles. The
starred roles must be taken. The others are optional. Roles marked "Indian"
or "non-Indian"-East be played. that way, but can be taken by anyone. Encourage
participants to take roles at are different from their own characters. When
they have chosen roles, they should write their new names on name tags and
put them on.

Now that they know who they are, read, play, or have them read the "Super-
intendent's Ntmo on Committee Members," and the "Evaluation Report." (pp. 2.23-
2.27) Wanwhile, you or an assistant should pass out the Secret Instructions
for each character to the persons wearing those characters names. Mhke sure
participants realize that the other players are not to see these instructions.

Read or have them read the "Role Playing Instructions" in their Handbooks
(p. 2.22 of this Manual), and ask the person in each group who is playing the
role of Paul or Pauline Partridge, the chairperson, to read the opening remarks
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on p. 2.28 of the Handbook to the others in his/her group and begin the
simulation, reminding them that they will have 30 minutes Lor their meeting.

During the simulation, you should circulate among the groups. If
interaction bogs down or conflicts develop, use some of the techniques
described in the intr;duction to this session to ease things along.
Participants are more likely to throw themselves into their roles, however,
with such dramatic results that your main problem will be to keep a straight
face as you listen. If the equipment is available and,participants are not
too self-consdious, taping or video-taping the simulations could provide a
valuable record of what tvent on. Do remind the groups to appoint a member,
as recorder so that they will be able to present their conclusions to the
others at the end of the simulation.

As the end of the half-hour approaches, move from group to group; an-
nouncing yourself as a messenger from the Superintendent. Inform them that
the Superintendent has just been summoned to a meeting with community groups, '

'and that he must have the committee's specific suggestions on what to do about
the career education program immediately. This is not only good for a laugh,
but it will help the group focus its discussion during the last minutes of .

the simulation.

When the allotted time is over, inform participants, announce the coffee
break, and ask them to be ready to discuss the simulation afterwards.
they can act as a large group while still sitting in their workgroup areas,
it will save logistical troubl in later activities.

Activity 4.--BREAK

This will give participants an opportunity to 'unwind' before trying to
look objectively at the results of the simulation. Pages 2.29 - 2.31 are the
'secret instructions' which'you are to copy for participants, followed by
the simulation materials from the Participants Handbook. Coordinator's
directions resume on p. 2.32.



SIMULATION EXERCISE:
A CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR HAPPY VALLEY

Introduction

In this simulation exercise you will have a chance to explore attitudes

and problems of people involved in planning and implemehOng career education,

etc., resulting in a better understanding and knowledge oi\areer education and

of your own feelings.

Activities

Read or Listen to "Career Education for Native Americans in

Happy Valley"
2 3*

Look at the Information Summary and Map 2 6

Read Role Descriptions and Choose Roles 2 7-11

Read or Hear the Superintendent's Memo to Committee Members,

and the Evaluation Report
2 13-17

Read the Role Playing Instructions (Coordinator will

hand them out)

Hear: Ms./Mr. Partridge's Opening Remarks 2 18

Simulate The First Meeting of the Evaluation Committee

Decide What the Committee Should Advise the Superintendent to do!

*page numbers refer to Participant's Handbook
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Transparency #6 ./

INFORMATION SUMMARY

1. Location: Rural area with 3 small towns, one industry, and one large
city°115 miles away.

2. Economics: Mainly timber, some agriculture, cattle raising, industrY,
small businesses, recreation, tract housing development increasing.

3. pOpulation: Timbermen, fariers, businessmen; middle class commuters;
"summer people"; resident Native Americans, Latinos, minority workers,
migrant workers.

4. Student_tpulation in District: 5% blacks, 15% Latinos, 35% Native
knertcans, and 45%- others.

5. Schools: 2 high schools (one in Tyler Heights and one in Alto Groves)
grades 9-12 population BOO, 1 combined school population 250 (high
school and elementary school) and 3 elementary schools populatiou 1,200.

6. School Board: 5 members, one Indian American professional, new resident
and 4 1ong time resident, one of whom is a former teacher interested in
helping Indian children prepare to meet college entrance requirements.
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-4F1

Readin : CAREER EDUCATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS IN
AL H S

Happy Valley is a large 'valley which includes an Indian reservation.

However, some of the Indians live in the nearby communities of Alto Groves and

Tyler Heights. Indian students make up a third of the district'sschool

population.

Many people in these communities show hostility or lack of respect for

Indian peopleihere. The problems of Indian students include alcoholism,

truancy, and a high drop out rate. Failure begins in kindergarten. Indian

people both on and off the reservation have a poor self-imege as well as

law income and unemployment.

The Indian people feel that their culture is just as valuable as that of
0

the non-Indians, but it is not equally valued in the schools. If students are

forced to choose.between being 'successful' and being Indian, they are bound

to suffer. The result is a very difficult relationship between the Indian

community and the school.

The Indian community feels that the Career Education pro'gram is not

reaching their children and that the community should be involved in planning

it. They see the administrators as the prime source of their problem--the

administrators want to help, but are blind to the real problem. The commun-

ity feels that the schools are tiying to make the Indians invisible. The

parents and community members would like to have better communication with the

schools in order to improve the situation.

The administrators, on the other hand, feel that the problem lids with

the Indian people. They complain about the high drop out rate and blame the

parents for not participating in the larger community. They are not aware of
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any racial barriers or acts of prejudice towards the Indian students, and sey

that a high drop out rate among the poorer students is characteristic of most

school districts--nothing they can do will.solve the problem.

When the Indian parents suggested having a Career,Education program_

specifically for Indians, the administrators replied that this was a minor

problem, and thdt the existing Career Education program was good enough. They

considered special programs that do not benefit all the students as a waste

of money, and said they did not have time,to revise the budget anyway. They

felt that if the parents wanted an Indian caeer education class for their

children then the Indian community should provide one. Finally, they said

that counselors are available tu help individual Indian students with their

prciblems. The administration has to dlo what is best for the school as a

whole.

Contributing to the complexity of the situation are the teachers, whose

views are as varied as the population of the community. Some teachers feel

that the Indian thildren are the most neglected of all the students, and that

special efforts should be made to lower their drop out rate and help them

retain their Indian identity. Others feel that the administrators are right,

that all students should work together and no one should get special treatment

since any change in.the curriculum and schooi would bring about trouble wfth

the students. They believe that the Indian students should learn about their

culture at home. The purpose of education for all students is to turn them

into good Americans.

The current career education program requires elementary school teachers

to present units on careers in the 2nd, 4th, and 6th grades. In the recond4rY

schools, the business teachers include information on job hunting in their

classes, and some subject teachers refer to relevant careers in theirs. Once
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a year the district hosts a Career Fair, and juniors and seniors can partici.

pate 'in a work-stu4y program. Career education activities are developed by

teachers or use commerciafly available materials, except for the Career Fair,'

which is put on by the Tyler Heights Chamber of Commerce.

A
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ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

Read through the following character descriptions and choose one.

Each of the starred roles must be taken by someone in your group. Sexes

of characters may be changed if needed. Roles marked (Indian)--must be

played as Indian. Roles marked (non-Indian) are to be played as non-.

Indian. Roles marked (Indian or non-Indian) can be played as either. Any

role can be played by a participant of any ethnic background. Write "your"

name on the back of your name tag and reserve it. You are encouraged to

take roles unlike your oan character. Your coordinator will advise you on

how to form simulation groups.

\

Roles

* Paul or Pauline Partridge, 9th grade Business and English teacher,
chairperson

* Laura or Larry Eaglenose, Johnsop O'Malley parent committee president

* Donald or Donna Rand, 10th grade history teacher
\ .

* Jane or Jim Pierson, counselor \

* Arnie or Anne Ingalls, biology teacher

* Ramona,or Richard Springbird, president, Indian Student Association

* Bob or Barbara Fernandez, Indian PTA member and business person

* Floyd or Flo Wing, Vocational Education specialist

* Abbey Holloway, 6th grade teacher

I I)
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* PAUL OR PAULINE PARTRIDGE

You have been designated as chairperson by Superintendent Hdynes. Youare a 9th grade English and Business teacher. You have been teaching for 10years at Happy Valley High School, You are married to a leader in the loCalbusiness community, and you are active in the Tyler Heights community improve-
Mint program and civic groups. You were chosen as chairperson because of yourexperience working with committees, You feel a need for a change in theCareer Education curriculum and feel that many improvements are needed. Youfeel they should be adapted to fit individual needs. You think your studentsare much too sophisticated for the present materials. You feel the cost ofchanging the program would be a problem and that responsibility for a .programfor Indian students should be shared with the Title IV Program, You realizethat as chairperson, you will have to reconcile opposing points of view.

(Indian or non-Indian)

* LAURA OR LARRY EAGLENOSE

You are President of the JOM Parent Committee and have been selected bythe Indian Community to sit on the Evaluation
Committee. You have lived inthe community of Alto Groves all your life. Your children go to its schoolsand you are a volunteer at the Happy Valley Indian Educational Center.

You feel that the Evaluation Committee is not likely to fulfill its goalof helping the Career Education program meet Indian needs, You feel thatculture is important, you express these ideas to the other committee members,but you suspect that the committee is going to be one of those promises thatwere never kept. You feel that the curriculum in the schools is not relevantto Indian culture. You state that because of lack of Indian culture in theschool curriculum, many Indian children will do poorly in school and further-more, even attending school will handicap the /ndian child,

You want to change Career Education program to include cultural materialsfor Indians, you push for this change to benefit the Indian children. Youwould like.to see a total change in program. You are very negative towardcurriculum improvement if it does not include cultural materials. You willnot budge from this idea.

(Indian)
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* DONNA OR DONALD RAND

You were chosen for this committee by the chairperson of the Evaluation
Committee, who feels you can be helpful in the decision making because of
your knowledge of Indian History and cultural materials. At present you are
teaching lOth grade history at Happy Valley High. You are active at the
Tyler Heights Historical Society. You are a foster parent of an Indian child.-

You feel that the school has a lot to offer the Indian child and vice
versa. You would like to see more cultural materials in the schools for the
Indian students and you feel that what little materials the school does have
should be eZamined more closely for bias. You know that many Indian resource
materials can be obtained free or at a minimal cost.

You don't know much about Career Education, and have not been involved
in the program itself, but you know that the Indian community thinks it's
important. You would like to learn Velre about hov.dCareer Education can be
targeted to meet Indian needs.

(Indian or non-Indian)

* JIM OR JANE PIERSON

You were chosen by the chairperson because you are a counselor at Blue
Springs Combined School. She feels you can tell the committee what career
objectives most students have in mind. You have a lot of experience dealing
with youth. You are an advisor on the Commission of Youth Programs and active
with youth groups in Tyler-Heights. You have been working at the school for
5 years. You feel that the Indian students aren't any different than other
students. You feel that if you give them special treatment other students
will want the same. You want to have a strong influence on the committee
because you feel you know what the school needs. You do not think Career
Education should be presented from a cultural point of view.

(non-Indian)
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* ANNE OP ARNIE INGALLS

You have volunteered to be on this committee because you feel that bto-
logical and earth sciences.should be emphasized in the Career Education Pro-
ject. You have been teaching Biology and Earth Science for many years. You
spend your free time working with Indian children in a science awareness pro-
ject in the Happy Valley Community Service Center and are active with various
youth groups,

You feel a need for cultural awareness in the Career Education curricur.
lum, but you have mixed feelings about its appropriateness in the science
class. You feel it should be tested within your own class, you would like it
also to be tested at the Science Awareness Project. You realize its potential
as a tool and you would like to give it a chance. You are enthusiastic and
are interested.

(Indian or non-Indian)

* RICHARD OR RAMONA SPRINGSIRD

You are President of the Native American Indian Student Association at
Alto Grove High School. You have volunteered to be on this evaluation com-
mittee. You will be graduating next year, and plan to go to Law School
eventually.

You want to help improve the Career Education program for your fellow
students. You feel that Career Education is especially important to Indian
students because so many are poor. You will point out that many of.the stu-
dents do not make an effort to do well in school or to stay in school, because
they don't see how school will help them get a job, or they don't want to be
part of the White man's system. You feel that the school does not try to
reach these Indian students with special needs. You feel that this is the
teacher's fault as well as the student's. You think *the program should be
changed, but you want the school and the comunity to get together to decide
what should be done.

(Indian)
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* BOB OR BARBARA FERNANDEZ

You are a narent representative, selected by the PTA. You have not beenactive in Indian community activities for a number of years. You run anIndian craft store. You were selected by the PTA because you are an Indianand because the evaluation committee chairperson specified that such a persons.hould be included. You feel uneasy about being asked to represent thecommunity. 'You want to help in any way you can. You feel that all pointsbeing made are good, but you cannot decide on which of the suggestions arethe best.

(Indian)

* FLOYD OR FLORENCE WING

You were selected by the chairperson because you are a specialist in Voca-tional Education. You have been with the school for three years and teach ajob orientation course for the local communtty college. You feel that careereducation should be taught as an individual course and not integrated into thecurriculum. You feel that in a school context, the Career Education programwould lose value for the students that it is supposed to help. You would liketo see more on-the-job training. You feel that Indian children should have tocompete on equal terms with the others as your ancestors did. Only those whohave proved themselves serious should receive extra help. You have always hadtrouble working with parents..

(non-Indian)

* ABBEY HOLLOWAY

Yod'have volunteered to be on the committee. You teach sixth grade atKenney Elementary School. You feel that the school is doing a good job andthat the parents do not know what really goes on in the school. You feel thatthe parents should not try to make school policy because of their lack ofexperience. You would like to tell.those parents how hard you work to educatetheir children.

(non-Indian)
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THE SIMULATION

When you have chosen your roles, the Coordinator will hand eash of yoa

specific.instructions for this meeting which the other participants should
not see. Read the Superintendent's memo on the next page and the other back-

ground materials to the committee, then listen while the chairperson reads

his/her opening remarks.

Remember, the role descriptions and private instructions are just starters

-- use them to build your own interpretation of the character. Bring in your

own ideas about career and Indian education. Don't be shy -- everyone else is

in the same boat!

.16
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TO : Eiraluation Committee

. FROM John Haynes, Superintendent, Happy Valley School District

SUBJECT; Evaluation of the Career Education Programs, its effectdon Indianstudents

Thank you for agreeing to serve as the NACE evaluation committee.. As

you know our present Career Education program was implemented last year. Its

purpose is to attempt to prepare st..a^nts to function in the contemporary work

world and adapt to the future. It will assist them in developing goals so

they can eventually make sound career choices which are not only relevant to

their own interests but which will qualify them for existing jobs. By provid-

ing students with information and decision-making skills, career education en-

courages the development of realistic career goals and cazeer plans.

Each student is unique, therefore the program should be different for

each individual student. The program should be designed with enough flexibi-

lity and include enough options so that it can be taiilrftd to fit the particu-

lar needs and abilities of every learner.

As stated in the implementation plan, career education differs in a

number of ways from vocational education. Rather than providing training for

a specific vocation, it emphasizes a broad orientation to the world of work by

fostering an understanding of the socio-economic structure of our society.

But, more important, it helps the individual student to know himself or her-

self, and to view the future and his or her options in light of this self know-

iqdge. In this context, it also stresses clarification of personal values

regarding preferred life styles.

Career education also differs from vocational education in that it is

useful for all students, not just those who are headed for ttade school.

Finally, ideally it should be coordinated with and integrated into the rest
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of the school's curriculum,

Dt;ring the past year we have received complaints t at the program is
111

not meeting the needs of our'Indian students. Chit. wain g al is te present
career education in the best way possible, and it should address the problem
of dealing with Indian children and their particular needs aswell as those
of other student groups. To do this, one of the things we need to consider
is the relationship'between culture and career success. We therefore feel
that the program should'be evaluated from the Indian point of view. In order
to do this we are forming an evaluation committee which will consist of commu-
nity members, parents, and teachers of the Indian students. This will help us

to evaluate the program's effectiveness and to involve the community in which
- the student lives.

Career opportuniti.-s for Indians have been limited in the past. However
economic development is a pre-requisite for self determination on either a

personal or tribal level. Indians are beginning to realize they must assess

their own needs and choose careers rather than have them chosen for them. This
is true for both reservation and urban Indians. To do this, they must have a
positive self-image. They must believe in the validity of their own culture,
and in the possibility of functionintsuccessfully in the dominant society
without losing their own cultural identity.

The goals which have been suggested for Indian students in the program

are to'provide: 1) Knowledge of careers, the socio-economic system, and their

relationship to Native American culture; 2) Skills in working with others,

planning, decision-making, and information gathering; 3) Attitides which are

positive with regards to the student's self-image as a person and as an Indian,

and positive feelings about his or her ability to deal with life.

I would like your opinions on whether the present career education pro-

gram is achieving these goals, and if it is not, what we can do to improve it.
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EVALUATION SUMMARY

Effects of the Career Education Program on Native American students

Background

Two years ago, a Career Education program for all students was implemen-

ted in the Happy Valley schools. Since then questions have been raised about

the appropriateness of the program for students with minority.backgrounds--

specifically, for Native American students attending Happy Valley schools.

At a recent Indian community meeting, Indian parents expressed mixed

feelings about the Career Education curriculum. They were very concerned

about their children's futures, but they didn't like the idea that they would

have to leave the community and reservation to get occupational training.

Mainly, they want a quality education for their children., They would like to

see them learn as much as possible, but also retain their culture.

They suggested several alternatives for improving the program's ability

to meet the needs of Native American students. One would be to hire an edu-

cated Native American to relate Native American culture to careers in a spe-

cial class for Indians. Another would be to train someone,already in the

school to teach cultural materials, assisted by a teacher aide from the com-

munity. Whatever is done, they feel that the community should be consulted

about student needs and goals, and have an opportunity to express an opinion

on whatever changes the school decides to make, They indicated that they

would like to work with the school district in evaluating the Career Education

curriculum.
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The Career Education Questionnaire

The questionnaire which has been used in all the schools was revised to
include questions identified as specifically relevant to Native American stu-
dents and administered to all Native American twelfth graders in Alto Groves
and Happy Valley Schools at the beginning and ending of the last school year.

Students showed a marked improvement in answering questions related to
Career Education content, especially with regard to different careers avail=
able to them. They also seemed to have improved in terms of self-concept, and
attitude towards school.

Teacher Observations

4Teachers with classes including 15% or more of Native American students

were interviewed about the reactions of those students to the Career Education
curriculum. They reported that some students were beginning to take the ini-

tiative in looking for information about careers and demonstrated an under-

standing of the kinds of jobs aimilable in the areas.

Including Career Education activities in subject classes seems to have

made the subjects
more interesting to the Indian students, as well as to the

others in the classes. However some of the Indian students, still express

negative feelings about their own ability to train for or get good jobs. In

essays written on career goals, several have writtan that they don't want to

take jobs that would require them to move to big cities, or where they would

have to obey all kinds of strict office rules. They worry about getting so

well-trained to do jobs in a non-Indian world that they will forget how to be

Indian.

Even those who are hopeful about the future, don't really know what to

do next to prepare for ft. Teachers have suggested that better counseling
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might help, or having counselors sit in on some of the Career Education dis-

cussions. ,They would also like to get better outside speakers--many don't

know how to explain their jobs in teras students will understand, or are too

self-conscious to speak well.
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CHAIRPERSON'S OPENING REMARKS

At the request of Superintendent Haynes, I will be happy to act as chair-
person of the comMittee meetings, I was chosen specifically because I have
worked on committees before. I feel that with'this

evaluation committee we
will be able to make the Career education program function more smoothly than
in the past and better meet the needs of our Indian students.

Oftan people think of evaluation as nothing more than measuring how

effectively the program is meeting its goals and objectives. Actually there
are many considerations

besides effectiveness. Perhaps the goals themselves
should be changed.

Since this evaluation is to be used in revising and improving the Career
Education program, you people are in the best possible position to decide what
information should be collected. Generally the staff involved in implementing
an instructional program will be cooperative if the people doing the evaluation
are close to the program and sympathize with the people involved.

In order to decide whether to keep the program the way it is, start over
from scratch, or change it in some way, we need to list the information we will
need. Program development and improvement requires the cooperation of people
in many different positions in the school and community. It looks to me as if
we have a good representative group at this meeting. The Superintendent wants
information. I think we need to decide:

1) Is the career education program satisfactory?

2) How on we tell?

3) What information do we need?

4) What choices do we have if changes
are necessary--what would time,money, resources allow us to do?
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SECRET INSTRucn

Coordinator - Cut these slips apart and give to appropriate participants.

PAUL OR PAULINE PARTRIDGE

You are chairperson of the evaluation committee. You will interject your own

feelings about the needs of the Indian people and the problems that you face

personally. Use your own experiences in dealing with Indian students to make

your decision0. You think the committee should find out what evaluation data

is available and how dependable it is before proceeding further.

LAURA OR LARRY EALENOSE

You are the community representative. You feel that the community should have

been asked who should be on the committee, but will try and do your best. YOL

wonder if a totally separate program for Indian students might be a good idea.

One of your children had a lot of trouble at school last year. Do not be

afraid to express your persdnal feelings about the.school and community rela-

tions. You think the committee should consult the community about what students

need.

DONNA OR DONALD RAND

Express your own feelings about the sitUation at your school with regards to

Indian Education. If you have any negative feelings express them and vice versa.

You are aware that there is a communication gap hetween the school and the

community and you feel that your input could be vital to improving it. You

think the committee should find out how Indian culture is related to careers.
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BOB OR BARBARA FERNANDEZ
or 0100. ./ION

You are also an Indian parent, but you are hesttant to express strong opinions

because you weren't chosen by the community. Base your comments on needs

assessments you have seen, or your own personal experiences as a parent. You

feel the committee should find out more about job opportunities in the area.

Your family doesn't get along with the Eaglenose family, but you try not to

let that affect your reactions.

FLOYD OR FLORENCE WING

If you have experience in Vocational Education for Indians, use your experience

as a basis for comment. If you feel that there is no.problem, say so. You

feel the committee should get proof that Indian students need special help

before changing anything.

BEY HOLLOWAY

You feel that the other Co, mittee members don't really care about the problems

of teaching Career Education at the Elementary level and tell them so. You

want ft, ;lbw: sure that all parts of the program are coordinated. You once got

reprimanded by your principal because a (non-Indieo) parent made an unjustified

complaint about you, so you tend to be hostile to parent representatives.

ft
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JIM OR JANE PIERSON

If you have no counseling experience, use your other experienct with students
as a guide. You will be representing !le school's point of view. You don't
feel that the chairperson is exercising enough control. You feel the committee
should find out how having a Career Education program for Indians would affect
non-Indian students at the school.

ANNE OR ARNIE INGALLS

Express your feelings about the Career Education program. You tend to be very
sympathetic with the concerns of the Indian community, and will probably agree
with Eaglenose. Like Rand, you want to learn more about the relevance of
Career Education to your subject.

RAMONA OR RICHARD SPRINGBIRD

To play this role, act like a student you know or the way you yourself would
have acted when You were in school. This character tends to be Pmewhat radi-
cal politically, but is aware that being on this committee is a special privi-
ledge. Suggest that students be consulted about their needs.



Activity.5.--HOW ARE THINGS IN HAPPY VALLEY?

Get participants back together promptly when the time allowed for the
coffee break is over. Ask the person who acted as 'secretary' for each group,
in turn, to describe how the group answered the questions at the end of the
Chairperson's Opening Remarks--

1. Is the career education program in Happy Valley satisfactory
(for Native American students)?

2. How can the committee tell whether it is satisfactory or not?

3. What information would the committee need in order to make
that decision?

4. If they do decide that the program need's help, what kinds of
changes could they make with the resources available?

You should encourage the secretary or other members of each group to
talk about how they felt about the role playing and the simulation--what inter-
personal problems the characters had and how they tried to deal with them, or
what problems were inherent in the situation itself.

Many groups may feel that they could have used more information, that
the comm. 'ae was not clear on what it wac supposed to do, etc. Ask partici-
pants to comment on how that situation relates to their real-life experi-
ences with committees. What effects does this kind of confusion have on com-
mittees' ability to function?

Remind participants that the purpose of the simulation was to give them
some realistic experience of dealing with a career education program. If they
know what kinds of problems are likely to occur, they may be able to anticipate
and solve them. At least they should be comforted by the knowledge that they
are not the only ones who have difficulties.

Guide the discussion to allow participants to indicate whether they felt
that the experience helped them to understand the feelings of other kinds of
people (community members 3f school people) better, but do not push them for
answers.

Encourage group members to answer each other's questions, and comment
on the experiences of other simulation groups, so that the debriefing becomes
a full group discussion rather than a dialogue betwaen you and them. One
result of this may be that different groups will give parts of their reports
together instead of consecutivrly. Let this happen, but make sure that each
group does eventually get a chance to report on all aspects of its experience.

When everyone has had a chance to express his nr her feelings, move on
co the next activity.
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Activity 6.--COOPERATIVE GROUP INTERACTION SKILLS

Simply becoming aware of the existence of problems will have the effect
of discouraging people unless they are also offered some tools for solving
them. Explain that just because people often need to improve their interactian
skills, industrial psychologists and others have been working on identifying
the skills thai are needed and developing ways to train people to use them.
Put transparency #7 (next page) an the 4creen.

These skills are discussed at length in the Information Summary for
Session II. You will be talking about each of them briefly, and leading the
group through simple exercises for as many as time allows (probabay one to
two). Mbst of the exercises are adapted from the Interaction curriculum book
developed by Far West Laboratory which consists of instructional units on each
skill for use at the secondary level.

First describe each of the skills as defined on this page and the next,

lead participants through the exercises you have selected. Directions for
the exercises are included on pp. 2.35 - 2.50.

a. COMMUN I CAT I ON

Communication skills include being able to give, receive, and
retain information; and understanding how the receiver's inter-
pretation affects communication betueen individuals or in a group.

b. COOPERATION

Cooperation skills include harmonizing activities of individuals
or groupE., observing group action and identifying problems, figur-
ing out the causes of problems identified, sensing and expressing
a group's standards and goals, stimulating other group members
to work uell, and setting a good example.

c. CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Skills needed to resolve conflicts include: finding out what
caused the conflict, figuring out different ways to deal with
conflicts, recognizing beliefs and goals shared by group members
which can be used to -esolve conflic,s, under-tanding and respect-
ing individual and group differences, and usitg the resolution
of conflicts to increase group unity and procztivity.

d. SHARING LEADERSHIP

Skills include: seeking leaders who help the group stay together
and get its job done, have valid sources of authority, and can
create an atmosphere in which others are enabled to contribute
(rather than manipulating them); and, being willing to let
different group members direct the group in when their skills or
experience make them the best person to lead it.
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Transparency #7

ss,

Relationships Among the Cooperative

Group Interaction Skills

PLANNING

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

USING RESOURCES

MAKING DECISIONS

ErLUATING
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e. PLANNING

Planning skills are those needed to:

decide what must be done, where, when, why and by whom;

determine what resources are available and what obstacles may
get in the way;

consider alternative ways to accomplish the task, decide
criteria for choosing among them, and make the choice;

work out details of the plan;

evaluate the planning process.

f. USING RESOURCES

To use resources well you need to be able to: identify what is
needed to do the job, what is available, how you can do the job
with what you've got, and how you can get resources you don't
have. Note that resources can inchmie both physical items, such
as paper, and knowledge or abilities, such as knowing how to type.

g. MAKING DECISIONS

Decision-making skills include.understanding and being able to
use different ways of deciding things, and knowing when to use
each one.

EVALUATING

Evaluation skills range from figuring out what should have
happened in a situation, what actually did happen, and the
similarities and differences between the two, to find out the

\ reasons, and deciding how to avoid the same problems in the future.

Directions for Interaction Exercises

a. COMUNICAT ION (10 min.)

Activity: Place transparency #8 on the screen. Ask Nrticipants what they
see. Count hands to find out how many see a young giri, how many see an old
woman, and how many see something else entirely. Ask participants to look at
the pture again and see how it can be both at the same time.

Place transparency #9 on the screen. Ask participants which line is longer.
After discussion, point out that both lines are the same length. The position
of the arrows creates the illusion of a difference.

Ask what principles this exercise demonstretes with regard to the reasons why
people's opinions may differ and they may misunderstand each other.
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Transpa rency # 8
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'Cr. '',ACATION

E.tRCISE

TRANSPARENCY 9

eJ 1j
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b. COOPERATION (30 mdn.)

Activity: Hand out puzzle sets to each group of six people. These puzzles
should be made up previetsly according to the directions on the page 2.39,
Ask each group to choose ale member as 'watcher' and give a copy of the
scoresheet (p.2.40) to then, or simply ask the 'watcher' to make notes on how it
goes.

The object of the game ls to combine the pieces into five squares, all of the
same size. The rules are: no one in the group may speak or wTite anything
to anyone else, no one may take a piece from anyone else, but they may give
them to each other, and alliiibers of the group must help. They will
fifteen minutes to do this.

ye

Directions for doing the puzzle are included in the Participants' Handbooks
as Worksheet ILI.

When participants have finished, ask the "watchers' to give the points for
each group. Ask how people felt while doing the puzzle -- was it easy or
hard, and why?

Cooperation Exercise-Directions

To prepare a puzzle set:

1. Cut out 5 squares of the same color of construction paper. Each
square shouad measure 6" x 6".

2. Draw a different pattern on each group. (Suggested patterns are on
the next page.) The patterns should divide each square into three
parts.

3. On each part, mark a small letter in light pencil so that it can
be easily erased later.

4. Cut out the parts of each square. Distribute these parts so that
they match 5 numbered envelopes this way:

Envelope 1: i.h,e
Envelope 2: a,a,a,c
Envelope 3: a,j
Envelope 4: d,f
Envelope 5: g,b,f,c,

5. Carefully erase the small letters which you marked in pencil. Use
a pen and wTite the envelope number on each part which matches that
envelope. For example, parts i.h, and e (above) would each be re-
named as 1. Parts a,a,a, and c would each be renamed as 2, and so
on. This system will make it easy for you and the participants to
determine wtdch parts belong in which envelope at the beginning of
each play.
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PATTERNS FOR SQUARES....

3.

5.

2.
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'ME WATOIER'S SCORESHEET

Nam
t) of

Group
Members,

ena ty
Points

for
Talking

ena ty
Points

for
Grabbing

Pexlty
Points
for Not
Trying

TOTAL
POIN75
LOST

1.

2.

,

3.

,

4.

,

..

5.

TCTAL POINTS
AGAINST THE GROUP

WHAT THE WATCHER SHOULD DO

1. Watch how the group works together.

2. Use the Score Sheet to keep track of what you see. Put one check ( ) each
time someone talks, grabs, or does not try to play.

3. If the group solves the puzzle, write down how much time it took.

4. If the group does not solve the puzzle in 15 minutes, write
not enough time.
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Worksheet 11.1
Cooperation
Exercise

Puzzle Directions:

1. Pick a Watcher for your group.

2. Take an envelope with 2, 3, or 4 puzzle pieces.

3. When the Coordinator signals you to start, work with others in your group

to use all the puzzle pieces to make five squares that are all the same

size.

Rules:

1. No one in the group may speak or write anythins to anyone else. NO

TALKING.

2. No one may take a puzzle piece from anyone else.

3. But you may 911 one or more of your puzzle pieces to others in the group.

,

4. You will have apprnximately 15 minutes to do this.

5. Each member of the group must help put the puzzle together.

2.41



c. CONFLICT RESOLUTION (15 mdn.)

To do this exercise, have participants turn to Worksheet 11.2 in their Hand-books. (p. 2.43 of this Nhnual) Read the directions, and give participants
a few minutes to classify problems.

To save time, you may then simply ask for a hand count on how many put problem#1 under "the job" etc. And then use the two or three on which the total
group was in the most agreement as a basis for discussion of possible solutions.Point out that knowing the cause of a problem can lead to its solution.

d. SHARING LEADERSHIP (15 min.)

Have participants turn to worksheet 11,3 in their Handbooks, and briefly
fill in each box. Tell them not to worry if they don't know some of the infor-mation requested. If they are sitting in workgroups, they can also conferon the ansuers.

When they have finished, ask participants to volunteer answers for each box.
Discuss the answers, using the examples written into the worksheet in this
Manual(p. 2.44)as a guide. Further points to discuss include:

what conditions-in a culture or situation affect the kind of
leadership that works best?

is the same kind of leadership 'best' in all situations?

do different countries or cultures have different definitions
of %hat a 'good' leader is?

This interaction skill is closely related to Decision-Making.

20U



Worksheet 11.2
Conflict Resolution
Exerci

Causes of Conflict

1. By yourself, decide which cause on the cnart is usually responsible for
each of the problems listed in the box below and'write the number of the problem
in the appropriate column on the chart. For example, if you decide that hurt
feelings are often caused by personality differences; write "2" in the second
column. Remember there are no right or wrong answers.

f.

2. Discuss your answers with t.e others in the group. You will probably find
out that they have classified the problems in other ways. As a groggy de-cide the best way to classify each problem. Show the groupTi decisidns
on the bottom half of the chart.

3. Pick one probleM under each column on the chart. Brainstorm a solution'toit. Although you have no details about the problem, do your best to comeup with some kind of general solution. One person should record the group'sideas. Be ready to discuss these ideas later with the whole group.

.1 PROBLEMS

1. screaming and yelling 6.
2. hurt feelings 7.
3. helplessness 8.
4. boredom 9.
6. being behind schedule 10.

giving up 11.
last minute panic 12.
racial tension 13.
fault finding 14.
bad attitudes 15.

"the cold shoulder"
inefficiency
constant complaints
poor working conditions
feeling trapped

THE JOB -S -L
DIFFERENCES

HE Roli-

SET.UP PROBLEMS SOCIETY

in
6.1
L48
=
f..)

liqis

.

IAla
U1

0=
LW LI

72.
:.,
co=
to

.

0
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Worksheet 11.3

..

Sharing Leadership
Lercisc

Fill in the indicated information for each of these situations.

Individual

----41:-TheFlilifi-ng Queen
of a medieval
country.

How was the
leader chosen?

How doesihe/she
enforce decisions?

Zegdl dedisions
enforced by subjects
thus protecting own

2. The governor of
this state.

3. The leader of a
group of people
shipwrecked on
an island.

election

Who has right to
fire him or her?

in extreme cases,
hereditary or elected
representatives of
eo Ze.

elected or appointed people, by referendum,
officials for ZegaZ cause

personal
charisma or
ability--group
consensus

force of personality
group agrees and
acts

4. A sachem repre-
centing one of
the tribes in the
Iroquois league
(18th centurY).

consensus of
tribal matriarchs
;clan mothers)

S. The chairperson
of a Parent Ad-
visóry Committee.

electio4

if tribe agreed, it
enforced decisions

group agrees
and acts

6. The "leader" of
an artistic
movement.

In orma
consensus of
ther artists

consensus of group

voluntary agreement
of others

tribaZ matriarchs

members of committee or
body committee
represents

others s top f o Mowing

7.4PA school princi-
pal.

appointed legal sanctions
can fire, reprimand

School Board

6. The owner/boss of
a small business.

develops own
position

can fire employees
who disagree

9. The chief of an
Indian tribe on
the Plains (19th
century).

tribaZ council,
inheritance

consensus of
respected members

public, by not patronizin.
government, for illegal

acts.
tribaZ council,
consensus ofmembers

10. The captain of a
school sports
team.

&MENNEN.

election or
appointm6nt

rules of game,
can refuse to let
dissidents play

2.44
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e. PLANNING (15-20 min.)

Put traasparency #10 (p. 2.46) on the screen, with a paper covering all but
the step you are discussing. As you review each of these basic steps: uncover it.

_decide what must be done, where it can be done, when, why, and
whu will do it;

2. identify the resources that are available to accomplish the task,
and what obstacles may get in the way;

3. consider several different ways to get the task done, decide what
factors should guide your choice, and choose;

4. work out the details of the plan;

5. evaluate your planning process to see if you missed anything.

Ask participants to turn to worksheet 11.4, As individuals or with
others in their workg- cps, they should look over the planning activi.
ties listed, decide in what order they ought to be done, and number
them accordingly.

When they have done, thcy can compare their choices, discuss differences
and try to agree on an order of procedure. Ask them if they think there
are any other factors that the committee in the exercise could, or would
probably, want to consider in their planning (one example might be
determining student interest in having a career day!),

The copy of the worksheet on p.2.47of this Nhnual has the individual
planning activities marked according to the planning 'step' to which
they belong. Therefore, a participant could put either the decision to
hold the event in the gym or the discussion of when to hold it as the
second activity, since they belong to the same 'step,' but should not
put the chairperson's listmaking in that position.
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Decide what to do,
why,
when,
where,
by whom;

STEPS IN GOOD PLANNING

2
Identify resources
and obstacles;

3
Consider alternative
ways to do the job;
Decide how to choose;
Choose 4

Work out the details

Evaluate your planning!

1.U.)
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Worksheet 11.4
planninj
Exercise

Planning,

The Career Education-committee
at Sandstone School-is-diicUiiingWairi Ot----

informin the community about their program. /n the spaces to the left ofeach action, place numbers indicating in what order they should be done for aCareer Day at your school. If you think 2 or more of the tasks listed should
be done at the same time, you may give them the same number.

2 The counselor suggests that having a Career Day at the school would be
a good thing.

2 The Vice Principal says she knows an Indian lawyer from the state
capital who would be a good speaker.

1 The committee agrees that they could hold the event in the school gym.

1 They discuss when during the school year would be the best time to
hold the event.

2 The English teacher points out that some of the subject teachers will
resent the time and effort being spent on the troject.

4 The committee decides what sorts of things will
;

have to be covered to
put on the event, (publicity, contacting speakers, setting up displays,
etc.).

2 The shop teacher sw's he and his class can build display boards and
booths.

1 The committee settles on early Mhy as the best time to hold the event.
\

4 Group members volunteer to form subcommittees to do the work.

1 The committee works out a list of local people in various career areas
who might be valling to appear.

4 The chairperson starts making a detailed list of things to do.

2 The journalism teacher says that businesses who advertise in the school
paper would probably like to participate.

3 After discussing pros and cons of various dates, the committee decides
on Mhy 13-14.

3 The committee debates whether to have a group of speakers, a series of
displays in booths, or both.

One of the parent representatives says the Indian community will be
preparing for its annual Pow Wow the first week of Mhy.

The chairperson leads the committee through a review of their planning
process to make sure they have covered everything.

2.47
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f. USING RESOURCES (1045 min.)

People usually think of resources as being physical things, like oil or timber.
However even natural resources are useful only when people have the skills to

. use-them. -The-exercise on Worksheet /LS of-the-participant'Sliaiidkok
(p. 2.49 of this Manual) will help participants become aware of people as
resources.

Ask participants to look at the worksheet and quickly jot down the names of
the people in their workgroups or in the group as a whole who come closest to
possessing the qualities listed, If they want to, they may use the back of
the sheet to list other qualities which can be resources and the people who
have them. If time allows, participants can show each other their worksheets
and compare choices. Doing this may show them something about their verbal
and non-verbal communication as well as about using resources!

g. NAKING DECISIONS (15-20 min.)

Have participants turn to Worksheet 1/.6, Read aloud the kinds of decision-
making descr:Cied in the directions, and ask participants to put the number of
one of them in each of the boxes next to the examples. Wben they have fin-
ished, lead a group discussion of their CLoices and the reasons for them.

In the first example, the three teachers will probably have to do
a lot of .discussing before they can agree on how to write the
proposal. Since they are all experienced, none of them is the
obvious leader. Numbers 4 or 7 are the most likely answers here.

In the second case, the answer could be 1 or 2, depending on
whether the driver (the 'leader' here) participated in the argument
about which way to go. When there is a time limitation on decision-
malcing, an arbitrary choice must sometimes be made.

The school should let its typewriter experts make the decision on
what kind of machine to buy (#3), houever in practice, the decision
would probably be made by the majority (#6).

When the effects of the decision will affect the entire group as
strongly as the one given in the next example, the choice should
be made by everyone (#7). Often, however, only the majority is
legally required to agree (#6).

The last example is a case where the minority will probably make
the decision (#5), because they are the only ones who really know
what they want. There should be an eighth way of decision-making--
each inuividual makes his or her own mind--to cover this.

2.48



Worksheet 11.5
Using Resources
'Exercise

WHO'S WHO

Below is a chart which you can use to show how the resources of your group are
divided. On the right, there is a list of phrases describing different re-
sources which your group'might need to work productively. Think about each
resource carefully. On the basis of your interaction so far decide which mem-
ber of the group is most likely to be able to provide that resource. Write
his or her name in the blank space at the left. When you have finished the
chart, you should have written every group member's name--including your own--
at least once.

Name Resource

is a hard worker.

knows a lot about /ndian culture

, helps others settle arguments.

is a good writer.

knows a lot about educational theory.

has a great imagination.

is ver artistic.

helps others relax and enjoy themselves.

I knows a little bit about a lot of things.

knows a lot about different jobs.
,

is a good manager.

knows how to use words wisel

is full of new ideas.

is the Quiet effective type.

really understands how others feel.

is easy to talk to.
,

knows how to get everyone interested.,
!

fkloesn't give up easily.

knows how to handle money.

..-

.
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Worksheet 11.6 - How to Decide
Ri_a_Lec sisioirLs

ercise

Below are some situations in which decisions need to be midi. -What-ii 'thi
best way to make each of these decisions? As a group, decide which of theseven ways of decisioniimaking best matches each situation. Write the ap-
propriate number in the box before the situation. The seven ways of deci-sion-making are:

1. The leader makes the decision without talking to group members.
2. The leader makes the decision after talking to group members.
3. The most expert member in the group makes the decision.
4. Group members give opinions, one by one, and the most popular

opinion is followed.
5. A minority of the group makes the decision.
6. A majority of the group makes the decision.
7. Everyone in the group makes the decision.

Three teachers get together to write a proposal. They are all equally# experienced teachers, and all have written proposals before-- but they
have very different ideas about how the proposal should be written.

A group of friends are driving to a Pow Wow, all in the same car.
There are two ways to get there, both taking about the same.amount of \
tire. The people in the car are arguing about which way would be best \
to take. In order to go by one of them, the driver must-take the next ,

exit from the freeway-- if he passes it, they will have to take the \

other way. They are now passing the first signs for the exit and they \
are still arguing.

An elementary school' must'decide which of three kinds of typewriter it
will purchase for its office. One of the three kinds is of much better
technical quality than the other two, but only a few members of the
group realize this. The other two kinds have been better advertised,
and most of the staff will probably vote for one or the other of these.

70 An Indian tribe must decide whether to lease a tract of its land to
a coal mining company.

Mary, Gordon, and Ruth are good friends. They usually think alike and
support each other at meetings. They spend a lot of time with five or
six other teachers who are less well-trained and experienced than they
are. The whole group is.thinking of joining a teacher's union. Mary's
sister is already in the union, so she and Gordon and Ruth think all oi
them should join. Most of the other teachers are suspicious of the
union's officers and do not really want to join. However they are not
very good at putting their feelings into words.
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h. EVALUATING (10-20 min.)

This exercise can serve as a useful review of the simulation before ending
the session, since it requires participants to think back 'and evaluate what
they. did. It can eitherbe-done-in-the-samewotkgroupt-

thatAiiiffitipatedtogether in the simulation, or you might use it as an opportunity for indivi-duals to make their personal assessments of what went on. (If groups arefilling the worksheets out together, allow more time.)

Have participants turn to Worksheet 11.7 in their Handbooks, and ask them tobriefly indicate their answers to each question. When everyone, or all the
groups, have finished the worksheet, lead a general discdssion of what hap-pened and why. Ask participants if they have been involved in other situa-tions in which this kind of an evaluation process might have been useful. Askthem if they foresee any opportunities to use it in their immediate futures.

Activity 7.--CONCLUSICNH

Briefly review what went on during this second session of the Workshop.
After considering what kinds of people might be involved in developing and
implementing a career education program for Native American students, andwhat roles they might play, participants had an opportunity to simulate the
experience of actually being on such a committee. Hopefully, this experience
game them a better 'feel' far the problems involved in setting up such a pro-gram, and in working with the other people involved. The session finished
with a discussion of cooperative group interaction skills which would be use-ful to help such a group function effectively, and some exercises to start
participants thinking about and developing those skills.

If possible, participants should read the material in the Information
Summary for Session II which covers issues in community participation in
education, and discusses the interaction skills in much more detail.

In Session III they will learn about same methods for developi4 career
education activities for Native Americans and students in other ethnic groups,and %rill get some hands-on experience in using them.



Worksheet 11.7 - Evaluating the Simulation Evaluation
titiFErgr-

Returing to the point of view of the characters in the simulation exercise,

__discuss with other members of your group the answers to the following ques-

tions:

1. What was supposed to happen in the s1tuat4.1n? (the meeting of the Career

Education Evaluation committee)

2. What did happen in the situation?

3. What are the points of difference between what should have happened and

what did happen? What are the similarities?

4. Why did things happen that way?

5. If the "committee" were to meet again with the same purpose, how could

they improve the way they worked together?
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Session III:

Native American Career Education

Methods



Coals

ntroducf ion

Session III of the Staff/Community Training Workshop builds on the careereducation background participants acquired in Session I. and the understandingof factors affecting career ed.ication programs for Native American studentsacquired in Session II to intr,duce a culture based approach to teadhingcareer education. Specifically, Session IN focuses on the followingobjectives:

participants will describe major characteristics of the education
process in a traditional Indian setting and relate them to teach-ing methods they have used;

participants will identify characteristics of the work place which
suggest teaching techniques for career education;

participants will be able to describe the goals, content and approach/methods of the Native American Career Eaucation units;

participants will be able to use the Native American Career Educa-tion approach to plan adaptation or development of a career educationactivity for a specific group of students and settings.

Activities

This section lists the major activities in the third session along withestimated time allowances for eadh:

1. Reviewing Session II--coordinator summarizes main points 5'min.

2. Traditional Indian Educational methoas 15 min.

63. Educational methods from the World of Work 10 min.

4, The Native American Career Education Program 20 min.

5. Break
15 min.

6. Developing career education activities for Native
American students

45 min.

7. Conclusion--coordinator surmarlzes what has been
covered in the session

10 mth.



Nhterials

Coo.rdinator's Manual

Transparencies (3.8-3.19, 3.25, 3.26, 3.29)

Participants HaWbook

pverhimi projector and screen

1 or more sets Native Anerican Career Education units

Examples of career education or guidance materials put out by comaercial
publishers, business, etc.

Extra paper and pencils.
4

Preparation

Familiarize yourself with the material for this session ahead of time.
If you have never used the Native American Career Education units, you should
read through as many of them as you can. Try doing activity #6 ahead of time
by yourself to get a feel for the kinds of questions participants may haye.

If at all possible, contact leaders of the local Indian tribe or comuni-
ty ahead of time to,discuss their_ preferences with regard to how Indian cul-
tural material should be presented in the school andkhow to find local cultu-'
ral ...esources. Invite cultural leaders to attend the workshop, especially
this session.
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Introduction

In this session you will come to grips with the actual process of teach-
ing career education within cultural context. You will learn about appro-
priate teaching methods and materials using them, and have a chance to put
what you have learned into practice.

Specifically, at the end of this session you will:

be able to.describe traditional Indian educational methods;

be able to identifY characteristics of work situations which
suggest teaching methods for career education;

be familiar with the goals, content and approach used in the
Native American career education units;

be able to,use *this approach tO adapt or develop a career
education activity for a specific group of students.

Sessioactivities will include lecture and discussion, viewing illustra-
tions of Indian learning methods, and an application exercise.
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Guidelines

Activity 1--REVIEW AND INTROLUCTION

Review

The purpose of this activity is to refresh participants' memories of the
main points made in the previous session, The amount of time spent here
should depend on how long it has been since Session II.

Point out that the second $,ession's purpose was to give participants
a feeling for the kind of interactions involved in managing a career education
programs. Representatives from the following groups should be included:

administrators

teachers

support staff

parents and community members

business people

students

Haaever a group trying to do a job mayrun into problems, both external
and internal. Interaction skills needed to function effectively may be
classified:

communication

cooperation

conflict resolution

sharing leadership

planning

using resources

making decisions

evaluation

The information sunmary for Session II discusses these skills in detail, and
the Interaction curriculum developed by Far West Laboratory presents exercises I
for practicing them.

h1 A
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Rationale for a culturally based career education ro am

If you are giving this workshop at a Bureau of Indian Affairs contract
school, Indiaa Center, or other Indian-run program, you may skip this section.
However in any workshop poup with a majority of non-Indians, it is particular-
ly important to make them understand the rationale behind the approach being
taught in this session, whether or not they agree with it (the average group
of teachers is likely to include at least one individual who is hdnestly con-
vinced that the purpose of education is to assimilate students from other
cultures into the Anerican mainstream as quickly as possible).

The basic reasoning behind the Native American Career Education approach
is as follows:

Everyone needs 'Roots'--knowledge of a heritage in which they can
take pride.. Knowing where you came from helps you understand where
you are now. (This is true for non-Indians too.)

Cultural background conditions an individual's, perceptions, prio-
rities and values, often subconsciously, One culture is not in-
herentiv 'better' than another, but all are different. No one
likes to be stereotyped.

The contemporary American political and economic systems were
evolved primarily by men from northern Europe, and reflect their
cultural values and assumptions. Nbst educational curricula
(and career education materials in particular) express the values
of*these systems.

The more people's cultural backgrounds differ from the 'American
mainstream,' the more they will have to adapt to succeed in it.
This pressure to adapt may produce psychological stress (symptoms
of stress caused by this or other factors include dropping out,
alcohol or drug abuse, crime, and suicide). People's identities
as individuals, members of an ethnic group, and workers in a
given profession cannot be separated.

Although the major influence on 'American' culture has been
northern Europe, the richness of that culture comes from its
incorporation of multicultural elements. As in genetics, cultural
cross-fertilization produces stronger offspring. The vision'of
America as a pluralistic society into which different cultural
elements are integrated rather than being absorbed is gaining
acceptance.rapidly.

Even if this was not so, American Indians., as the only ethnic
group which had European American culture thrust upon it rather
than immigrating into it, have both a moral and a legal right
to retain their own land, language and way of life.

Indian students therefore have a right to career education which
will help them achieve economic self determination without losing
their identities as Indians.
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Actiliity 2TRADITIONAL MILAN EDUCATIONAL NETHODS

This activity will give participants an opportunity to discover for them-
selves some of the ways in which Indian children have been educated without
the intervention of a formal school system. They didn't write texts in teach-
ing methods, but there are ways of figuring out how the children learned. You
will be using one of them in this activity.

Have participants turn to Worksheet II/.1 in their handbooks. Explain
that as you show each picture, they should note in the appropriate box what
is being learned and how.

You can choose to show all the transparencies and then discuss them, or
to show and discuss participants' interpretation one by one, using the sugges-
ted ansuers on p. 3.7 as a guide. If participants have trouble, start out by
discussing the first transparency yourself to give them an example of what
they are supposed to do. Nbve through the pictures fairly quickly.

The suggested responses to the worksheet and copies of the transparen-
cies appear an the following pages. Activity #3 begins on, page 3.20.

Show transparencies 11-22 (pp. 3.8-3.19).

When you have finished presenting and discussing the pictures, summarize
characteristics of Indian education:

observationchildren had plenty of opportunity to watch or to
listen and absorb information at one's,own pace,
process uss repeated until information/skill was
mastered.

o supervised participation--children worked with others in tasks,
gradually increasing the difficulty level of their
parts,

unsupervised practheChildren were self-motivated to practice
skills they had been taught or had observed. ,

self-evaluation--the "test" was the child's successful accom-
plishment of a task at a self-chosen time and place.

It should also be noted that the usefulness of everything being taught was
obvious to both teacher and learner.

Ask participants for examples of instructional methods they have heard
about or used which show any of the above characteristics (Example - dividing
students into small groups to work together on learning tasks).

ilu
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Worksheet 111.1 b Native American Education

Scene. Learning Method

Boys lister to old man explain
pictures (Plains)

audio-v.t.aual presentation of history
teacher as role model

.

Daughter helps mother plant corn
(Iroauois)

citgfrovrt'Alh Eggaggigaoticfs
teacher.as role model

Dancers act out legend (Pacific N.W.)
multi-media presentation...religion
socialization through group experience

Boy practices archery (' zsin--Paiute)
unsupervised practice of previously
observed/instructed skill*

Girls learn basketweavalg from

old icgan (California)

superviss,d'group practige,
observation

.

Girl imitates corn grinding (Pueblo)

unsupervised practice-- stmulatton
motivated by observation

Family builds hogan (Navajo)

.e

observation, supervised participation
cooperative group interaction,

Boys practice shooting
throogh hooP (Woodland)

,

unsupervised group practice through
a Learning game

.,.

Young man gives robe to
arrowhead maker (Pawnee)

payment for individual instrwtion in
specialized craft :

Sequoyah explains his
alphabet (Cherokee)

lecture with AV aid"

,

Tribe listens to story
teller (S.W. Desert)

lecture and observation, use of
nature as aid, socialization

,

Young man salutes the
rising sun (Plateau)

individual learning via observation,
meditation, interpretation

* the "test" will he when the boy shoots a rabbit and brings it home for dinner.

** Sequoyah took the idea ofan alphabet and invented a scz.ipt which would

express the previouoly unwritable Cherokee Language. After initiaZ suspicion,

the tribe became enthusiastic and within a year a majority were Ziterate.

This is an excellent example of how Indians can adapt European,techniques to
meet their own needs.
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Activity 3.--EDUCATIONAL METHODS FROMM WORLD OF *OW

Explain that the methods chosen for Native American Career Education
must be appropriate not only to the culture of the students, but to the con-
tent. It is logical to look for inspiration in the world of work. This inspi-
ration falls in three major areas, resources, enrichment, and models for class-
room organization.

Resources

Using the World of Work as a source of resources is the best knJwn
approach to teaching career education. The following activities have beenused:

bringing business people into the classroom as speakers (this
works best if both speaker and class have been prepared--The
Native American Career Education Curriculum Guide includes
suggestions and sample interview sheets).

having students go into the business community to interview
people, observe, get hands-on experience or on-the-job train-
ing. One popular activity is 'shadowing' in which a student
simply follms an adult through his/her Working day.

writing to companies or associations for literature on various
jobs or career areas.

o doing research and setting up simulation exercises where real
situations are inr-messible, or setting up school-based versions
of adult jobs, such as running a student store.

Enrichment

One of the easiest and least time-consuming ways of infusing career
content into the curriculum is to become aware of the career relevance of
whatever is being taught and comment appropriately when presenting or discus-
sing material. For example:

Aclass is studying American history and arrives at the invention
of the locomotive and development of railroads. In addition to
other effects of this development, point out that it changed the
relationship between where people lived and worked.. Ask students
to compare ways people got to work before and after trains, street-
cars, and buses. How did this affect distance, commute time,
urban population patterns, amount of people who could work in one
place, etc.? The discussion could also cover the numbers of new
jobs created by the railroads, what jobs are (or are no longer)
available with railroads today, and how new forms of transportation
may create new jobs.

In discussing literature, comment on the many different jobs writers
take to support themselves while they are making a reputation, how
their lifestyle deals with that, how it contributes to their under-
standing of the world, etc. Composition exercises can also be set up
as inter-office memos, advertising,,business reports, etc. to stress
importance of clear communication.

3.20
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Classroom Organization

The world of work can also:serve as a source of ways of organizing
students to do their own work, Success in a career depends as mudh on being
able to function effectively in the work environment as on knowledge of the
specific job skills involved, Therefore it is important to give students the
individual and group work skills they will need, Not all kinds of classroom
organization are appropriate for all parts of the curriculum, but the following
should be considered as options:

the arts--individuals %ink alone, an individual designs something
which others execute

the fhctory--jobs are split into repetetive tasks on an assembly
line, groups of workers are supervised hierarchically

the office--small groups work tegether doing one or more jobs to
achieve a single result

service industries--individuals uork alone (which may involve
meeting the'public) on an assigned task and report regularly to'
a supervisor

construction--work crews carry a project through to completion

Ask participants to suggest other examples of ways in which the world of
work can inspire career education teaching methods. Encourage them to answer.
each other's questions. Ask whether they think their students could learn
effectively in small, task-oriented groups, or whether they would need some
training in group interaction to do so. The INTERACTION curriculum (available
from Far West Laboratory) which provided inspiration for the interaction
exercises in Session II, includes a variety of student activities which can
be used to train students in these skills.

Have participants turn to Worksheet 111,2 in their handbooks. You may
have them fill the sheets out individually before discussing them, or take
the activities listed one by one and discuss them as a group. If participants
differ in their answers, encourage them to explore the reasons for their dis-
agreement by citing examples from their own experience,
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Worksheet 11142 - MACE and Degree of Teachtng Methods

Classify the following contemporary teaching methods or classroOm management

techniques according to their relevance to traditional Indian culture and to,

Career Education:, (highly appropriate +, appropriate mf, inappro-

priate

Teaching method Indian Career
culture? I education?

Lecture to large group womb tame

Simulation of actual situation 41. 44"'

Field trips -I- 1-
Reading texts or other materials

i...

.....

Teacher questions individual students
in front of class wpm.

Small group discussion
0 4.

I

4
Speakers talk about their experience ie
One-to-one tutoring 41. 46.

Small groups of students work on projects mtm 4.1.

Teaching with audio-visual aids # le
Individual students do research

111...........
op. offt

Students participate in community
events 4""

.

+6
Students do self instructional
exercises

,

Computer assisted learning .... ee'
Learning games

elf° se.

Teams ot students compete with others

On-the-job training .
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Activity 4.--1HE NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER. EDUCAXION PROGRAM

Have the stack of Native American Career Education units set on the table
where participants can reach it,

Start out by explaining that the content and methods which.have been pre-
sented in this workshoptave-already been used to develop a career education
curriculum for Native American students in grades 7-10--the units they see on
the table.' These units are not the only materials they should use, but they
represent the NACE approach most fully. Although they will be learning how to
adapt and develop career education activities of their own, the developers of
this program still recommend starting out by using some of the activities or
units in the NACE curriculum to become really familiar with the method.

Concepts

The units are built around a set of concepts which can also be used to
guide development of new activities. Suggest that participants write these
dawn as you discuss them, and allow time for quAstions after each one. They
are:

(1) Cultural Relevance--essential when a program is aimed at any specific
ethnic gralr'-its purpose is to reinforce or instill positive self-image and
cultural identity. Methods for achieving this include:

bring Native American speakers to the classroom

buy or make posters about noteworthy past or present Native
Americans

set up a student project to photograph local Native Americans
in different jobs and make posters for display

include positive references to Indian culture (whether career-
related or not) in classroom discussions--wherever possible, give
Indian as well as non-Indian examples

collect accurate and positive materials about .Native Americans
and make them available in the classroom (ask the Parent
Committee or other Indian community group for advice on what
materials are 'accurate').

Refer to the discussion of resources in Session I, which offered sugges-
tions on where and how to find information on Indian culture. Specifically
ask any Native American participants in the group how they would suggest that
a teacher who wanted to incorporate Indian cultural material in the classroom
.should proceed. Some Indian communities are simply happy that a teacher is
saying something positive about Indians, others see inclusion of this material
as just another way of stomping in and telling Indians about themselves. Some
communities may prefer that a teacher,be trained by comnunity members, or
invite a community member into the classroom to present material about tradi-
tional Indian whys. Information about contemporary Indians in jobs is general-
ly acceptable, however, as long as the people concerned have given permission
to be talked about and the information is accurate.
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When you have finished this discussion, work with participants to make
a list of places and procedures for finding Indian cultural materials in the
community in which the workshap is being given,

(2) Basic Needs

One of the basic parts of career awareness is understanding why different
jobs exist--how they fit into the economic system, and what an economdc system
is. One way of doing this is to introduce the concept of basic needs which
all human groups must meet. These are: something to eat; shelter from the
elements; protection from dangers of everfkind; and physical and non-physical
tools to help people meet the other three needs.

Shaw transparency #23,

,Everything we use or do, and the jobs involved, can be related to one of
these areas--for example, we place Education in the area titled 'Aids' because
it gives us skills we can use to meet other needs.

Ask participants for names of various jobs, and discuss with the group
which need area those jobs might belong to.

Show transparency #24.

This transparency shows haw the 15 career areas defined by the Department
of Labor match up with the four basic needs. Mhny jobs and employment mate-
rials are organized on this system.

The concept of basic needs provides a foundation for understanding of the
next two concepts.

(3) Traditional and Technological Lifestyles

. In order to give students as many options as possible in planning their
futures and choosing a way of life, the teacher must present information about
careers,and culture without making value judgments. The concept is stated as
traditional and technological because many students have the option of choosing
a lifestyle Wit incorporates many traditional elements.

If the cultural information discussed under 'cultural relevance' iq
available, the teacher may find it useful to introduce a career area by first
identifying the basic need :tt meets, and then discussing how that need is/was
met in a traditional setting. If the class is multi-tribal or multi-ethnic
examples of ways of meeting that need should be taken from all the cultures
(including the teacher's) which are represented. This will not only clarify
the concept, but establish the idea that different cultures are equally valid,
and that all peoples have to solve the same problems in making a living.

Example: A teacher in a coastal community wishes to introduce a unit
on the fishing industry. The classroom includes children of Indian,
north European, and Vietnamese descent. The teacher begins by talking
about how her English ancestors fished in the English Channel. She
then has parents from the Indian and Vietnamese communities come to
the class to talk about their fishing methods (or has the Children
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Transparency #23.

things a community needs ...

communioati

transportaon
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Transparency #24

CAle= MUSIPMS MD BASIC NEIDS

=DS

nnat
4 liquid

ingetables

r:elter 4

hares
sanitatial
c.lothing
fuel

I
la for
law/goveznnent

./ encenent
Security I health care

religicn
art
entertain:mit

making tools
Aids 4 transportation

education
cannunication

any of the above

CAREER CXSTE:PS

Agriculture
Maris* Science
Natural Resources 6 Elvironrrent
Hate Economics

Construction
Public Servim
Hate Econanics
Natural Resources/Zwironrant

Public Servica

Health

Fine Arts
Fine Arts, Hospitali.ty/Recreation

*Manufacturing, Marketing/Distribution
4 Transportation
'Public Service
Ccemunications and litdia

Busine.;s./Office
Personal Servi.ces
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do researdh, or shows films, or lectures on the basis of previous
research). Once the class has compared several ways of fishing,
noting the similarities and the differences, it is ready to study
the local fishing industry using field trips, films, interviews, etc.

(4) Career Clusters

As shown by Transparency #24, basic needs can also be related to career
clusters. Grouping jobs this way is a convenient method of dealing with a
large and sometimes confusing nass of information. It has two main advantages:

students who have a general idea of what they want to do with
their lives--eiample, 'to make things' --can be pointed tawards
the need area and career areas within it, such as Aids (transpor-
tatio0ar designer).

studying a whole cluster enables one to include jobs at all
levels, from laboratory assistant to surgeon. Someone with an
interest in the medical field can choose the job most consis-
tent with his/her aptitudes and lifestyle preference.

(5) Community

Ask participants to define the word 'community'. Bring out of the dis-
cussion the ideas that it can mean both the economic community--the group of
people who depend on each other to meet their basic needs; or the social
community of those who depend on each other to meet their psychological and
emotional needs. Ask for examples of both kinds.

Examples: Economic community--an Iroquois villagep.a small western
town, a m3dieval castle, an urban neighborhood

Social community--the families who meet at an urban
Indian center, families who attend the same church in a small town

Sometimes, of course, the two may be the same.

(6) Cooperation and Management

Ask participants to think about their own jobs and note what parts of
it require them to coordinate their efforts with other peyole's, and what
parts of it require them to direct their own actions or those of others.
Compare notes. Discuss cooperation and management skills required within a
career cluster such as the construction industry, i.e., those needed by the

.boss of a construction company and the workers in it.

Point out that in cultures where self-management is stressed, coopera-
tion has to be voluntary, In cultures where obedience to the leader or the
law is valued, some people Trust learn to manage the cooperation of others.
People need to learn to be leaders and followers; The degree to which.one
prefers one or the other will help one choose a career.

The above ideas can serve as a useful foundation for any career education
program.
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The Native American Career Education units use a variety of learning
activities, many of which we have already discussed. Several approaches to
classroom management have been found particularly useful. Specific directions
for them are Bound in the units themselves. In suninary they are:

the use of student workgroups in which grOups of 3-7 students
work together on learning tasks;

flexible presentation--recommendations foor alternative media
4. if the first choice is unavailable or inappropriate;

reinforcement and feedbackregular practice exercises, immediate
confirmation of success, and the opportunity to correct failure.

The Units

Have the Native American Career Education units handy so that you can
hold each one up as you describe it and pass it to any participant who is
interested. Explain that these units can be used wholly or in part within a
variety of subject classes and situations. Activities fram different units
can also be recombined to form new sequences.

The units consist of guidelines for the teacher and masters for student
worksheets. The guidelines include suggestions for adapting the worksheets.
Teachers should make whatever changes they find useful, reproduce and distri-
bute the worksheets as needed. The chart on page 3.29 indicates which units
are relevant to which subject areas.

Put on Transparency #25 and leave it there while you present the units.

The Career Awareness Units provide students with a general understanding
of the role careers A#7EME economic system and the cultural factors in-
volved. They are:

Cooperation--often given first to train students in group
interaction, covers cooperation, conflict resolution, causes of
problems such as conflicting values or personal difficulties,
and opportunities for students to practice utrking together.
Features a simulation set in an Urban Indian Health Center.

Part of the Whole World-- moves from consideration of individ-
ual identity through individual as member of community, tribe,
Indian ethnic group, American, resident of a geo/cultural area,
inhabitant of planet Earth; compares ways in which people in
different places meet their needs, with a strong emphasis on
Indian culture and its contribution to the world; helps students
calsider haw they are the same and how different from others.

From Idea to Product--Students learn simple charting as a first
step in planning, and also as a non-verbal way of describing

a process; students learn and compare steps taken to make some-
thing in a traditional and in a technological setting, in this
case a cradle-board and a playpen (these steps can be applied

1 4 '
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MB NATIVE AMERICAN-CAREER EWCATION UNITS

A

Pi

.4

1

1

1
0
R

lei

8

.

hstuamss oRnaaAnal Expumanow

wit a "Part of the
Whole World:
(CNAltural awareness,
econciny aspect a
culture) 0

Unit : "Cooperation"
(values, =Met re-
solution, preparation .

for group lork)

Unit : "Fran Idea to
Product"
(analysis of tadks,
basic stages in pro-
duct manufacture)

Un it :-"The Community"
()rks comnunity econcny
neets basic needs)

Unit "The: Cannunity
in Transition"
(cultural and economic
changes and survivals
as technology and
resources change)

.

Unit I : "Putting Your
tibney to Work"
(Managing financial
resources for family
and smell business
mmey-handling skills)

Unit s "Living with
the Iand"
(Managing natural re-
souces to neat ccm-rmunity

needs, and
associated careers)

Unit I "Working for
th People"e
(U.S. & Indian govern-
ment structures and
careers, and how
governments manage com-
munity resources bo
meet needs)

Unit "Planning"
(nelf-analyais, group
and personal planning)

Unit 1 "Putting It...r,,All %nettle
(Career clusters and
tivir relationships,

career cixace)

Unit I "Getting Ready
Ibr Jobs"
(levels within job areas,
identifying training
requirenents)

.

Unit : "The Career
Fair"
(researching specific
jobs and career
clusters, uorking with
group to plan and put
on career fair)



to any product). This knowledge should help students understand
how the many different jobs in our economic system are related to
each other.

The ComminityStudents compare the economic structures of a tra-
ditional plains village, a contemporary small Lown through a
simulation, their own coranunity; consider the effects of
adding a new, industry; then consider what new industries or-
businesses might be started in their oum connunity.

The Community in Transition--follaws historical development of an
imaginary southwestern tribe from hunter/gatherer way of life
through life in an agricultural village, on a reservation, and
planning a new community; demonstrates the relationship between
resources and technology ard lifestyle and roles; shows haw some
things change as environment changes, but some things in a
culture can stay the same.

The CTientation Units -*only three of these were developed, to serve as
models for users to develop more,aimed at career areas of local importance.
For instance, at Natermitt, Nevada, teachers developed a unit on uranit.mi
mining.

Putting your Nbney to Work--managing financial resources on a
personal and business level, and sore of the careers in which
people deal with money; covers practical skills like budgeting,
check-writing, etc.

Living with the Land--managing natural resources, ecology, con-
servation, use of materials, waste disposal and pollution; pre-
sents an environmental problem facing an Indian tribe, asks what
jobs would help people deal with it; describes numerous environ-
mentally Telated careers.

Wbrking for the People--government and public service careers
(managing social resources) at various levels, including tribes
'and Indian organizations; asks what government does for people,
and what kind of government meets which kinds of needs.

The Exploration Units

Present some of the knowledge and skills students will need to explore
careers on their own and understand the information career counsellors can
provide.

Planning--develops skill in planning ahead which can be used in
personal development and career planning; promotes self-analytical
skill (also planning is useful skill in job situations).

Putting it all together--presents career clusters, the needs they
meet, and how different career clusters may contribute to a product;
also considers the relation between interest and aptitudes and job
choice; uses planning and cooperation skills.

3.30
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UNIT RELEVANCE TO SURJECT AREAS

.

Unit

Social
Studies

Language
Arts

Fine or
Industrial

Arts Math
Life
Science

Social
Development*

Cooperation X ; x X*

Part of the
Whole World

X* x
.

x
. -=.

From Idea to
Product

x
,

x

The
Community r .

The Community
in Transitjon

X* x

Putting Your
Money to WOrk

X* x

Living with
the Land

X*

Wbrking for
the People

X*

Planning X* x x

Putting It
All Together

x x

Getting Ready
for Jobs

x X* x

The Career
Fair

x X*

= primary relevance

x = :,.P.=ndary relevance

*this class could also be "family living"
or a similar class, lioreroan, or a
special career education class.
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Getting Ready for Jobs-,discusses the education and training needed
for different kinds of jobs, so that educational planning will be
realistic; students also learn how to find out about available jobs
and decide whether they would be interested.

Career Fair--this is the cu'xminating group exereise in which
students plan a career day. Tt could unite students from different
classes and levels, and is a good way of involving community
members.

When you have finished discussing the units and participants have had a
chance to glanee through them, ask the teachers in the group which units they
think might be useful in their classes. You may need to lead them a little--
use the chart on the previous page for suggestions on which units would be
most relevant to which classes. If teachers feel the units would be too ad-
vanced or too simple for their students, discuss ways of adapting them.

For instance, a 4th grade teacher at NtDermitt adapted the unit,
1Cooperation' by having her students do the puzzle game and the first simula-
tion (set in a school situation), and discuss questions from some of the work-
sheets orally. A teacher at Oakland Technical High School, added research
activities to the unit 'Part of the Whole World' to make it more challenging.
Her class used what it had learned from the unit as research on which to base
'an Indian Heritage Assembly.

The same teacher took planning activities from 'Planning,' budgeting
exercises from 'Putting Your Nbney to Work,' and the Introductory activities
from 'Living with the Land' and combined them to help her class plan, supply,
and conduct a' group camping trip. A teacher at Hoopa Elementary School in
northern California made 'Living with the Land' the foundation of his 7th
grade science class, alternating activities from the unit with other work.

It should be possible to identify some activity fram some unit which
could be used by any teacher in the group--even if it is only general skills
such as cooperation or plE-dning. It is possible to utilize the NACE approach
without using the units, but the developers feel that a teacher's ability to
adapt and develop NACE activities will be increased if he or she has had
experience with the units.

Activity 5.--BREAK

Give participants a 15 minute break, during which they can look at the
units, talk to you about specific questions, etc.

Activity 6.--DEVELOPING CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FOR NATIVE AMERICAN
STUDENTS

When participants have returned fram their break, divide them into groups
for the application activity. Each group should include a teacher, a communi-
ty person, and a counselor or administrator, if possible. If participants
from more than one district or school are present, divide them according to
where they are from.



After participants have settled into their groups, ask them to turn to
Wooksheet 111.3 on p. 3.4 of their handbooks. Using this worksheet as a guide,
their goal is to write a lesson plan for a career education

activity lasting one
class period. The lesson plan should specify objectives, class activities,resources needed and sources, and some way of evaluating the results.

The lesson should also be adapted to the needs of a specific class, whose
ethnic and

economdc'characteristics, grade level, etc., should be stated.Groups may choose an activity from one of the units to adapt, take something
from one of the other career education materials available, or invent an acti-
vity based on the MACE

concepts they have just learned. (It would be:advis-
able to review the concepts at this point: cultural relevance, basic needs,
traditional and technological

lifestyles, career clusters, comunity, andcooperation and mannement.)

The lesson plans will be critiqued on the basis of the followingquestions:

Is the activity feasible?--suited to the students' age andinterest levels, based on accessible resources, etc.?

Has it been made culturally relevant?--does it include Indianrole models, or supportino background that will provide acultural context?

Are the objectives clear and can they be evaluated? What exact-ly will the students do, and how will you know if they havedone it?

An example of an adaptation from a commercial career education guide
appears at the end of Session III in the

Participant Handbook, and on pp.
3.35

As the groups work, circulate among them, listen to their discussion, ask
haw things are going, etc. If groups seem to be stuck or sidetracked, offer
suggestions on alternative approaches. When groups have had between a half .

hour to 45 minutes, give them 5 minutes .to wind up their discussion and re-convene the entire group for the discussion.

Have each group choose a speaker to describe its lesson plan. Repeat
the three questions to be used in critiquing the plans, and lead the group
in a discussion of each group's activity.

If participants are taking the workshop for credit, they may want to
use this lesson plan as the basis for an implementation project.
Activity 7.--REVIEW OF THIS SESSION

To wrap up the session,
summarize the basic points covered as follows:

Important characteristics of traditional Indian educationalmethods were observation, supervised participation, unsuper-vised practice, and self-evaluation, The survival relevanceof each skill learned was obvious to the learner.
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4.`

The World of Work can provide resources, enrichment, and inzdels
for classroom organization, including the idea of organizing
students into snail workgroups to address learning tasks.

The Native American Career Education program consists of twelve
units in career awareness, orientation, and exploration. These
units are based on the following concepts: cultural relevance,
basic needs, traditional and technological lifestyles, career
clusters, conmunity, and cooperation and management. These units
can be adjusted for a variety of cultural/economic settings and
grade levels.

Career Educatian activities can be adapted from NACE units or
other materials or developed from scratch. They should be
feasible, cu/turally relevant, and able to be evaluated.



ADAPTED ACTIVITIES FOR NATIVEAMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION,

(Career Education Infused into Energy Education)

Objective #1

ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE: Each student will list five reasons why the demand for

energy increases as the civilization advances.

SUMMARIZED PROBLEM: The objective is not specific enough when speaking of

civilizationparticular groups of people advance in

different degrees and ways. A general statement like

this does not give a clear understanding of any one

group of people.

REVISED OBJECTIVE: Each student will list five reasons why Native Americans

lifestyles change as the demand for energy increases.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

1. By means of group discussion the students will share their ideas about the

meaning of energy resources. The ideas and meanings could be written on

the board or recorded by a student.

2. Have students list the types of energy used at home and at school. Then

compare the energy available to them with that available to their parents

when they were their age. Then also make a comparison of the energy

available to their gran. larents or elders. Ask what industries and jobs

exist now that weren't possible then, and vice versa.

3. The student will paint/draw a mural depicting scenes of Native American

lifestyles from earlier times to the present, with special emphasis on

ways of meeting basic needs.

4. Have students discuss the relationship between resources, values, and

ways of living.

* Adapted from the CAREER ORIENTATION Curriculum Supplement for Grades 7-8,
produced by the Ohio Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio (1974)

3.35
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Show filffs about careers in energy production.

2bjective #2

ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE: Each student will give reasons why Columbia Gas of Ohio

will not allow builders to place natural gas lines in
new homes in Franklin County area after October 1, 1972.

SUMMARIZED PROBLEM: The location of the city, name of the company and year
should be changed to familiarize the student with local
problems or problems that are widespread.

REVISED OBJECTIVE: Each student will give reason why the 1975 Environmental

Protection Agency will not allow mining companies to

deposit mineral waste near residental areas, or, choose
an environmental problem discussed in a recent issue of

t your local newspaper.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students write letters to mining companies inquiring of each how
.the company takes care of its mineral waste. Find out what jobs are
included in this aspect of resource production.

2. Have students research in the local library for information in periodicals,
newspapers, and media coverage that will provide information on energy
development. Have students define the 1975 Environmental Protection Act.

3. Invite guest speaker's from various environmental agency groups to talk
about what they do.

4. Show relevant films.

3.36
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Objective #3

ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE: Each student will be able to identify Kuwait as the world's

leading producer of oil, Russia as the world's leading

producer of coal, and Canada as the world's leading pro-

ducer of natural gas.
ta

SUMMARIZED PROBLEM: The objective is written well, but students should also

know about natural resourcos here in the U.S., especially

those on Indtan lands.

REVISED OBJECTIVE: The students will be able to identify the Natural resources .

available in the United States and the rest of the world.

Each student will be able to classify-the resources accord-

ing to their quantity, usage, and location.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:.

1. Students could be divided into groups.to find out about natural resources

in different states and reservations. When information is gathered design

a pictorial map of natural resources.

2. Plan a field trip to a local company that processes a natural resource

in your area, find out what jobs it offers and how one prepares for them.

3. Develop a resource file that could be donated to local people needing

information about local companies involved in dexelopment of natural

resources.

4. Write to tribes owning rich natural resources and find out whether they

have hired people to locate resources on the reservation and advise them

about how to develop them. What background and experience did these people

have? Were they Indian or non-Indian? Ask them to list what natural

resource-reiated jobs they would encourage Indian young people to train

for.

5. Show film about Indian tribes whose natural resources are being developed

productively or destv.uutively.
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Session IV:

Career Education

Program Development



Introduction
Coals

Session TV should be the cuamdnation of the uvrkshopjin, which partici-pants draw on uhat they have learned in the first three sessions in order tounderstand the process of career education
program development and becomeinvolved in it. Specifically, Session TV focuses on the follouing objectives:

participants will be able to list pros and cons of alternative
career education implementation strategies;

participants will be able to describe a fully developed careereducation program, and be able to summarize the three basic
stages in its development;

participants will be able to identify potential funding sourcesfor Native American career education programs, and describe the
basic steps in writing a proposal; and

participants will be able to outline a plan for participating
in career education program development for their school orproject.

Activities

This section lists the major activities in the first session along with
estimated time allowance for each:

1. Review of Session III
5 min

2. Career Education Implementation Strategies 20 min

3. Career Education Program Development 20 min

4. Paying for the program--proposals and funding 20 min

5. This time next year--planning for development 30 min

6. Wbrkshop wTap up
20 min



Mhterials

Coordinator's Manual

Transparencies (4.7, 4.8, 440)

Participant's Handbooks

Examples of proposals (optional)

Copies of Evaluation Questionnaire

Overhead projector and screen

Extra pencils and paper

Preparation

Familiarize yourself with the material,covered in this session before it
begins. This is your last Chance to reach participants, so you may want to
note any points that may need reiteration for the workshop wrapup.
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Introduction

In the first three sessions of this workshop you have been introduced

to the basic concepts of career education, had a taste of working with others

on a career education planning committee, and practiced developing career

education curriculum for Native American students. In the fourth sessiOn,

you will learn ebout the process of developing a career education program

from seeking funding to becoming a model for others.

Specifically, at the end of this session you will be able to:

list the pros and cons of several ways of implementing a career
education program;

describe the three basic stages in developing a career education
program, and know what form the completed program might take;

identify funding potential sources for different kinds of career
education program; and describe basic steps in writing a career
education proposal;

outline a plan for beginning or extending career education
program development in your school or project during the coming
year.

Session activities will include lecture and discussion and use of work-

sheets.



Guidelines
Activity 1.-- REVIEW AND LNTRODUCTION

Review

This review will refresh participants' memories of the main points madein Session III. If you are continuing fram the previous session with only abrief break, you may chooseLto omdt the review.
.

Ask participants to summarize the main characteristics bf traditionalIndian education or do so yourself,
indicating that learning methods included:

41111111111111Y11111110=1111111W

observation o self-evaluation

supervised participation simulation

unsupervised practice small group activities

use of AN aids
hands-on activities

Ideas for teaching methods suitable for career education can also bedrawn from the world of work. They include:

organization of students into small, task-oriented groups

individual projects

use of teacher as a facilitator/coordinator

direct exposure to job situations, on-the-job training

Nhay career education resources are available, including the twelveunits in career awareness, orientation, and exploration developed by theNative American Career Education project, The approach used to develop theseunits can be used to adapt other materials or to develop new ones which areadjusted to the needs and resources of a .specific setting and student group.The approach emphasizes:

cultural relevance
career clusters

basic needs
community

traditional and tedhn- cooperation and manage-nological lifestyles ment



The information summary for Session III discussed these points in more
detail. Relevant information can also.be found in the NACE Carriculum Guide,

Activiti 2. --CAREER EDUCATION DIPLINENTATICN STRATEMES

Ask participants to describe the kinds of career education programs or
activities they have seen or been involved in. Nhke notes on these so-that
you can use them as examples in the discussion that follows. When everyone
who wants to has spoken, explain that approaches to most career education.fallinto one of three groups. Bach of these approaches his advantages and disad-
vantages. Ask participants to turn to worksheet /V.1 in their books. As
you describe each approach, ask participants to list pros and dons on the
worksheet.

1. Career education as a separate program

The first usy schools developed to present career education was to makeit a separate program. If vocational education classes are considered an
aspect of career education, they would fall into this area. Separate career
education classes or counselling programs also belong.here. Student activities
include reading about careers, learning to fill out job applications and other
job-seeking skills, etc. field trips and speakers, simulating work activities.
If a class is set up in :4hich career education is treated as a separate sub-.
ject, it may be required of all students at a given grade level, or offered
as an elective, At some schools, such a class may be ihe only way to provide
career education targeted towards a specific group, such as Native Americans.
Career education programs may also be offered by Indian centers. Sometimesthe career education program can be used as a vel.cle for education in various
subject areas, such as reading, math, science, etc.

2. Career education infused into the school curriculum

Infusion has been the method of career education most widely promoted in
recent years, particularly by the Office of Career Education. It features
presentation of career,education content and activities in the context of
subject classes. The career oriented material is closely related to the ob-
jectives of the subject being taught, and is intended to enrich it and moti-
vate student interest in it.

Teaching methods include: references in the course of lectures--the use
of coments, career examples and illustrations; posters and pictures in the
classroom: reading assignments with career as uell as subject relevance: wordproblems with career settings; essay topics; simulations nddressing basic
skills in a career setting; speakers and field trips in career areas related
to the subject. The career education activities ray be completely integrated
into the presentation of the subject, or may be used as occasional enrichment.

3. Career education and academic learning via work-experience

Cte of the newest approaches to career education, developed by Experience-
based Career Education programs and others, has been to make arrangements for
students to earn school credit for on-the-job experience. An earlier version
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of this idea was job-experience programs such as the 11,10,P,E, program in whicha student works for 6 weeks for a local employer, then switches to another fora second "unit" and so forth%

The SCE model involves setting up an alternative school organization inwhich learning coordinators work with students to develop plans, for projectsin which they use or develop academic skills while working for emplbyers. Theprogram works out a set of equivalencies
so that students can meet legalgraduation requirements, and provides self-instructional materials or small-group classes to help students improve basic skills where needed. Nbdifiedforms of this approach in which the

work-experiehce prograni is managed.bythe school have also been used.

Pros and Cons

When you have finished discussing each approach, ask participants whatpros and cons they found in the first approach. After they have startedtalking, put
transparency 26 (p. 4.7) on the projector with a piece of papercovering the second and third rows. Discuss the pros and cons of separatecareer education classes as indicated on the transparency.

When 'you have exhausted the possibilities of raw one, ask participantsabout the pros and cons of infusing career education into the curriculum, andmove the covering paper to reveal the second row .of the transparency. Thesame procedure should be followed for the discussion of work-experience pro-grams.

In conCluding, make it very clear that a school does not necessarily haveto make a choice among the three approaches to career education. In fact, themost flexible and effective method may be to combine them, selecting the typeof career education that is most suitable for use in each educational leveland setting.

A comprehensive program

Put transparency-27 (p. 4.8) on the projector.

Point out that career education like any other subject, needs to beim
presented gradually, moving from sPle concepts and skills to more complexones. Therefore a completely developed career education program should startin kindergarten and continue through high school and beyond. The transparencyshows utat kinds of content and activities ndght be appropriate at each level.Such a comprehensive program might feature infused career education through theelementary years, a career education class in junior high, and work-experienceopportunities in high school, while infusion into subject classes continued atincreasing levels of sophistication.

The scope of a career education program will depend on the nature of theeducational system involved. Depending on the setting.and
organizationalarrangements, a career education program might be developed by an academicdepartment, such as Vocational Education; a single school, such as a &IA board-ing school or a rural combined school; a school district which includes
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Transparency #26

Worksheet I V. 1

Implementation
Strategies

- CAREER EDUCATION

AS A SEPARATE

CLASS OR CLUB

Advantages

.can address special populatio

.can provide intensive exposure

.make sure everyone gets same
experiences

. address CE systematically

.focus CE resources of talent
and materials

CAREER EDUCATION

INFUSED INTO

SCHOOL PROGRAM

WORK-EXPERIENCE-
BASED

CAREER EDUCATION

demonstrates relevance of aZZ
subjects to careers
.1:Ian be implemented by regular
school staff
reinforce and revisit concept
'at higher level')
all students get some CE
encourages staff to communica
coordinatea total school
curriculum

providee high student motiva-
tion

. learning is highZy relevant
to eventual career needs

.develops independence, maturi
in students
.direct career preparation
5rovides alternative for
thosc disillusioned with
regular school program
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DisadVantages

.tranefer students may miss out

. learning nay be transitory
CE may seem less relevant both
to academic program and life
requires special teacher and
resources

exposure of individual student
to CE less predictable
.impact may be diffuse
. some teachers may be unwilling
or unable to address ar
0ther goals/pressures may
cause CE to be slighted

1
requires flexibility in school
program4: /::7

. requires cztra staff time,
possibly separate facilities

. requires close cooperation
and coordination with
community, business, etc.
credit may be 7ard to armunge
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elementary, mdddle or junior high rchools, and high schools; or a region inwhich several districts coopefrate to share goals and resolnces.

Ask participants to describe the educational unit in their own settingwhich ii most likely to be able to plan and develop a coordinated careereducation program.

Activity 3.--CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM DEWLOPMENT

So far you have discussed different approaches to career education andwhat a completely developed program might look like. The big question is--
, "How do we get there?" Whether or not a school already has some kind ofcareer education going on, it probably does not have a full program for NativeAmerican students. Therefore, you should discuss the process of programdevelopment as if the participants are going to have to start from scratch.

Put transparency 28 (p. 4.10) on the projector.

The drawing on the transparency may seem rather humorous, but it reflectsthe actual stages of program development pretty well. Point out that inaddition to the stages themselves, the drawing featutes a 'launching pad'--aperiod when the resourcesoupport, and skills necessary for program developmentare being gathered.

The following factors need to be present in order to develop a new pro-gram--if they are not already apparent in a situation, they will have to bedeveloped:

access to students--a setting in which large enough numbers of thestudents whose needs will be addressed can be gathered together;

administrative support--as indicated in Session II, adndnistrators
nIst be in favor oi the program, and if possible, actively pushing it;

community support--the community must be aware of a need for careereaucation for CU children and willing to send representatives towork with the school or project;

school/community ccomunicationby means of sone established groupsuch as a Title IV or Johnson O'Nhlley Parent Advisory Committee or atribal Indian Education Committee.

Ask participants to comment on which of these factors exist in theirschool or project settings, which are ndssing, and how they might be developod,or have them note this on Worksheet rv.2.

Stage I: INITIATION

Cnce the ground work has been laid, actual program developaent can be:in.This should proceed in several steps, These and later steps are presented 4nmore detail in the rmplementation Guide.
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Transparency #28
GETTING OFF THE GROUND

Stable Orbit Program serves as a model
for replication elsewhere.

Third sum Refinement

Second Stage: Expansion

First Stage: Initiation

Launching Pad

Summative evaluation of
program effects may.take
place. Staff employ:
regular monitoring and
maintenance procedures and
make necessary adjustments.

A majority of staff and
administrators are trained.
Broad-scale community
support is developed.
Needed materials are written.
The program is expanded
to all levels of the system
and formal evaluation takes
place.

Specific information on
Career Ed. needs is
collected. A pilot project
is begun and formative
evaluation takes place.

General awareness of
problems and interest in
Career Ed. as possible
solution. Willingness to
work for improvement.



1. Form a Career Education Committee (CBC)

This committee should include representatives from all the majorgroups described in Session II, although it may choose two orthree people to spearhead the effort. If the school/project hasa career education
specialist, he or she should play an importantrole.

2. Do a comunity needs assessment

In order to involve the commmity from the beginning and collectaccurate information on desires and needs, the CEC should do acommunity needs assessment, or analyze needs assessments whichhave been recently made. Several guidebooks and training materialsfbr use in needs assessment are described in the informationsummary for Sesion N.
3. Develop career education goals and objectives

The CEC should analyze the needs assessment and investigate careereducation goals set out by the State, the district, and the NACECurriculum Guide in order to derive a sample set of goals whichcan then be broken down into objectives for each grade and classto be included in the total program. Training materials forsetting goals and objectives are also described in the informa-tion summary.

4. Plan and implement a pilot program

In order to build support for the career education program, the firstimplementation should be small scale, with a sufficient investmentof resources and support to give it the best chance of success. Thepilot project could involve a single class, grade level, career area,etc. Personnel involved should receive training such as this work-shop, the project should be carefully evaluated, and the resultsshould be widely disseminated in the community. The goal is to haveeveryone else clamoring to become involved.

The Hopi Health Careers project is an example of a career education pro-gram that started with a concentration on one career area and gradually ex-tended into other areas and levels until a complete program had been estab-lished.

Ask participants to comment on the most promising approaches to develop-ing a pilot project in their schools, or have them note this on Worksheet rt.r.2,(on page 4.2 of their handbooks).

Stage II: WANSION

Based on information gathered during the initiation phase, the CEC willthen coordinate the expansion of the program--this will probably take severalyears. Things which must be accomplished include:

4.11
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1. Train educational staff and community people

As the program extends into different classes and grade levels,the teachers to be involved must be trained. As more and dif-'ferent community people become interested in the program, theyshould be trained along with the educational staff. If thisworkshop is used, trainees from one year can coordinate the work-shop for others later on.

2. Establish cooperative relationships with resource ptople

It will probably take some time to build relationships withlocal businesses and industries so that they will be willing toprovide speakers, work-experience and field trip sites etc.Mbre detailed information on haw to do this is included in theImplementation Guide, and some further resources are describedin the Information Sumnary.

3. Develop curricula

As the Committee, teachers, etc. become more familiar with theneeds and resources of the program, needs for original curriculummaterials specifically developed for use in your own situationwill become apparent, The principles and methods presented inSession III can be used to do this,

4. Evaluate and revise the program

As the program continues, evaluation should become an integralpart of its operation with the specific purpose of contribu-ting to program improvement, Nhterials, methods, and organi-zational arrangements should be examined regularly to make surethey are working well. The programs goals should also be
periodically re-examined to nake sure that changing conditionsdo not require changes there as well. As the program goes on specialcare should be taken to keep its various parts balanced andcoordinated.

Ask particpants to comment verbally or on their worksheets on what theythink a fully developed career education program in their setting might looklike.

Stage III: REFINEMENT AND REPLICATION

Once program development is complete, the program will have to be main-tained at maximum effectiveness. Activities which take place during thisstage include:

1. Implement a communication/monitoring system

The evaluation procedures and communtcations network developedduring program expansion should be refined and extended, After
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."the excitement of doing something new has died down it is veryeasy for people to slack off and for communication to breakdown. nInitoring procedures should include ways of noting
changes in community needs which the program should respond to.

2. Perform Summative Evaluation

When a program has reached this stage, enough data should beavailable for a summative evaluation on its effectiveness tobe performed. This evaluation 1.411 identify any major and some
.ndnor problems, and will also provide information to otherschools interested in following your example.

3. Serve as a model for program replication

Once a positive summative evaluation has taken place, the programshould take steps to let other schools, etc. knaw what it isdoing and establish ways for them to learn about it. This in,cludes making arrangements for visits by observers, sending peopleto educational conferences to talk about the program, writingarticles for state or regional career education newsletters, etc.

Ask participants to turn to Worksheet TV.3 in their handbooks and readthe capsule case histories there. They should note any problens they see inthe space provided, and suggest solutions.

When everyone has had a chance to do this, lead a discussion of problemsand solutions. The sample answers on p. 4.14 may be used to start and guidediscussion.

Activity 4.--PAYLNG MR THE PROGRAM

The question participants should be asking by now is 'Who's going to payfor all this?' The ideal eventual solution is for career education to beincluded by the school district, tribe, or Indian Center with the rest of itseducational goals and budgeted accordingly. This will have to happen if theprogram is to became permanent. However external funding can be very helpfulin getting a program going.

Funding sources which have or could provide money for Native Anericancareer education include:

The Office of Indian Education Title TV program (for Indian organi-zations)

Johnson O'Malley

State Career Education Offices through CE Incentive Act

Bureau of Adult, Occupational and Adult Education

Department of Labor (:ELA, etc.)
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Worksheet IVA

ONCE UPON A TIME...

Read the following
'case histories' ancrin the spaces below make some notes onwhat you think 011 happen. How do you think the actions in the stories willaffect students, school staff, the community, or the program itself?

Miss Meanwell, a 6th grade teacher at Willow Elementary School,felt that Career Education had a Icist of potential for motivatingher students. She got some activity books, made a lot of referencesin class about how the skills being taught are used in jobs, andtook the kids on a visit to a local sawmill. That June she got anoffer of a better job in an,-r town.

Students may benefit, but are likely to Prget quickly without follow-up.The 'progrcvn' will last only as long as the interested teacher isworking on it. In order for it to continue she should orient oneor more other teachers in the school and shoL them what she learned,and hopeAlly get a group of echoolleommunity people working on developinga more durable program.

Dr. Willing, superintendent of the Blue Rock School District,wanted to start a Career Education program. He attended some CareerEducation conferences and purchased several sets of materials. Thenext semester he sent a memo to all the teachers telling them thatthe materials were available and inyiting them to use them.

it is unZikely that busy teachers will take adVantage of his invitationwithout more encouragement than that. Ae should arvange for stafftraining, and if possible, provide some other inducements. Re shouldalso meet with community leaders andwork with them to adapt CareerEd concepts and materials to meet local needs.

The turkey Feather /ndian center wanted to include Career Edu-cation in their after-school youth program but were unable to findsuitable materials. Two parents and a staff member volunteered towrite some. The completed materials featured illustrations andexamples from several Plains tribes.

Aioet urban Indian centers include people from tribes all over theV.S. The plains people may be happy with the materials, but the others
are likely to object. The curriculum

developers should seek the inputof others when they are designing the materials.

1 p".7tio
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. Worksheet IV.3 Cont'd.

Jackson High School serves a rural student population that is
65% Indian, 15% Chicano, and 20% other. The faculty became verY
enthusiastic about Career Education and attended a workshop on it
at the State Capital. Then they got together to plan a program
that would introduce students to the newest, most exciting,
careers.

The teachers' perceptions orwhat careers will be exciting to thesestudents nuy or may hot be correct. They are unZikely to seem veryrelevant to what students see around them. Before planning-theprogram, the school should involve community members, and gatherinformation on Loa:a =weer education interests and needs.

The Solidarity Indian Center got a Title IV project funded
which included hiring a Career Education specialist who went intolocal schools to conduct Career Ed. activities for the Indianstudents. The program worked well, but in the third year theCenter had some organizational difficulties and didn't get it:proposal in.

The problem with deeonding on outside Anding for a Career Educationprogram ie that iffimding faits, the program goes too. Sometimesfaotars unconnected with the program itself= make it fhil. Onealternative meght be to try and get the school district to fUnd thecareer education specialist.

Petitpoint High School, one of several in a semi-rural area,
developed a good Career Education program and wanted to expand
it with a work-experience program in cooperation with local
business. Business leaders replied that the school could not
supply enough students to make the effort of setting up a program
worthwhile.

TWo possibilities here would be to work with one business on a pilot
basis, andlor to persuade other schools in the area to develop Career
Education programs so that together they might provide the required
number of.students for a work-experience program.

A Tribal Education Committee conducted a needs assessment and
found that most parents felt Career Education would be useful to
their children. They presented the results of the survey to the
local school superintendent.

The superintendent may or may not listen. They may have to
bring.pressure, or start planning and ask the school's input.
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The School Improvement Program

Foundations, such as Rockefeller, Ford, etc.

Local businesses and industries

Ask how many of the participants
have ever been involved in writing pro-posals--get details of what kinds of proposals, who they were submitted to,whether they were funded, and what problems the proposal writers faced.

Proposal writing is a skill which can be developed--a workshop deveiopedto teach women's organizations to write proposals is described in the informa-tion summary. It couad easily be adapted for use by a group working on NativeAmerican Career Education. You will be covering z. few of the main points herein order to introduce them.

To start off,, ask participantt to turn to Worksheet TV.4 in their books.They should consider each 'project' described and number in order of thethree funding agencies most likely to be interested in the proposal. Discussparticipants' answers. Sample answers are provided on the next page.

Things to remeMber when writing a proposal

1. Choose a workable idea--the project you propose should respondto a documented need, be somewhat original (not what others havetried a thousand times before), be feasible in the setting andwith the staff and other resources you will have available, andbe the sort of thing funding agencies can support.

2. Choose an appropriate
funding source--gather information on whatkinds of projects various funding agencies are interested in,when their deadlines are, etc. Submit your proposal to someonewho is likely to support your kind of project.

3. Get organized--find out if your funding agency requires a pre-application (a letter of intent, prospectus, etc.) before itwill receive your proposal; gather information that will estab-lish your credibility, such as resumes of staff, documentationof previous projects, etc.; decide if you will need consultantsand recruit some; prepare a proposal checklist to make sureyou cover everything. (see the example in the Information
Summary of the Handbook.)

4. Write the Proposal--analyze the applicable Federal Rules andRegulations, the Instructions in the Request for Proposal, andthe Evaluation criteria given, in the Program Announcement or othermaterial from the funding agency to find out what informationthey want and how important it,is. This will help you to developyour proposal outline;

Mbst proposals will have the following parts: a statement of need,a summary of supporting literature or documentation, and a state-ment of goals and objectives of the proposed project; a descrip-tion of your group's approach to accomplishing a project, and the
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Worksheet IV,4

Funding Sources
(number-IR order orFobabil1t4)

rroject

Title
IV JOM

State
Career Ed

Bureau of
Voc Educ.

School
Im rov. Business

Distric.

Budcet
Indian tribe wants to give
members vocational training
for jobs in local timber
industry.

1
.

Public school on reserve-
tion with good CE program
wants to have other schools
observe it and send
speakers to them.

.

. .

Urban public school
district wants to
develop a multi-cultu-
ral CE program.

1

Indian center wants to
provide special CE
counselling services for
local Indian students.

1 1 3
,

Small-town school wants
to set up work-study

program for Indian kids
with local business.

3 1 3
.

2

Tribal Ed. Committee
wants to develop ele-
mentary level units on
tribal members in
different jobs.

1 1
, 2

Indian center wants to
include CE in its teen-
age tutorial program.

1

,

1

Rural district wants to
hire an Indian CE
specialist to assist
teachers at several
schools.

2
Er

A
/
b
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specific tasks that will have to be performed to do this one; anevaluation plan for the project; a management plan that will in-dicate v.ho will do the work, how they will be organized, and achart scheduling the time involved for each task; a descriptionof your organization, its previous work in this area, and the re-sources it can provide for the project (facilities, experience,access to other resources, etc.); a budget which is prepared onforrs provided by the funding agency; and miscellaneous piecessuch as tables of content, a cover letter, etc.

S. Submit the proposal--do a final review, make sure the proposal'gets to the funding agency by the deadline, wait patiently tofind out if it will be funded. 'If the funding source wants moreinformation, provide it. If the proposal is rejected, contactthem to find out whyi so that you can succeed next year.

Activity 5.--BREAK

Use this opportunity to answer any questions participants may have onproposal ideas for their own setttngs.

Activity 6.--THIS TINE NEXT YENR

The longest journey starts with the first step. The purpose of thisactivity is to get participants actually started doing something concrete--initiating momentum that may carry them Into actual program development. Ifthe workshop is being offered for college credit, this activity should producea prel nary statement of what eadh participant intends to do to apply whathe or she has learned and fulfill the requirements. It may be altered later,but at leàst they will have started thinking about what to do.

Explain to participants that the major activity for the second part ofthis session is to outline a one semester implementation plan for a NativeAnerican Career Education (or multi-cultural career education) pilot program.If participants are from different schools, they should do this individually,otherwise they should be grouped according to project, district, school, ordepartment. This plan may incorporate and build on the career education acti-vity they outlined in Session III and/or it may be based on the NACE units.
They should use Worksheet IV.5 (p. 4.7 of their handbooks) as a guide, andcover the follading points:

who and where the students are

goals and objectives

nature of the activities and how they will fit into the schoolprogram

resources needed and/or available

what will be evaluated and how
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Give participants fifteen mdnutes or so to work on this then warn them
that time is getting short, Circulate among the groups as they work, making
sure they are on course, offering suggestions, or answering questions asneeded, .After another five minutes, have them break off and ask someone fromeach group to summarize their plan. The larger group should comment onstrengths and weaknesses, offer suggestions for improvement or enrichment, etc.If you have longer than two hours for this session, you can extend the time
allowed for this activity, Participants who are taking the workshop for cre-dit should hand in their plans now or send them to you or o whoever is coor-dinating credit arrangements as soon as they are finished.

Activity 7.--WORKSHOP WRAP-UP

Briefly summarize the content of this Session of the Workshop, pointingout that participants have covered the following topics:

the three main approaches to implementing career education--
separate, infusion, and work-experience;

the basic stages in development of a comprehensive career
education program--establishing readiness, initiation, ex-
pansion, and refinement and replication;

potential funding sources for a NACE program or activities
include--Title TV, JOM, State CE Incentive funding, the
Bureau of Adult and Vocational Education, The School Improve-

, ment Program, CETA, and private sources such as foundations
or business;

things to remember in writing a proposal are--choose a work-
able idea, choose an appropriate funding source, get organized,
write the proposal (including all essential parts), and
submit it.

Evaluation

Administering the evaluation form is optional, but it will give partici-
pants a sense of closure, serve as way of reviewing the content of the work-
shop, and provide useful information on their mastery of content if they are
taking the workshop for credit.

Pass out the evaluation forms, advise the participants to go through it
at their own pace. Encourage them to add comments about the content or format
of the workshop in the empty space on page three,

Close the workshop by collecting the evaluation forms, and making some
statement summarizing the workshop experience. Txy to find something positive
to say, even if there were problems--focus on the factors revealed by the
discussions which could provide die basis for a good career education program,
such as experienced people, community resources, commitment to the idea of
career education, etc. In most workshops, participants will have established
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contact with people from other schools or projects for the first time, or
may have learned new things abaut the people they already knew. The mutual
enrichment that results from this kind of communication is one of the
advantages of holding such a workshop, and should be connented upon.

End by expressing a sincere hope that participants will use the workshop
as a foundation icon which to build their own programs, and that they will
take definite steps in that direction soon.

If you wish to use the checklist (Session I) and the Evaluation form
as a pre-/posttest, the following items in the checklist and the form cover
the sare content and can be used ror conparison:

Checklist Evaluation Form

1.

2.

2.

3.

a - d
a

c
b

2 .

3 (negative
4

4. ,c, d 5

5. a, b, c (all positive) 7
6. a, b 5
6. c 6
6. d 8 (negative)
7. a (D, c negative) 9
8. a 13
8. b 10
8. c (negative) 12
8. d 11
9. b 12
9. c 13
9. d 12

11. c 12
12. a, b, c 14 (negative)
13. a, b 15 (negative)
14. 5, 6, 8
15. a, c (negacive) b
lb. 10
17. 17 .

18. 17, 18
19. 19
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Name (optional)

Place

Date
1

W0RK4H0P EVALUATION

The purpose of this form is to give you, and us, a better idea about how youfeel about Career Education for Native Americans now that you have completedthe workshop. The following pages contain a number of statements. Pleaseshow the degree to which you agree or disagree with the statements by circling, one of the numbers from one to five in the column at the right. Tf you circle, it will mean that you definitely agree with the statement. If you circle, it will mean that you don't believe that at all. A circled (1) means.you are still making up your mind.

!Example: This workshop was about Career Education. C1) 2

YES:I. Native American Career Education Content

1. 'Career Education includes all the experiences'throughwhich one learns about and prepares to work as partof ones life.

2. A "career" includes a person's way of life, and mayinvolve many "jobs" over the years.

3. Career Edulation should be the same for everyone.

4. Vocational Education may be an important part ofCareer Education.

5. The teaching cf Career Awe'eness should be repeated inmore detail at several tims in the curriculum to providea good foundation for other parts of Career Education.

6. "Infusion" into the entire curriculum is always the bestway to impc4ment Career Education.

7. Career Educat.:on program planning should include bethschvol people and ;:arents and community members.

8. The best Career Education materials stick to presenting
information about jobs. anly.

9. A Career Education program should be directed by the
counselling staff or a Career Ed. specialist.

10. Ccreer Education should teach students to accept thevalues of the business world.

1 1. A professionally developed Career Education program willbe equally appropr'ate for any school.

12. Career Education should encourage students to go straightto college and prepare for professional careers.

4.21
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1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4 5

NO:

3 4 5

3 4 3

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5



worksnop Evaluation, p. 2

1 3. Career Education materials should include as examplesand role models workers jf the same ethnic background(s)as the students.
1 2 3 4

14. Most students do not really want career information untilthey are finishing their educations and are ready todecide on further training.
1 2 *3 4 5

1 5. A school that wants to implement Caiver Education shouldbe prepared to make a considerable investment in timeand resources. 1 2 3 4 5

16. "Career Education° for Indian students is a moderninvention.
1 2 3 4 5

17. Career Education has the potential to help Indie studentslearnjo make a good living without losing their
cultural identity.

lilt The Native American Career Education program should belinked to the economic development planning of the

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5Indian tribe or community.

19. The students' own community can be an excellent sourceof Career Education resources.
1 2 3 4 5

20. The presentations of Career
Education speakers shouldbe spontaneous, without any special preparation. 1 2 3 4 5

21. Groups involved in Career Education planning need todevelop their own interaction skills.
1 2 3 4 5

22. Several contemporary teaching methods are similar totraditional Indian learning styles.
1 2 3 4 5

23. I3dian students tend to prefer self- or group-directed
learning rather than teacher-directed.

1 2 3 4 5

24. Each of the "career clusters" can be related to one or
more basic human needs.

n. Development of a comprehensive Career Education programwill go through several stages and take a number of
years.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5
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Workshop Evaluation, p. 3

II. Personal Reactions

1. Career Education could be helpful to students with whomI am involved (teaching, advising, parenting).

2. Choosing a career is part of developing a personal andcultural identity.

3. Our school and community should work together on theCareer Education program.

4. The cultures of the various eOlnic groups in the schoolshould be taught by their.communities, not by the
school.

5. I would like to contribute to the development of a
culturally appropriate career education program in
our school or district.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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SESSION I

Why Native American Students Need Career Education

Economic status (and access to educational
opportunities needed to changethat status) has historically been lower for racial and ethnic minorities inAmerica than for the Caucasian

Protestant majority and those groups who werephysically and culturally most easily absorbed by the majority. Among theseminorities, American Indians have retained both a separate identity and asecond class status (Indians living on reservations were not assured of citi-zenship until 1924) longer than any. As late as the 1960's Indian families onreservations had a median income of only $1500.;
unemployment.rates oftenexceeded SO% and 90% of reservation housing was sub-standard.1

Two hundred years of effort to make the Indian into a white American havehad little effect. Low cultural status has contributed to poor economic andeducational status as well. Today, the growing appreciation of ethnic diver-sity in America, and the emergence 'of cultural pluralism as a value, suggestthat the time has come for Native Americans to take their place as full cul-tural and economic participants in American society.

The policy statement of the Native American Career Education Project'sIndian Advisory Committee stated this problem and desired solution very well:
...the needs of the Native American communities differ greatlyfrom the greater American society, language and cultu-albeliefs. Governmental systems are separate and different fromsurrounding states and the non-Indian community. Conditions inIndian communities and reservations might best be identified ascomparable to conditions in many underdeveloped countries.These countries, as do Indian communities, have many commonproblems such as high illiteracy, health problems which resultin short life spans, high unemployment, and lack of economicdevelopment to support the livelihood of the people. In thesecountries, as in Indian communities, the problem is not due to alack of natural

resources, but a lack of meaningful developmentof human resources in order to begin the process of economicdevelopment. Many Tribal groups have realized the need todevelop long range economic plans that will lead toward self-determination and independence, but there is now a need todevelop their human resources that will make the economic plansof the Tribal group a reality. With this in mind there is a needto identify the various prof...ssions, skills and trades that willbe needed to fUlfill the long-ranne mnomic plans of the Tribalgroups or to accommodate the eco =lc trends of Indian communities.2

1
F. McKinley, G. Nimnicht, S. Bayne. Who Should Contrn1 Indian Education?San Francisco: Far West Laboratory,

'B. Lanathy and D. StudO)akar. The Native American Callon. Education Prolect,Final Report. Zan Franc*!;ca: Far West Laboratory, 1976, p. 2.
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In the long history of legal interaction between the U.S. Government and
Indian tribes, the Indians have consistently requested that education for
their children be part of the compensation they were to receive for the loss
of their land. What they have asked for has not been education that will turn
their children into white men and women, but education that will give them the
tools to survive in the white man's world. The government's attempts to meet
that lieed have met with limited success.

Throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century and the first half
of this one, Indian education in the boarding schools attended by most Indian
students who went to school was

...characterized by harsh discipline, military drill, use of cast-
off anny clothing, self-support from farm and herd, rural vocational
traininiunrelated to employment on the reservations or in the cities.
and purposeful separation of the children from home and family.3

This is not surprising, since the stated goal of these schools was to
"...provide the needed development and supply the lacks caused by a faulty
environment...The task is changing a way of living."4

However, the products of this approach to Indian education were men and
women who were neither prepared for life on the reservations nor off them.
Those few who did succeed in agriculturing did-so by denying their Indian
heritage and suffered the consequent psychological stress.

Only in recent years has the dominant culture come to recognize the
strength and value of that heritage, and only recently have those responsible
for the education of Indians been wi-ling to ask Indian tribes and communities
what they believe Indian education should be.

McKinley, Bayne, and Nimnicht described the problem very accurately in
their classic study, Who Should Control Indian Education?

The American Indian child differs from his white counterpart in
many ways otner than skin color. Cultural differences are more
complex, more difficult to understand, and far more difficult to
deal with than physical differences. Yet educators and adminis-
trators on reservations must have an understanding of these cul-
tural differences and their origins in order to develop an appro-
priate educational program.5

This is also true, of course, in city schoold with Indian students.

3
F. McKinley, G. Nimnicht, S. Bayne. Who Should Control Indian Education?
San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
1970, p. 7.

4
Ibid

5
F. McMnley, G. Nimnicht, S. Bayne. Op. Cit., p. 10.
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Indian students are understandably unwilling or unable to learn from
materials that deny their existence or worth. Too often, they are caughtbetween two culturesand are unable to profit from a curriculum designed for
non-Indian children. As a result, they conclude that they are at fault, or
begin to accept the stereotypes of the non-Indian majority..

If economic development is to occur, appropriate education must be pro-
vided. However, fro any ethnic group, and for Native Americans in particular,
effective education must be based on the students' own culture.

In recent years, Indian communities have taken an increasingly active
role in the education of their children. Indian school boards are being
elected. Tribal governments and urban Indian centers have established educa-
tional programs and developed bicultural (and sometimes bilingual) curriculadesigned to meet their children's needs. But while this development has
addressed such areas as tribal culture and reading, there has been little
development in an area that both Indian parents and students identify as being
of overwhelming importance--Career Education.

The Navajo tribe has recently completed a needs assessment of its people
in which preparation for jobs was identified as a primary goal. Similar
studies have been conducted by other tribes. The schools are trying to respond
to this need by starting Career Education programs, but they are often ham-
pered by lack of materials, or more specifically, by lack of materials which
will be meaningful to their students.

This concern is shared by the students themselves. In a group of essays
about future plans, Indian students indicated that good jobs were one of their
primary goals.° A study by H. Thompson showed that American Indian adolescents
were twice as concerned a4 other adolescents about learning what jobs are avail-
able and how to get them./ A stucb,' on the Apache reservation indicated that
children are deeply disturbed by the conflict between their desire to find a
good job and their desire to stay on the reservation, where jobs are scarce.8

It is particularly important that such a crucial area as Careew Education
is presented in cIlturally relevant ways so that young people can learn to
deal with the cultural conflicts American Indians might face in earning a
living in the 1970's.

The Career Education Conce t

During the past two decades, career education has been emarging as an
educational movement. During that time it has been defined ir a number of

6
E.E. Hoyt, "An Approach to the Mind of the Young Indian," Journal of American
Indian Education, January, 1961.

7H. Thompson, et al. Education for Cross-Cultural Enrichment. LawrPnce, KN:
Haskell Institute, 1964.

8L.C. Bernardoni, "Arlche Pcits and Their Vocational Choice," Journel of
American Indian Educ, Aon, August, 1968.
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ways, with varying emphasis on education (the means), the career (the goal),
or the individual (the subject),

As defined by Hoyt, Career Education is the totality of experiencesthrough which one learns about and prepares to engage in work as part of hisor her way of living.9

_ According to Banathy, Career Education is conceived as education for one'sprogress through life. /t is the aggregate of involvements by which an indi-vidual acquires and develops.knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed to.engagein meaningful vocational, avocational, leisure, social, and personal pursuits.lu

Dr. Lorraine Bundal Hansen, in an examination of definitions and conceptsof career education, identified four different philosophical focuses for careereducation. These are:

o work or the individual

content or process

work roles or multiple roles

training for employability or educating for life

The stages may also be classified as to how work is defined:

limited to paid employment, or

all significant goal directed activities

They may also be examined as to whether the emphasis is on:

s job

work

self

life

FOCUS ONE: Job Skills as a Focus for Career Education--This is the most
narrow conceptualization and is often equated with occupational training.
Employability skills and matching the person t o the job is foremost.
This view comes mainly from those with vocational education orientation.

Focus Twq.: )rk ls a Focus for Career Education--Some see work a the focus
-----ET-eartil7CaTEFTITIT715-iiiiTi-FliCcupational information and prepa-

ration. This approach stresses occupational Information through occupa-
tional clusters combined with skill training. Emphasis is on income and

9
Kenneth B. Hoyt. An Introduction to Career Education. U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1975, p. 10.

ip
Banathy. "Employer Based Career Education," Career Education. VocationalAssociation, 1973.
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production and consumer orientation. The words career and occupationare often used synonymously with focus on paid employment. Career isdefined as the sum total of that paid work experience.

FOCUS tHREE:
SiP)ctIsforCareer__EducatiofelfDeveloirneri--This stage sug-gests

tharittiitilf-develoPmentoftheindividual is orshould be the major focus. Work, paid or unpaid, is one major way the in-
dividual interacts with environment. Exploratory act-Fr-Ries in work andthe community are seen as a vehicle to help individuals clarify their val-
ues, needs, and goals in fashioning a meaningful life. Career is,a pro-
cess internal to the individual, which people have, not something.theychoose. However, through that career, the individual makes choices andholds a sequence of positions in a lifetime of which occupation may be
one..

FOCUS FOUR: Life as a Focus for Career Education--Some people see career edu-
cation as a way of looking at total education--for life and living. Careeris synonymous with life. These people say all education is, or should be,
career education.*

Kenneth Hoyt, Commissioner of Career Education for the Office of Educa-tion, has had a major influence on the definition of this area of education.He has provided definitions for six of the most commonly used words used indiscussing Career Education in order to establish common understanding of theconcept. They are: work, career, vocation, occupation, leisure, and educa-tion.**

1. Work--"...conscious effort aimed at producing benefits for oneself-027or for oneself and others. As such, it is unimportant whethersuch effort is paid or unpaid in nature. What is important is thatit represents the.basic need of all human beings to achieve--toaccomplish--to do something productive that allows the individualto discover both who he/she is and why he/she is. With this defini-tion, work is properly viewed as a human right--not a societal ob-ligation."

2. Career--"the totality of work one does in his or her lifetime." Thus,any person can have only one career. That career typically beginsprior to entering kindergarten and continues well into the retirementyears.

3. Vocation--"...one's primary work role at any given point in time. Vo-canons include paid employment, but they also extend to unpaid workroles. For example, we can speak of the 'vocation' of the student,the full-';ime volunteer worker, or the full-time homemaker just aseasily as we can speak about the 'vocation' of the plumber, the physi-cian, or the engineer."

*Adapted directly from Hansen, Lorraine Sundal. An Examination of the Defini-tions and Concepts of Career Education. NationaT-WITiory Council for CareerEducation, June, 1977. U.S. Government Printtng Office, pages 23 through 32by the 1978 Annual Career Education Handbook for Trainers.

**Hoyt, Kenneth B. Career Educattau.Vocational Education, and OccupationalEducation: An Approach to Defining Differences. Washington, DC: Officecf Career Education, USOE,
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4. Occ4pation--",1.0ne's primary work role in the world of paid employ.;ment. Economic returns are always considered anvng the work valuesof persons engaged in occupations although these might not be consideredat all by persons in certain vocations. The occupations of many per-sons will be synonymous with ther vocations. One can never have anoccupation without having a vocation, although, of course, one can havea 'vocation' without being engaged in an 'occupation."
5. Leisure--"...activities, other than sleeping, in which one engageswhen not performing in l,. or her vocation. Thus, leisure holds pos-sibilities for both 'work' and 'play.'"

6. Education--"...all those activities and experiences through which onelearns. As such, it is obviously a lifelong process and considerablybroader in meaning than the term 'schooling."

In the Career Education Trainer's Handbook, Palo Verde Associates definethe career education concept as being one which:

s

o person-centered and takes into account the changing nature of both in-dividuals and the environment and the concurrent need for flexible andadaptable human beings.

i s

o a humanistic and developmental concept which integrates into its basicaims the twin goals of human development and experience. This impliesa view of development as positive growth and builds on a solid rationaleand conceptual framework of the best knowledge available in career de-velopment theory and research.

identifies a sequential,
kindergarten-to-adult set of objectives fromthe empirical literature in developmental psychology as a basis forexposing all individuals through curriculum, counseling, and communityexperiences to a wide spectrum of career knowledge, information, skills,and attitudes.

continues to

o provide for a wide range of two-way community involvements, paid andunpaid, including alternative education-to-work linkages, business/in-
dustry/labor/government internships and exchanges, parent and workerinvolvement in community;

recognizes

the need for individuals to know a great deal about the occupational
and educational world in order to manage it, and an acknowledgement thatmany occupational clustering systems and career information systems canbe utilized to tssist in acquiring, knowing, and processing information;

rrcoPP"
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recognizes the central place of counseling and guidance as part of its
delivery system and the unique historical and contemporary contributionsof vocational and career guidance to the career development of children,ybuth, and adults;

recognizes the importance of role integration--the need for individualsto examine and prepare for work roles in relation to other life rolesin family, community, and leisure--and to clarify their values withrespect to the meaning of work in their lives;

reaffirms the importance of helping individuals in the transition fromschool to work, school to further education and school to other alter-natives, and to the need for educational institutions and agencies tomore adequately fulfill the placement functions in assisting individuals
to take the next step or reach the next stage ;

stresses the importance of attending to special needs of bypassed andunderserved populations, especially women, the handicapped, ethnic
minorities, and those in poverty;

is a time-oriented concept which recognizes that it can help individualsnot only to prepare for the future but to see the relationship of thefuture to the past and present.*

The two major views of Career Education tend to be that which defines itin terrs of specific job preparation, and that which sees it as part of thedevelopment of life-skills, in which it contributes to the individual's self-realization and decision-making. In this workshop we will tend to the latterview, since it is our feeling that education should deal with the person as awhole, including his or her culture and environment, and that no aspect ofeducation can be successfully addressed without taking that whole into consi-deration.

The question of the relationship between cultural background and careerchoice has rarely been touched on in the literature. Many Career Educationmaterials are pervaded by unvoiced (and perhaps unconscious) assumptions aboutthe values of those who will use them. Although many publishers are now makingan effort to balance their illustrations and examples in terms of sexual andethnic identification, this representation rarely extends to cultural attitudestoward work.

Given that in order to succeed in the business world, the employee mustconform to the employer's requirements with regard to dress, personal habits,promptness, it is important for the person coming from an ethnic background
which is not that of the dominant society to recognize that it is possible to'play the game' by the employer's rules without necessarily changing one's ownvalues. And when members of an ethnic group are eble to start their own busi-ness (as in the case of tribal industries or community centers) they can bemanaged and run on principles more in harmony with the worker's culture.

The 1978 Annual Career Education Handbook for Trainers. Tempe, AZ: PaloViT-de AssociTais, 1978.



We would therefore add to the definition of the Career Education the ideathat it should recognize the individual's need to understand the value systemsattached by different cultures to the process of making a living, and be ableto work within these systems without necessarily adopting them. The poem re-produced on the next page expresses this concept.

The relationship between Career Education and Native American culturev011 be explored further in later sessions of this workshop.

The Phases of Career Education

The content of Career Education falls into three general area: Awareness,Orientation, and Exploration. These constitute the first three phases ofcareer development. They also reflect the basic structure of the NativeAmerican Career Education program, which include! units in eich of the threeareas. Development in these areas is normally followed by Career Preparation,in which the learner trains for the career he or she has learned how to chooseintelligently.

The Awareness part of the curriculum, corresponding to the first stage ofcareer deViloprT-1ent, provides information and experiences by which the learnerwill:

become more self-aware;

become more (and more positively) aware of his or her ownculture;

become more socially aware;

become more aware of the world of work and its economic
implications; and,

develop wholesome attitudes toward work, including respectand appreciation for those who do it.

The Orientation part of the curriculum
huildsupon the development ofawareness and provides information and experiences by which the learner will:

gain an understanding of himself/herself and his/herrelationship to career roles;

understand the value of a culture to society and to theindividuals participating in it;

understand the individual's responsibility toward othersand toward society;

become familiar with occupational classifications andclusters, labor market conditions, and educational andtraining requirements; and

understand the economic and lifestyle implications ofvarious career paths.

8



The Exploration part of the curriculum, corresponding to the third stageof careerdevelopment, leads the learner directly into the world of careersand provides information and experiences by which he or she will:

use information about self in career path planning andin assessing career relevance and career satisfaction;

explore his or her place and future in the cultural
community;

develop social competence in cooperating with others
.while accomplishing tasks;

explore selected-occupational clusters and develop compe-tence in occupational planning and decision-making skills;and,

gain competence as a consumer and in handling economicaffairs.

A period of career_preparation, which is not part of our curriculum,
normally follows the exploration stage, In this period the individual shouldacquire occupational skills and the knowledge needed to enter a selected fieldor career.

In a program employing these successive changes in emphasis, the samecontent can be revisited several times at varying levels of complexity and
from different points of view. This results in a spiral sequence ofinstrtic-
tion into which all available resources may be fitted.

9



SESSION II

Problms in School/Community Relations

Community Power*

Schools are microcosms of the society they serve. They have the task of
preparing youth to function in society. Where environmental pressureslessenthe authority of family, church, or tribe, the educational system is ixpected
to step in and fill the gap. SchP.ols should be catalysts for social development,not guardians of the status quo.

The structure and function of schools in all societies meet the particular
needs of these societiest, and their roles are determined by the dominant phi-
losophy. They must maintain social continuity and promote social change.Urban schools are under a greater pressure to provide equal education oppor-tunity to students from many ethnic groups and adjust to social and techno-
logical change without being determined by them. Rural schools are more likelyto retain the same ways of educating a consistent school population.

As society changes, people need to ask who shall be educated and what kind
of education should be offered. The increasing complexity of and interdepend-
ence of mudern society demand different skills and attitudes. This is even
more crucial when the students being educated belong to a minority group which
has not previously exercised an influence on social development.

However the school cannot be expected to completely prepare the child for
adult life, at least not without parental participation in the process. The
average child is in school only 3% of his/her life to age ten. On the other
hand, what happens in school can seriously affect a child's belief in his/her
ability to function successfully in the larger society.

If a school is to be responsive to the needs of minority students, it must
have some way of receiving information in what those needs are and how they
can be met effectively. Usutlly this requires that the minority community be
organized and self-aware. Increased input into educational policy may be only
part of a group's drive for increased political or economic power and self-
determination.

Often, issues do not start as issues. They may start as vague desires for
increased status or power. Changes in material or social conditions create
clashes of interest between groups.

When a group seeking to improve its position finds a need felt at a gut
level by masses of its members, it tries to present it in terms which rill
highlight characteristics of the ideology or values of the dominant culture.
The dominant group then uses these elements as symbols of its authority. The
clash between groups becomes an "issue".

*Based on Community Control in Education: A Stud in Power Transition, by
Thomas E. Mass and William D. Sandiiis, Peridell Publishing Co.,14faTand,
Michigan, 1978.
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One such issue is "accountability" -- the requirement that schools provethat money spent be justified by student achievement. In Indian education,this becomes important most often when school_use_of-money for Indian prograa------{Title -IV, Johnson-O*Mallete.)-ii-examined.

Power can be defined as the ability to move things, people, and institu-tionrinesired directions. Power does not effect social change until it isexercised by members of a group in influential positions within institutions.In a school system, serving Indians, power may be exercised by teacher groups,boards of education, school-community councils, administrator groups, parentgroups, and tribal education committees.

The measure of how much a minority group can trust a school system to ed-ucate their children is how much actual control they have over that systeM.One indication of this control isWifFir they can set goals for their child-ren's education and require schools to address them, or whether professionaleducators should use their training and experience to decide what should betaught and how.

The problem of power is similar whether Indian students are a minority ina school staffed by non-Indians, or whether non-Indian staff and school boardrun a school with an Indian majority. In either ccae, the goals and methodsof the school are likely to be those of the dominant culture.

The School and the Communit *

The most significant obstacle to developing a system of education appro-priate for American Indians seems to be the substantial differences which
exist between the cultural values and attitudes of the Indian child and thoseof the traditional white American school. The Indian child, however, cannotbe separated from the Indian community, nor can the white school be separated
from the white society of which it is a part. We are convinced that the rela-
tionship between whites and Indians--a relationship that is basically pater-
nalistic--is the heart of the problem. Over a number of years, this relation-
ship has demeaned the Indians, destroyed their self-respect and,self-confidence,developed and encouraged apathy and a sense of alienation from the educational
process, and deprived Indians, as a community, of the opportunity to developthe ability and experience to control their own affairs. As a result, Indians
today distrust the white man and his system but see themselves as unable to
develop a system of their own. White administrators and educators see theIndian as disinterested and unwilling to participate in the education of his
children.

Since a program of formal education for Indians was first initiated by thefederal Government, there has been almost no attempt by the schools to estab-
lish communication with the parents and relatives of Indian children, much lessany attempt to understand their attitudes or to adapt curricula to their cul-ture. Murray and Rosalie Wax found that on the Pine Ridge Reservation,

*Excerpted from Who Should Control Indian Education, by Francis McKinley,
Stephen B? le, and Glen Nimnicht, 1970, Tempe, krizona: National Indian
Training _rid Research Center.
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... the parents 'rarely entered
the school and never saw what went on inthe classrooms; whereas the teachers on their part never visited theparents or attended any of the local Indian'social events... .Indian elders were not perMitted to use the school for gatherings orentertainment, lest they dirty the floors and destroy governmentproperty. Around_each..consol-i-dated-school

-was. -a-aitriPOUtidlii whiCh
and kept to themselves. . . . Sioux elders, facedwith the power of the education establishment, simply withdreW. Inthis tactic they were encouraged by the education administrators, whofound the absence of the parents convenient and proper, since theparents would have no background for understanding the operations ofthe school and "could only have interfered." Is

Bayne found the same situation to be prevalent on the Navajo and Papagoreservations in Arizona.

Interviews with Indian parents at all sites confirmed that they have littleor no contact with the schools educating their children. They will visit theschool only when their children have been accused of some wrongdoing or misbe-havior. When asked about major school problems, Indian parents will mentiondisagreements among students either at the school playground or on the schoolbus. Lax discipline and oreakdown of parental authority are cited by parentsas the main factors contributing toward failure in school. Many parents feelthat the easy familiarity ' .tween boys and girls encouraged by relaxed moralstandards among Americans has influenced the Indian younger generation to gobeyond the sanctions of their own society, and has resulted in a breakdown ofmorality and in promiscuous behavior. Even though Indian parents believe thateveryone should have a good education, they tend to rate education below con-cerns for better housing, sanitation, adequate water supply, income, and trans-portation. They view the goal of education as obtaining "a good job."

At each of the sites we visited, only limited interaction took place be-tween the Indian parents and the teachers. On one reservation, the housesof Indian families are physically separated from the school and the houses of
BIA families by a deep ditch. Roads lead into the community on either side ofthe ditch, and no roads cross it. Few parents have ever visited the schooland none of the teachers has.ever been in an Indian home. Several of the teach-
ers interviewed at other sites (and particularly the public school teachers)
complained that they were never invited into Indian homes and that, during
their rare home visits, they were met in the front yard. When asked about this
complaint, some of the parents said that this was true in a great many cases
and primarily because the Indians were ashamed of their homes. Also, theIndian parents did not want to provide any material for teacher gossip. TheTribal Chairman on another reservation told us that "the only time the schools
contact me is when the kids are in real trouble and the school wants me to get
the probation offices in contact with the parents."

Yet administrators at the schools never articulated the schools' problems
in terms of cultural differences or lack of communication between school ane
community. They spoke instead of attendance and language problems and di-
played a basic lack of understanding of and respect for people for Whom timeis not measured by the minutes of an inflexible schedule, and for whom the
ability to speak their native language is not a "deficiency." (Few of the
teachers, of.course, can speak more than a-WW words of the language of their
students.)

*Wax, Murray and Rosalie: Enemies of the People. Unpublished Manuscript, 1966.
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Attitudes of school administrators and teachers are uncertain and ambiguLT_ous toward more Indian
in_volvement-and-assumption-of-Mdfd-decision-makingTowerrsfii-Ithool -affairs. It is generally agreed that Indians should assumemore active roles in the educative process; however, educators are skepticalabout how much Indians can actually contribUte to the school. If Indianculture encourages non-competition, does not stress strong time orientation,emphasizes sharing, restrains aggressiveness, and places the group needs abovethose of the individual, then the culture is at cross purposes with schools'goals and objectives that stress competitiveness, aggression, strong time andstructural orientation, rigid work habits, and individual success and achieve-ment in a mobile society. In other words, educators tend to view the schoolpositively as a middle-class

institution, dispensing middle-class values andattitudes, and to view the Indian children as products of a deprived, non-middle-class environment, who must somehow overcome their handicaps.

Indian life and environment are still commonly viewed as somehow immoral,uncivilized, primitive, and a great handicap to anyone who wants to find hisniche in the American society. A teacher at the Phoenix Indian school saidin an interview, "These children are intelligent and capable of learning.We work hard all year and get them to a point where we think we are teachingthem proper attitudes, good habits, and a desire to know; then they go homefor the summer and forget in three months everything that we have taughtthem." Another teacher at the same school said, "It is our responsibilityto bring these children back to normal--to civilize them." An Indian teacherin one of the Oklahoma BIA boarding schools said that the only way to assuregood education for Indian children was to take them away from their reserva-tion environment. The Director of the Chilocco Indian school said that thetrouble with the students in Kis school were the "cronies" back home and thatif the students could be separated from these "cronies" they could becomemotivated to achieve in school. He stated that these "cronies" were beyondredemption.

The principal at the Bent-Mescalero school informed our interviewer thatthe greatest handicap of the Mescalero Apache students was their inability tounderstand and communicate in English. The principal wanted to assume controlof the Head Start school operated by the Mescalero Apache Tribe because hefelt that English was not being stressed enough and that the teachers (mostlyIndian) were untrained and unqualified.

If the educators view Indian life with distaste and misgivings, it followsthat they would be very reluctant to see Indians taking control of the schools.Many of the educators' attitudes may seem justified when one views the life of
many Indians today, rife with factionalism, squalor, drunkenness, broken homes,lack of pride, and loss of self-esteem. However, in part, this very situationis engendered by the demeaning and denigrating attitudes held not only by
educators but by others who come in contact with American Indians.

Another factor impeding communication between the school and the Indian
community is that well meaning local administrators and field workers are often
insensitive to the desires of the community in which they are working. In"Enemies of the People," the Waxes described the process by which idealistic
but untrained Vista workers and social service professionals inaugurated andfirmly controlled a Head Start program on a reservation, completely ignoringthe wishes of the reservation communties.
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We visited many Head Start projects for Indian cultures, and in mostof them we found that the programs had been funded,
.P.Imed_o_staffedland-putinto

,operatton-with-virtual1y-no-inVolvemeht of the .children'spar'ents. At several of the schools the parents had subsequentjy ap-proached.the directors and teachers with complaints and suggestionsconcerning the operations of the schools. But in every case, the pro-.fessional staff regarded this parental interest with distress. . .as if it reflected a failure either in planning or procedure. Parentalinvolvement was defined as the parents complying with the suggestionsof the teachers.*

Our own observations of Head Start projects on the Hopi and Fort BertholdReservations do not, however, confirm the Waxes' experience. Both programswere marked by real parental pride and.involvement. Although the Bureau ofIndian Affairs is officially on record as encouraging and supporting controlof the schools by local school boards composed of Indians from the community,one still encounters the old attitudes: a BIA Area Director for Educationtold us that "We cannot allow 4.board of illiterates to run the schools"; asecond BIA official told a group of Indian leaders, in our presence, "Thebest thing you can do about Indian education is to leave the decisions to us.The Bureau schools have been good for you--look where you are now."

Experiments in Community Control

As previously indicated, American Indian parents and communities todayhave little control over their affairs and the education of their children.Yet viable American Indian communities do exist, although they have been de-prived of their normal functions by a reservation system which has controlledmost aspects of community life. These communities have remained aiive forover 30,000 years, including over 400 years of intensive internal colonialism,and it would appear that they will continue to exist for a long time to come.During the last decade, national experience has shown that healthy, function-ing communities are an essential part of any effective program to eradicatepoverty from our country. Should not American Indian communities as well beallowed to redevelop responsibility for their own welfare ane progress? More"benevolent colonialism" of the form described above by the Waxes has notbeen an effective solution, and it will never supplant control by the community

If a community is to control its own destiny, it must have control overthe education of its children. Indeed, it can be arnued that the only solutionto the educational problems of the American Indian is for education to beplaced back within the culture and community in which the children are raised.Indian children will not become less prepared for life in the larger Americansociety by attending Indian schools--Indian parents are too strongly concernedwith the economic and social welfare of their children (if not with thei for-mal education) to allow that to happen. Each Indian community will not ap-proach the problem in the same manner, but neither would all non-Indian communi-ties across the country. Rough Rock, an isolated Navajo community, has alreadyinitiated one program in community control of education. While the Rough Rockapproach would not be suitable for all Indian communitio, it does appear tobe highly successful and it does indicate the potential effectiveness of con-trol by Indian communities.

*Wax, M. & R., Ibid. 14 19



By way of introduction, it should be noted that the operation of a Western
formal education system by American Indian communities is not a completely new
phenomenon. Throughout most of the nineteenth century, tht Cherokees and the ,

Choctaws operated their own school Systems, at first in their native lands in
Georgia and Alabama, and later in the Oklahoma "Indian Country"_after_their
removal. to Oklahoma in 1832. School was taught in English and their native
languages. Both native languages were oral as well as written. ,The Choctaw
school system included a central board of education with elected district
trustees, who appointed local trustees. The trustees were in charge of se-
lecting teachers (both white and Choctaw), examining teachers, visiting the
schools, and encouraging school attendance within the community. The system
included boarding schools, community day schools, Sunday school literacy
classes, and corege scholarships. Angie Debo writes that "as a result. of
its excellent public school system the Choctaw Nation had a much higher pro-
portion oreducated people than any of the neighboring states; the number of
college graduates one encounters in any contemporary record is surprising,
and the quality of written English used by the Choctaws both in'their official
and private correspondence is distinctly superior to that of the white people
surrounding them."*

The most widely publicized of the new ventures in community control is the
school at Rough Rock, an isolated community in the north-central part of the
Navajo Reservation. After the failure in 1965 of an attempt to create an ex-
perimental school at Lukachukai by superimposing an 0E0 team of community-
development professionals on the BIA teaching staff, both 0E0 and the BIA con-
tributed money toward the funding of a community-oriented experimental school
at Rough Rock. Over $600,000 was turned over to a private, non-profit organi-
zation composed of Navajos from the Tribal Council, and a new $311 million
school was given to the project by the BIA.

The people of Rough Rock elected one woman and four men to the school
board. "All were middle-aged Navajo and only two had ever had as much as a
day of formal education."'" Complete control of the school was immediate-
ly given to this board. The school board, the principal, and his staff were
jointly responsible for the operation of the school. Daily meetings between
the school board and the staff determined the nature of the curriculum and gave
a decidedly "Navajo cast" to the school. Today, Navajo children are involved
in an intergrated bilingual educational program which begins in kindergarten.

Nayajo motifs are mixed freely with other classroom decorations. The
library has a Navajo corner. Recordings of Navajo music and rituals
are played during the school day. In the evening, old men, the his-
torians and medicine men of the tribe, come to the dormitories and tell
Navajo folk tales and legends.***

Since its initiation, the Rough Rock community has continued to be strong-
ly involved in the operation and use of the school, School facilities are open
to anyone in the community who wants to use them. The school sponsors fairs,
movies, and sports events; parents are always welcome in the school and at
school board meetings, and are hired (eight every month on a rotating basis)
to mend clothes, tell stories, and perform other tasks in the dormitories.
Rough Rock staff members visit the homes of their pupils at least twice a year.
An extensive adult-education program is operated by the school, with adults
choosing the type of instruction to be offered.

*A. Debo, The Rise and Fall of the Choctaw Republic, 1934.
**R.A. Roessel, Jr., Handbook for Indian Education, Los Angeles, Amerindian Pub-

lishing Co., 1967.
***Roessel, Ibid. 15



Critics have pointed out, however, that the Rough Rock School cannot beconsidered a model for other schools because the community did not initiatethe school nor could the school exist without the extraordinary financial support of the Office of Economic Onortunisty_
and-the--Bureau-ofIndfan--Affers*:-Yet-,--the- people of the community call the school din'e biol'ta (the Navajo'sschool), and in its daily operation, it is their iMar---girougheRoughRock's unique financial status does limit its transferability as a model forother schools, Rough Rock does demonstrate that control of a school by anIndian community is feasible and can be effective. Whether Rough Rock willbecome an organizational

pattern for other Indian community schools is yet tobe seen.

Working Together

Although Indian communities and the schools that serve their children mayhave had a troubled relationship in the past, or no relationship at all, none-theless, community involvement in education is essential if the school is tounderstand the needs of its Indian students. It is even more crucial whenthe kind of education involved is directly related to the student's futurerole as a community member.

Since both schools and community share the basic goal of providing aneducation that will help students become happy and productive adults, theyshould both be motivated to learn to work together towards this goal.

Often people who want to work together end up in conflict without quiterealizing why. Training in the basic skills of cooperative group.interactionwill help people understand how problems can occur and how groups can get mov-ing productively again.*

These basic skills are: communication, cooperation, conflict resolution,
sharing leadership, planning, using resources, decision-making and evaluation.

Communication within a group requires members to: know and trust each other;
give, receive, and interpret information, influence and help each other, and
constructively resolve probems (the impact of communication in groups, the im-pact of interpretation upon the group communication process).

In order to establish good communication, group members must know how to
react in helpful, nonthreatening ways.

1) React to what people do, not what they are ("John talked a lot4 Tatherthan 'John is talkative").

2) React to what you see or hear rather than what'you think was meant.
. What, not why.

3) Think in terms of "more" or "less" rather than "bad" or "good" (low orhigh participation rather than bad or good participation).

*Adapted from materials in the Instructional Leadership PrQUAELin-211n21j;_WICLSkills, Far West Laboratory, San Francisco, California, 1978.
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4) React to something as soon as possible.after it happened.

ALShare_ ideas-rather than giving advitb. If yiu share, others will feelfree to use ideas in their own ways. If ,you tell them, they can onlyaccept or reject.

6) Explore different ways of Olving a problem before deciding on finalanswers.

7) Explain things in ways and with the right amount of detail so that theother person will understand you rather than the way that will beeasiest for you.

Communication in a group or between grou s means giving, receiving, andkeeping information. Although you may try to ive, lueive, and keep informa-tion, it is possible that communication may not\happen. One thing that blockscommunication is interpretation.

Each one of us carries a "filtering system" in our heads through which abit of information may have to pass several times. Do both the giver andreceiver consider the information to be important? If the communication isnot important to one of them, the giver may do a poor job or the receiver maynot listen well.

Or, opposite meassages may be sent at the same time. For example, thegiver may be talking about the importance of planning ahead while he is, atthe same time, running a meetinq that is very poorly planned. Remember, wecan communicate in Many ways (with words and without words) at the same time.

Or, those involved in the communication may have different sets of exper-iences. One person may view a campaign as a challenge or opportunity whileanother may see it as a threat.

What the giver and receiver think of each other can affect how the infor-mation is presented or accepted. If the giver thinks that the receiver is notsmart enough to understand him, he may not try too hard to make himself under-stood.

Finally, either the giver or the receiver may be distracted so that theflow of communication is interrupted. Either physical discomfort or personalproblems could cause such distractions. It is the job of both the giver andthe receiver to make sure that they are both "hearing the sane thing."

Cooperating is more than just "getting along": If a group is to operateas one, each member should be able to explain what the group is trying to do,and should have useful information or resources. Each group member should beable to interpret communication from the others, and should understand theimportance of courtesy. One of the chief causes of non-cooperation in a groupis apathy.

Bradford, et al. (1974) have identified some useful symptoms of apathy ina task group. These may range from obvious indifference to the job and bore-dom, to a more subtle lack of enthusiasm, energy, persistence, or work stand-ards. Some common signs of apathy are:
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1

a) frequent yawns, people doximg off
b) members Z080 the point of tha discussionc) low level ofportierip_atim
clV 'Conversation drags
e) members come Zate; are frequently absent
f) slouching and restlessness
g) overquick decisions
h) failure to follow through on decisions
i) ready suggestion for adjournment
j) failure to conaider necessary arrangements fCr the next meeting .k) reluctance to assume any further responsibility

The behaviors listed below may have a variety of causes, but when they oc-cur together the cause is most likely to be the one suggested.

1. If

--questions may be raised about what's reaZZy our job, what daesthe leader want us to do,
--,members fail to follow through on decisiona,
--there's no expectation that members wilt contribute responsibly,and conAsed, irrelevant statements are allowed to go by withoutquestion,
-,members wonder about the reason for working on this problem,
--suggestions are made that we work on something else
- -the attitude is expressed that

we shouldjust decila 'on anything,the decision doesn't really matter,
--membere seem to be waiting for mrespectable amount of time to
pass before referring the decision to the leader, or to a committee,- -members are inattentive, seem to get lost and not to have heardparts of the preceding discussion,

--suggestions frequently Iplop," are not taken wp and built on byothers,

--no on; will volunteer for additional work,

Then

--the group goal may seem unimportant to the members.

2. If

--there are long delays in getting started, much irrelevant
preliminary conversation,

- -the group shows embarrassment
or reluctance in discussing the

problem at hand,

--members emphasise the consequencee of making wrong decisions,
imagine dire consequences which have ZittZe reference to
ascertainable facts,

--members make suggestions apologetically, are over-tentative, and
hedge their contributions with many if's and! but's,

--solutions proposed are frequently attnAed as unrealistic
--suggestions are made that someone else ought to make the decision--
leader, an outside expert, or soma qualified person outaide the grow,
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--members insist thrt we haven't etough information or abilityto make a decision, and appear tO demand an-unrealistically-hign level of compitence,
--the group has a standard of cautiousness in action,
--numberous alternative proposals are suggested, with the
group apparently unable to select among them,

--members probably fear working toward the group goal.

3. 'If

- -no one is able to suggest the first step in getting started
toward the goal,

- -members seem to be unable to stay on a given point, and each
person seems to start on a new task,

--members appear to talk fast, to misunderstand one another,and the same points are made over and over,
--the group appears to be unable to develop adequate summaries,or restatements of points of agreement,
- -there is ZittZe evaluation of the possible consequences ofdecisions reached, and little attention is give to fact-finding or use ofspecial resources,
- members continually shift into related, but off-target tasks,
- -complaints are made that the group's job is an impossible one,--subgroups continually form around the table, with private
discussion heZd off to the side,

--there is no follow-through on decisions or disagreement in
the group about what the decisions really were,

--complaints are made that you can't decide things in a groupanyway, and the leader or somebody else should do the job,

Then

--the group may have inadequate imoblem-solving procedures.

4. If

--the view is expressed that someone else with more power in the
organization should be present in the meeting, that it is
difficult to communicate with him at a astance,

- -unrealistic decisions are made, and there is an absence of
sense of responsibility for evaluating consequences ofdecisions,

- -the position is taken that the decision doesn't really matter
because the leader or someone outside the group isn't really
going to listen to what we say,

--there is a tendency to ignore reaching consensus among members,
the important thing being to get the leader to understand and
listen,

--the discussion is oriented toward power relations, either within
the group, jockeying to win over the leader., or outside the
group, with interest directed toward questions about who really
counts in the organization,

1 9
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--doubts are voiced about whether we're just wasting our effortsin wopking on this program,
- -members leave the meetixg feeling they had good ideas.whkh_they-- -didn't seem-to be able to get across,

/ft

Then

--members feel powerless about in:luenoing final deoisions.
5. If

- -two or three members dominate aZZ discussion, but never agree;- -conflict between strong members comes out no matter wha.: isdiscussed,
--dominant members occasionally Opeal to others for supportbut otherwise iontroZ conversation,
- -dsions are made by only two or three members,

Then

- -a conflict among a few members is creating apathy in the others.

Conflict Resolution. Interpersonal conflict is an inevitable part of theway a group functions in accomplishing a task. The ability to resolve con-flict indicates that the group is becoming a working team. Group membersneed conflict resolution skills in order to maintain the group once it isworking. Group maintenance is the process of keeping the group's internalrelationships satisfying enough to its members that they will remain in thegroup and contribute to it. The problems of one member can upset the entiregroup.

There are five general causes of group conflicts: (1) goals and tasks;(2) personality conflicts; (3) organizational structure; (4) personal problems;and (5) societal conditions.

The krouR task may be a source of conflict: Its goals may not be in tunewith thelbiTs-Orindividual members; the task may be difficult or impossibleto complete; the time schedule for completion may be unrealistic or the groupmay be unable to meet the deadline; the task may require skills and/or re-soorces'not available; individual members may be incompetent or inefficient inaccomplishing the task; failure at task completion may involve firing, or atleast negative evaluation, of individuals; the task may be defined or struc-tured so loosely, or so tightly, as to cause job dissatisfaction and/o. lackof productivity; the nature of the task components and the division of roles(sub-tasks) may be a source of destructive competition among the individualsin the group.

Group interpersonal relations may be a source of conflict: value and goaldifferences may hinder cooperative effort, individual adjustment; lack ofcommunication, miscommunication, and labelling or stereotyping can aggravateindividual and group relationships; personality differences may result inattitudes and behaviors that disrupt the group's work and/or the group'sworking relationship; gossiping, back-biting, fault-finding, aggressive con-frontation, bad or hurt feelings, childishness, lack of sensitivity, anger,
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"game-playing," aloofness, mistrust, suspicion, exaggeration of differences,manipulation of others, vindictiveness, favoritism, petty jealousies andrivalries are all symptoms of poor human relations.

The group environment and-the or4inizitionailifi;dctdri may be a source of
conflict: an overly hierarchical structure may contribute to lack of input ingoal definition, goal attainment from subordinate members of the group; anoverly permissive structure may leave the group and its members without clear
goals, adequate direction, and standards for efficiency and proeuctivity; bothhierarchical and laissez-faire structures may impair the group and/or the or-ganization's ability to react swiftly to external pressures, to discern whatthe situation is, and may negatively affect the motivation of group members toperform adequately and to maintain the group's unity; lack of communication
between assigned leaders and other group members as well as with other levels
or branches of the larger organization may cause unnecessary confusion, frus-
tration, alienation, resentment, and failure to air opinions* feelings, con-
structive,criticism and suggestions for improvement; the division of labor maycause boredom, promote.a sense of powerlessness and may stifle creativity andthe full utilization of human resources; policies and procedures may hinderrather than facilitate affective communication, healthy interpersonal rela-
tionships, decision-making and problem-solving, and needed,input from all
members; inadequate or oppressive working conditions and facilities may ad-versely affect productivity, individual development and satisfaction; imper-sonal environments may depress job outcomes as well as lessen commitment;
promotion procedures may not reward members adequately and may hold back or
fail to recognize individuals whose talents are being wasted; policies and
procedures may reward conformity and merely adequate performance while dis-
couraging innovations and independent thinking.

Personal problems of individuals may also be a source of conflict in groups:
th.4 individual's lack of self-confidence and self-worth may affect his or her
ability to contribute to the job and to interpersonal harmony. Personal con-
flict may be reflected in attitudes and behaviors characterized by poor self-
concept, anxiety, withdrawal, a sense of failure and inadequacy, depression,
discontent, inefficiency, a feeling of oppression, lack of flexibility, a
general lack of motivation and/or cooperation, and chronic tardiness and/or
absenteeism.

Societal conditions may be another source of conflict: racial, religious,
ethnic, political and sexual discrimination in attitudes and practices within
larger society may inhibit or exclude individuals or groups from participating
in the work group through hiring practices, stereotyping, prejudiced statements
and behaviors, unequal treatment; tensions and resentments may flare up into
aggressive, divisive confrontations; separatist cliques and intolerant individ-
uals may disrupt the accomplishment of tasks and the unity of the yroup.

In making these five distinctions, it must be kept in mind that often the
distinctions are not useful in a given situation. It may be that a "conflict"
that arises within a group setting may be the result of more than one of these
factors.

Resolution of group conflict must be an objective for all task groups.
The most appropriate approach is to plan for such conflicts to occur. The
allowance of adequate time has already been mentioned. Another objective is
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to strengthen the time allowed for group membiers to get to know each otherand the task.

Bradford, Stock, and Horwitz (1974) identify the following =tomsconflictinv-groupi-

a) members are impatient with one another
b) ideas'are attackod before they are completely expressede) members take sides and reAse to compromised) members disagree on plans or suggestions
e) comments and sugg2stions are made with a great deal of vehemencefV members attack or.e another on a personal level in subtle ways0 members insist thgt the group.doesn't have the know-how orexperience get anywhere
h) members feel that the croup can't get ahead because it's toolarge or too small
i) members.disagree with the leader's suggestionsj) members accuse one another of not understanding the reat pointk) members hear distorted fragments of other members' contributions

Some of these symptomatic behaviors and attitudes form patterns that canbe associated with certain causes. For instance:

1. If

.every suggestion made seems impossible for practical reasons,- -some membero feel the committee is too small,
- -everyone seems to feel pushed for time,
--members are impatient with one another,
...members insist the group doesn't have the know-how or experienceto get anywhere,

- -each member hasga different idea of what the committee is
supposed to do,

- -whenever a suggestion is made, at least one member feels itwon't satish the Zarger organization,

Then

--the group may have been given an impossible job and members are
frustrated because they feel unable to meet the demande made ofthem, or the taek is not clear or is disturbing.

2. If

--ideas are attacked before they are completety expressed,
-.members take sides and refuse to compromise,
- -there is no movement taDard a solution of the problem,
- -the group keeps getting stuck on inconsequential points,
-.members attack one another on a personal Level in subtle ways,
--there are subtle attacks on the leadership,
- -there is no concern with finc.ing

a goal or sticking to the point,
- -there is much clique formation,
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Then

--the main concern ofrgembers may be in finding statue in the .group.The main interest is not in the problem. The problem is merelybeing used as a vehicle for expressing interpersonal concerns.
When a group has this sort of problem, one cause that should be investigat-

ed is the "hidden agenda." Leland Bradford (1968) defines hidden agendas as"...all of the conflicting motives, desires, aspirations, and emotional reac-tions held by group Members, subgroups, or the group as a whole.that cannot befitted legitimately into the accepted group task." In order for a group toproceed with its work, hidden agendas must either be settled or suppressed.If the latter occurs, then any hitch the group runs into with its_task_maycause all the hidden
problems-to, surface again.--

_.

Hidden agendas can exist far members of the group, the facilitator, or thegroup itself. For example, group members may have preconceived ideas abouthow to perform the task. They will either try to impose these ideas at thebeginning, or simply wait until the time seems ripe. In the latter case, theywill not be really listening to what the others are saying. Sometimes a pro-posed group decision is threatening to one or more of its members, but theyare not willing to voice or sometimes even to recognize their fears. Whenthis happens, they will try to change the direction of the group process.
Bradford (1968, p. 68) suggests the following guidelines for dealing withhidden agendas:

2. Look for hidden agendas that are present. Recognition of thepossibility of hidden agendas on individual and group levels isthe first step in diagnosis of group difficulty. Diagnosis isthe necessary first step before intelligent action can be taken.
2. Remember that the group is continUously working on two levels atonce. Consequently it may not move so fast on the surface task asthe leader might wish.

3. Sometimes the Zeader can make it easier for a group to bring itshidden agenda to the eurfaoe. The leader may say, for example:"I wonder if we have said aZZ we feel about the issue. Maybewe should take time to go around the table so that any fiArtherthoughts can be opened up."

4. When hidaen agendas can be laid on the table and talked about,they are easier to handle. But many hidden agendas would hurtthe vow more if they were talked about openZy. A leader orgroup member needs to be sensitive to this potnt and should tryto recognize what a group can and cannot face at a given point.
5. Don't ecoZd or pressure the group becauae it has hidden agendas.'They are present and legitimate and need to be worked on as muchas the surface taek.

6. Help the group to remove feelings of guilt about hidden agendas.As groups are aided to bring out into the open some of the hidden
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agendas and treat them legitimately, there will be a lesseningoffeelings ofguilt about them and a tendency to lay more ofthem on the table. The leader might say: "We certainly couldexpect: that each of us might see things somewhat differentlyand we certainly shouldn't feel guilty about wanting diffefentthings accompliehed. That is all part of the many differencesthat make up a group."

7. Help the group work out methode ofsolving their hidden agendasjust as they develop methode of handling their carface agenda.Such methode may vary, but basioally they call for opening upthe problem, collecting as many relevant data as possible, andseeking a solution based on such data. Obviously, data relatingto the individual's feelings and problems are as important asmore logical data. In the last analysis,
problem-solving methodeare needed for solving hidden agendas.

,

8. Help the group evaluate its progress in handling hidden agendas.Each experience should indicate better ways of more openlyhandling future hidden agendas. As groups grow in maturity andstrength, the number of hidden agendas that 'remain hidden isdefinitely redioed. Short evaluation sessions, either the lastfifteen minutes of a group meeting, or one meeting out of aseries of meetings, can be very profitable to a group. In suchsessions a group oan Zook back to see how many more problems it
was able to talk freely about and how much more confidence thegroup had in its members.-

This discussion of hidden agendas relates also to the problem identifiedby the following symptoms:

3. I f

--the goaZ is stated in very general, non-operational terms,--members take sides and reAse to compromise,
--each member is puehing his own plan,
--suggestions don't-build on previous suggestions, each memberseeming to start again from the beginning,
--members disagree on plane or suggestions,
...members don't listen to one another, each waiting for a
Nchance to say something,

Then

--each member is probably operating from a unique, unshared
point of view, perhaps because the members are loyal to
different outside groups with conflicting interests.

If hidden agendas are causing severe conflicts, it may be useful to havestudents work through activities in the Interaction module on Resolving Con-flicts. On the other hand, not all evidence of conflict is negative. Some-times a group which appears to be having a lively argument is actually accol-plishing a great deal.
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Symptoms of productive conflict include the following:

4. If

--there is a goal which members understand and agree on,
--min comments are relevant to the problem,
-.members frequently disagree with one another over suggestions,
--comments and suggestions etre made with a great deal of

vehemence,
--there are occasional expressions of warmth,
- -members are frequently impatient with one another,'
--there is general movement toward some solution of the problem,

Then

. -probany, members feel involved and are working hardon a
problem. The fignt being expressed is constructive rather
than destructive in character and reflects real interest on
the part of members.

Spending time on the resolution of group conflict is the price that mustbe paid for group maintenance, and consequently for group productivity. Con-flict is a predictable occurrence that can be dealt with by employing soundmethods. The tendency to regst to conflict rather than to res ond in a ra-tional manner is something-ITT-group members must be aware ot. Once conflict
occurs, its resolution becomes an interim objective for which the group must
allocate time until the conflict comes under control. To attempt to removethe conflict is unnecessary, to control it is necessary. The best criteria
for determining when a conflict has been controlled is whether or not the
group can start up again and proceed toward its terminal objective. Highly
effective task groups can reach their objectives even if they end up with
many more conflicts at the end than they had at the beginning of their effort.

Sharing Leadership. Some of the indicators that a group Is maturing include:

greater balance in exchange of information by members

greater equity in the contributions of members to group efforts

greater flexibility in sharing leadership functions among group
members

A 'well-balanced group is characterized by (1) an ability to complete its
tasks in an appropriate amount of time; (2) quality products; and (3).active
involvement by all members. A group can be expected to accomplish a task in
less tire if it is balanced. Students (and adults) involved in learning CGI
skills may believe tharbalance requires group members to display equal par-
ticipation, equal skills, and equal abilities. This would be unrealistic, and
might even be counterproductive. Instead, the ideal task group balance should
be related to the demands of the task. Certain tasks will require group mem-
bers to either possess appropriate skills before they start or to develop them
as they go along. The latter situation is most common, even among adult task
groups.
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The skill most necessary for group balance is effective
communication; andthe precondition most necessary for ensuring group balance is satisfactoryprior experience related to the task.

The concept of equity in contribution to the task can provide 1 usefulindicator of task group development. To ensure harmonious operation, it isessential that each member feel that all the others are doing their share.Mature task groups can assess the contribution of a member -- in the form ofinformation or a product -- both in terms of its utility to the group and thedegree to which it represents the known ability of the contributor. A com-paratively poor piece of work may be well-received by the group if it knowsthat the producer is working as hard as he or she can, whereas something atalented group member has °just dashed off" may seem unsatisfactory, even ifit meets the-need at hand.

The degree of equity present can b assessed by observing a task group.The following responses serve as excellent feedback.

"Great idea, John -- we will need_that!"

"Awl, Come on, Nancy -- that's good, but you can do better thanthat..."

It is evident that the group consideqs John's contribution equitable, butnot Nancy's. In a mature group, Nancy will be given the chance to deftnd herwork. In an undeveloped group, her attempt to do so might cause group con-flict.

Equity is perhaps the most difficult growth indicator to isolate. It in-volves more than the amount of labor, courtesy, or positive relations one haswith others. Its existence is a practical necessity if the group is to becomean effective unit that will fulfill the demands and expectations of its mem-bers. Teachers should help students recognize that equity is asessential to. group achievement as it is to political justice.

Probably one of the most highly researched areas of social interaction isleadership. The development and training of future leaders has long beenconsidered one of the primary goals of education. However, the nature ofleadership is difficult to define without reference to a specific situationand group of followers.

Five basic qualities of leadership have been defined by the literature ofbehavioral science. These leadership qualities are embodied in differentpeople; and, different qualities are important at different timei7TEiiipointslead to the idea of shared leadership: that is, each member of the group hassome leadership characteristics, and each member should be a leader at onetime or another, depending on the requirements of the situation. No one per-son has a monopoly on leadership characteristics and no one person should bethe leader all the time.

A good leader helps the group's work by starting, giving direction to,setting standards for, and organizing the group's action. He or she helpsthe group communicate by encouraging others to take part in discussion, bylistening carefully, by explaining group members' points of view to one
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another, and by seeking and giving information and opinions.

The "good listener" type might sound like the ideal follower, but thereare many situations in which it is more important for the leader to be ableto listen than to be able to talk. This quality is particularly necessarYfor keeping all the group interested in and participating in a prodect. Aleader with IM quality not only listens, but actively draws out other mem-bers' opinions and ideas. He or she also gives information when needed andhelps group members understand each other by "translating" opposing or un-clear points of view.

A good leader helps to resolve group conflicts by relieving tension,building trust, working out disagreements between group members, blendingtogether the work of different members, and finding compromises betweenopposing points of view.

There are times when the best leader for a group is the peacemaker.These times come when the group has hit an impasse or deadlock between two- opposing, strongly-held points of view. The person likely to emerge as theleader during this stage is the one who can somehow reconcile the two oppos-ing camps, both in terms of ideas and in terms of emotions. This involveshaving the trust of both sides, so that the leader can lead them to trust oneanother. It also involves skill at relieving tension and cooling tempersand the imaginative ability to sue possible plans..which encompass elements ofboth "opposing" views.

A good leader nelps bring together the results of the group's work bywatching, studying, and explaining the actions, ideas, and decisions of thegroup.

Sometimes the best leader is the one who has the most complete and,preciseknowledge of what is happening--and what has been happening--and who can clear-ly express that knowledge. This quality is often most useful in the laterstages of a project, either when a report or summary must be given to some out-side party (teacher, class, board of directors) or when the group itself wantsto know what and how it is,doing. It might be especially valuable if the grouphas been working mainly as individuals or as small subgroups on different partsof a project. Note that the "summary and review" function may include describ-ing not only the progress of the work itself but also the emotional, group-interaction :Ade of what has been going on. Unlike the evaluation, the sum-marizer tAuallv does not make Judgments about the events described.

A good leader helps to evaluate group performance by studying how well thegroup ideas work, helping others see the value of different solutions to prob-lems, and finding good ways for the group to carry out its decisions and reachits goals.

The role of evaluator is likely to be a particularly important one at theend of a project oreat the end of some definite stage in a project, but it maybecome important at any time. Whenever it does, the person with good evalua-
tion skills is likely to become the leader of the group. This quality of lead-
ership involves not only knowing what is happening (the evaluator may build onthe work of the summarizer) but what should be happening. More than just crit-
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icim is involved, however. A good evaluator also suggests alternate methodsor approaches to replace the flawed ones he or she sees.

The'most central of these qualities is the ability to provide groupcohesion. Cohesion can be defined as the inter relatedness of a group. Ina tasK group, cohesion is an essential
precondition for growth. The mostdependable indicator of group cohesion is its response to stress. The moredeveloped the group, the more easily it can deal with stress while continu-ing to work toward its goal. If a specific type of stress can be predicted,a single leader can function well. For example, in combat situations, whereeveryone knows what kinds of dangers to expect, an officer makes an effectiveleader.

In student task groups, however, several kinds of stress may occur:
The information Ling presented is too complex for students tounderstand.

The group has ir,sufficient resources for the task.

The group is subjected to external distractions, such as shortenedclass periods, fire drills during work sessions, etc.

The group members do not have all the skills needed for the task.
As the group tries to deal with various stresses, leadership should shiftamong those individuals who can best serve the group at each point. Obiserva-tion of groups that have developed into functioning work units indicates thatit may be difficult to tell who is providing leadership at any given time.Yet if one interviews group members, they have no difficulty identtfYing theperson who acted as leader for a certain task.

In planning implementation, teachers should assign tasks that will allowstresses to occur. It is only through
encountering difficulties that onedevelops the ability to surmount them. Insulating task groups from stress willdeprive them of one of the chief benefits of training in CGI.

The concept of shared leadership is central to the functions of groupmaintenance and growth, since stress may cause a group to abandon its task'while it works on maintaining its integrity. The leader of a task groupneeds to help the group maintain itself as well as helping it grow.

Power is the ability to get someone to do a certain thing or behave in acertiV170. Everyone has and uses power over others to some degree. Eachmember of a group has the power to influence or change the other group membersin someway. Power in itself is not good or bad. Whether power will havegood or bad effects depends upon how it is gained (what it is based on) andhow it is used.

Power in a group can come from one or more of several sources, or bases.Some of these bases of power are more legitimate than others. Legitimatepower bases can help a person gain a lot of group support without a lot ofgroup resentment.
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FIVE BASES OF POWER---

firewal-70. A group member may have power because he or she can re-
ward other members---for instance, by giving them money, material
goods, or high positions within.the group.

tPunishment 1 A group member may have power betause he or she can
Punish other members---for instance, by throwing them out of the
group, taking away some special privilege, or even physically
hurting them.

A group member may have power because he or she has a
g posl ion in the group---for instance, the leader or president.

I Personal influence 1 A group member may have power because he or
she has such an outstanding personality that the other members
respect him or her and want to do what he or she iays---for in-
stance, if he or she is especially friendly, kind or honest.

xpertise
I

A group member may have power because he or she has
some special knowledge or skill which the group needs for com-
pleting a certain project.

Power in a group may be distributed in different ways.. Most of it may be in
the hands of one person or 01751177Firt of the group, or power may be shared
among group members as the situation develops.

Planning. In order to be able to Plan effectively, a group needs to be able ;
determine the nature of the task, identify resources available and obstacles that
may hinder its accomplishment, generate alternative approaches to accomplishing it'
and choose the best one, work out the details, arld evaluate their planning. This

process may be broken down into a series of steps.

The first step in good planning is io understand the job that has to be done.
Before the group actually begins planning, all members should understand the task
be committed to it. In considering the nature of the task to be done, the group
should aik itself:

1. What is the job? Does everyone understand it?
2. Does everyone agree to go along with it?

An understanding of the task can be developed byinvestigating and deciding
the following:

- What has to be done?
- When? Is there a special time limit?
- Who must do it? The entire group, individual group members, someone
outside the group?

- Where must it be done? Is there a special place?
- Why must it be done? How does it relate to the group's goals and
purposes? Is there a special reason for doing the job that will make
a difference in planning?
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Once the job is understood, then the group can agree about whether it wantsto do the job. It is essential that all the group members understand the task,however, before they make this decision.

If one or two members or even a large minority of the group can't agree aboutgoing on with the task, here are some things the group might do to resolve theproblem:

Ask for other ideas.
- Bargain for changes.
- Refuse the task.

Try to change the minds of the minority.
Insist on a majority decision.

In any case, the group must realize that it cannot go any further until ithas reached a decision about committing itself to the task.

iihen the first step in the planning process is completed, the group shouldhave decided on the nature of the task and its commitment to it.

The second step in good planning is for the group to know what resources it will
be able to use. Some of the questions the group should ask itself when consideringits resources are:

1
1. .What skills .do group members have that might be used in this job?We have explored our personal resources in past activities, and weeach have an idea of some of the ways in which each member of ourgroup.is a resource for the group. Think of ways in which we coulduse these varied resources to accomplish this job.

2. Has anyone in the group ever done this type of work before? Whatexperiences do individuals or the group have that might be relatedto the job? These past experiences can be an important resourcefor our group. How could we build on them or use tham.in this job?

What equipment, supplies, and money does our group have? The
availability of Illese may determine whether the group can do the
job at all.

4. How much time is available and when is it available? Time is a
very important resource. Do we have enough time to do this job?

When the available resources have been considered, the group will have
determined the potentials of its members, the experience, the equipment,
the supplies, the money, and the time available for accomplishing its task.
Consideration of the resources may suggest or eliminate possible plans for
accomplishing the task. -

The third step the group should take in order to plan well is to think about the problems
that lie ahead. This step will help the group to identify obstacles to avoid or to
overcome in the accomplishment of its task. Questions the group should ask a.e:



1. What things about the 102 itself might make it hard for us to do it?
2. What things about the group might make it hard fcr us to do the job?
3. .What things about the situation might make it hard for us to do the job?

In answering these questions, the group should decide what effects such problems
and obstacles might have on its ability to do the :lob. The group may also wish
to discuss how to solve the problems or avoid the obstacles it has forseen.

When the third step in the planning process has been completed, the group will
have considered as many as possible of the obstacles that might lie ahead of
it in accomplishing its task.

The fourth step in planning is to think about different ways to do the job. The
three preceeding steps in the planning process comprise the fact.Jinding and
information-gathering phases of planning. Identifying alternatives is the first
part of the creative part. SoMe strategies for generating alternative plans are:

1. Get suggestions from all group members. Oo not judge the worth of .

any alternatives at this point.
2. Try brainstorming ideas. Have someone record theldeas on paper so

they can be judged later.
3. Try to decide what the group might do in case,of unforseen changes

of plan. How might such changes affect the group's ability to do
the job?

4. What ere the most likely changes in plan that might occur? How
would they affect the group's ability to do the job? Thinking
about such changes now and trying to make the plan flexible
enough to include them will make the completed plan more effective.

When the group has finished generating altenatives, it will have produced a
set of alternatives from which it can choose a final plan of.action.

The fifth step is to study the different ways, which is the reflective step in the
process. The decisions that the group has already made about the nature of
the task, the 'resources of the group, and the obstacles that mey hinder the
accomplishment of the task will generate criteria for selecting an alternative
to follow. It is important that the group review the decisions made about
the task, resources, and obstacles before deciding on a plan of action.
This step ensures consistency between the plan and the nature of the task,
the resources of the group, and the avoidance of obstacles to the group's
action. When this step is.completed, the group will have determined
formally the criteria for selecting a plan.

The next step is to choose the best plan of action. Based on all previous steps,
the group now decides on a plan of action. If none of the alternatives generated
in the previous step seems to be acceptable, the group should consider one of
two actions:

1. Combining two or more alternatives;
2. Brainstorming more alternatives.

If the group is still unable to decide, it should consider going back to the
first step and re-thinking the task, its understanding of the job and its
commitment to it
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When this step in the planning process is completed, the group will havedecided on a plan of action. The plan of action which the voup"decides
to pursue should be the alternative that is most consistent with the task,the resources, and avoidance of the expected obstacles.

Now the group can work out the.details of its plan. It must agree on the specific
details of its plan. It should determine the answers to the following
questions:

1. What exactly will be done?
2. Who will do it?
3. Where and when will it be done?
4. How will it be done (what are the procedures to follow)?

.As these details are decided cm, they should be recorded on paper and copies
should be made for all those involved. Recording the plan makes it formal
and ensures that details and assignments are 'not forgotten. When this step
is completed, all details of the plan will have been worked out and recorded.

Stop and think about how weiZ you have done the first seven steps. When alldecisions have been made and the plan is ready to be carried out, the groupshould consider the process it followed in devising the plan and ask itself:

1. How well did we think about the job?
2. How well did we think about our resources?
3. How well did we think about possible problems?
4. How well did we list different ways to do the job?
5i How well did we study those different wayso decide which was best?

How good were the standards we used in deciding?
6. How well did we choose a plan?
7. How well did we work out the details of the plan?
8. How can we improve our planning?

When this step is completed, the group will have evaluated its work on theprevious seven steps of the planning process. Members stioul4 be kart thaZ7
evaluating their planning will lead to improved planning in the future.

Hopefully, a group of adults involved in planning a career education or other
educational programs will not need.to consciously follow this process step-by-step.
However, it will be useful to understand the process, and to use.this understanding
to guide them as they go along. If planning is done carefully at the beginning,and paired with evaluation priocesses, many problems and mistakes can be avoided orminimized.

Using_Resources. The second of the steps in the planning process involved
assessment of the resources available to the group for use in doing a job. It isimportant to understand that there are many kinds of resources. Resources caninclude any person, thing, skill, information, experience, attitude, or even availabletime which will help the group accomplish its task or maintain group cohesion, aswell as the more familiar categories of money and materials.

In relation to group interaction, the most important resources to be aware of are
those possessed by the group members themselves. The group will find it useful to
initiate discussions that might bring to light talents and background in members
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which would not come up in ordinary
conversation. People may also have abilitieswhich they themselves do not realize might be valuable. Doing personallty inventori-

may help in identifying
these traits.

Kinds of personal
resources which might be useful in a task group include:

1. physical skills-- building things, clerical skills, sports, transportation,2. social skills-- decision-making, empathizing, making jokes, keeping calmin a crisis, spreading enthusiasm, peace-making, thinking logically, etc..3.
experience/background-- experience in a variety of jobs, educationalexperience, youth-work, management, etc.4. contacts-- friends or connections in local business/industry5. knowledge-- Native American culture, language,

However in comparing individual assessments of abilities, it may happen that anindividual's self-analysis varies widely from the opinion of his/her abilities held
by the rest of the group. This variance may be in the person's favor, or quite the
contrary. There may also be differences of opinion as to what personal resources
could be useful to the group. If possible, the group should explore the reasons forthese differences of opinion, trying to identify the actions or evidence that have
been used by group members as a basis for their opinions. In the final analysis,a person's ability to use a skill in a given situation will be the determinant oftruth in this area.

There are other kinds of resources which the group will also need. These includephysical materials and information. Time is also an important factor, and the funds.to get materials, pay for people's time, etc. To some extent, Times Talent, andaspects of the Task at hand can be traded off to get a job done. For instance, ifthere is little time for a job, 'getting
more.people in to help mey solve the problemwhereas if staff is small, the task may still be accomplished given enough time.When both time and talent are limited, the task itself may have to be modified. It

is important that a group be able to analyze available resources with relation to --
the demands of the task so that adjustments may be made if necessary.
There are times when resources may be so inadequate that the job cannot be done,but human beings generally find themselves in a position of having fewer resuurcesthan they think they need. When enough determination and imaginatiOn are used,a surprising amount may be done with surprisingly little.

Decision-Making. In any situation requiring the efforts of a task group,there will probably be a number of decisions to be made. The ways in which thesedecisions are taken will depend on a number of factors, including the importance ofthe thing to be decided to the task and to the group members, the time available tomake it, the potential consequences if the decision is wrong, the cultural valuesand traditional leadership styles of group members, and any political or legalconstraints on the decision-making
process.

Before a decision can be made, a group must determine who should make it and howit should be made in the situation at hand. If this is not done', even a theoretica:appropriate decision may have unfortunate results. There are several differentways in which a decision in a group may be made.

One of the simplest is for the group leader to make the decision alone with no inputfrom the rest of the group. This may work well if the decision is so simple orroutine that it would be a waste of the group's time to sit around and talk about it.For instance, if a group of house painters usually used a certain brand of paint,
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although another brand was known to be just as good, the person sent to get sUpplies
would be justified in ordering the second brand if the first was out of stock without
consulting the other painters. Unilateral decision-making is also desirable in an
emergency. If there is a fire in the building, one person should call the firedepartment and the others should leave without discussing the matter.
However decision-making by a single person does not work well if the decision is an
important one or if it will require group support to be successfully implemented.For instance, the head of a company would be ill-advised to simply design a newproduct and then order the others in the company to produce it, since the designmay have flows the leader did not see, or the workers' skills may not be appropriate.People will often not support or work to implement a decision in which they were notinvolved. They may feel that the leader is acting as a 'dictator'.if they are notconsulted.

A modification of this style of decision-making is for the group leader to ask the
advice of his/her group before making the decision. This may seem fairer thanmaking the decision alone, and does involve the group to some extent. But the leaderstill has the final 'say-so', and may or may not choose to abide by the wishes ofthe rest. If the leader makes a different

decision, the group has no power to change,.it, and thus may not support the decision even though it was involved in it.
The effectiveness of this method of making decisions depends on the personality ofthe leader. If he or she. listens carefully and tries to express the group'sconsensus in the decision, they will support it. If the leader pays no attentionto what group members say, the discussion mtght as well not have happened. In caseswhere the leader's authority is extremely high, or he or she has special expertise
in the area involved, the group may be willing to accept the decision whether or notthey agree with it. The danger when the leader has all the power is that members ofthe group will compete to impress him/her or Say'only what they think the leaderwants to hear rather than expressing their real opinions. Unresolved conflictsbetween group members and leader or among members themselves may remain to act as
a hidden agenda and undermine subsequent implementation of the decision.
Sometimes the most expert member of the group makes the decision. This person isnot necessarily the leader, but has retognized expertise relevant to the problem at
hand. For instance, if a company is thinking about buying one of several complexnew machines, it might ask its mechanical or engineering expert to make a finalchoice of which machine to buy.

This approach to decision-making works well if everyone in the group agrees on whichperson is the expert. If this is not clear, however, someone may be called an "expert"because he or she is popular or has some other basis of power whether he or sheactually knows any more about the subject than the others or not.
An expert decision also works well in situations where implementation of the decisionwill not require a great deal of support from the group. Sometimes group membersfeel that the expert is a '.know-it-all.' Even if they respect the expert's advice,they may not be very interested in a decision to which they did not contribute. Soif the whole group is going to have to carry out the decision, it may work betterfor the expert to give advice rather than making the decision alone.
A fourth way of making a decision is to have everyone in the group give an opinionseparately and then to follow the plan or opinion that the Greatest number of thegroup members want. Opinions can be collected *.verbally or by formal voting.
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This approach does give everyone a chance to state his or her opinion, but it doesnot necessarily involve any discussion, and so conflicts of opinion are not workedout. If there are many diMrent options, the one that wins may represent thechoice of only a small part of the group.

This way of deciding works well in situations where it is hard for mgmbers of agroup to get together, for instance,cif their homes are far apart. It also workswell if there is enough time to take a vote but not really enough for discussion.It does not work well if some of the grauumembers. are more knowledgeable orqualified to make the decision than others, because the 'poor' opinions may cancelout the 'good'ones. It also does not work well if strong group support will beneeded to implement the decision.

Sometimes a minority of group members makes the decision. This may come about inseveral ways. Sometimes it is deliberate, as when the leader or the group names acommittee to study some issue and make a decision on it. Sometimes it seems to happe,without having been planned, as when two or three people in a group agree quickly ona decision, present it to the others, and then say, "Don't you agree?... All right,we'll do it that way," without really waiting to find out what the other groupmembers think. This kind of minority decision-making is often called 'railroading.'
How well a minority decision will work depends on who the minority is and how itgained its power. If the minority was chosen by the group or by the leader with thegroup's permission, then its decision may gain group support. This is especially tru=if the minority is made up of people wHo are expecially qualified to make thisparticular decision (a group of experts) or if they are known in the group for theircareful consideration of problems and of group needs. On the other hnd, if aminority decision is made by railroading, the rest of the group may feel resentful an .refuse to help carry it out.

A minority decision is useful in situations where the group is very large and cannoteasily meet to make every decision, or where having a great many people try to decidewould be confusing. In this kind of situation, the leader or larger group maywant to appoint committees to handle certain kinds of decisions. Decisions thatcan be handled well by a minority include those which are routine and less important,and those which affect small parts of the group or do not require much group support.A minority decision usually does not work well if the decision is very important orwill require work from the entire group.

Sometimes a majority makes the decision, as when candidates are elected to politicaloffice in the United States. The majority decision may or may not involve groupdiscussion. The group may talk until it arrives at a decision which more than halfits members can support, or someone may make a motion and have the group vote 'yes'or 'no' on it immediately.

A majority decision works well in many situations. After all, it must have thesupport of more than half the group. It is most useful when decisions are not tooimportant or must be made quickly so that there is no time for an extended groupdiscussion. However a majority decision can leave many unresolved conflicts. Theminority may feel that its rights and ideas have been ignored. If it is a largeminority, this resentment may make it very hard for the group to implement a decisionrequiriny support from everyone. The majority may also not be the best-informed,most intelligent, or most active part of the group.
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Sometimes everyone in the group contAbutes to making the decision. A decision ofthis kind is called a consensus. It may not be a decision which everyone in thegroup agrees upon (unaniNous-aicision),
but it is a'decision which everyone in thegroup understands, and it has been reached after a group discussion in which everyonehas had a chance to present his or her views. It will be at least tried andtemporarily supported even by group members who disagree with it.

A decision which has been reached by consensus has the best chance of effectivenessfor the whole group. If everyone understands the decision and 'feels that he or shehas had a chance to express ideas or feelings about it, the decision is mo5t likelyto have group support. The decision is also most likely to represent the group'sreal wishes and to fit with its goals. Thus, it has a much higher Chance than otherkinds of being successfully implemented.

However, a consensus decision is the hardest kind to make. It often takes a greatdeal of time for a group to reach a decision which really represents everyone's 'feelings, many possibilities need to be tried out and discarded before the rigntone is found. A consensus decision also requires high level group interaction skills.If each person or subgroup blindly argues for a separate position without listeningto what anyone else says, for instance, discussion could go on almost forever withoutany agreement being reached.' If everyone is too willing to give up or compromisefor the sake of peace, resentments may stay hidden and conflicts remain unresolved.
A consensus decision is the best kind when the decision is complicated, or important,or both, and when it will affect everyone in the group. This approach will not workwell if a decision must be reached quickly or if a group lacks the necessary Skillsto reach such a decision in a practical length of time. A consensus decision isusually unneccessary if the matter to be decided is fairly routine or unimportant--the time necessary to have a full grnup ei.ussion on such a matter might be betterspent in doing something else.

Evaluation.* In a world where choices must be made, evaluation is an importantpart OTZUF-Firyday lives. Decisions ranging from what time to get up in themorning to what profession to choose are made by evaluating alternative courses ofaction. These evaluations may be split-second, based on intuition or past experience,or they may be detailed,
involving research and careful analysis of information. Theextent and complexity of an evaluation are often determined by the importance of thedecision to be made in terms of consequences and related costs. It is generally ina situal.ion where the decision is important,and the evaluation is inadequate thatpeople become aoorehensive about evaluation.

A small group evaluating its performance of a task can ask some simple questionsto help it identify problems and learn how to do better in the future. Theseinclude asking what should have happened in the situation, what actually did happen,reasons for the ways things happened,and how performance can be improved.

An individual or a group involvd in evaluating the work of others, such as a schoolprogram, should focus their activities on providing information that will be usefulfor making a specific decision. This information must be logically relevant to thedecision and factually, accurate. The decision must be specified in terms of its

*Adapted from: Evaluation for Program Improvement, San Francisco, CA: Far WestLaboratory, 1975
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nature, who is to make it, and when it is to be made. The alternative courses ofaction which may result from different decisions must also be specified in terms ofcomparative benefits and feasibility.

Evaluation involves more than the simple collection of objective information, however.The information must be incorporated with the values, interests, and motivations ofall those who participate in choosing a course of action-- in making the finaldecision. Many of these other considerations are subjective and cannot be specifiedby those iniolved. Much difficulty in evaluation stems from &failure to separate ---'
- the process of collecting and organizing relatively objective information from thesubjective considerations surrounding the process.

In spite of this difficulty, people are constahtly
evaluating situations and makingdecisions. They may or may not be able to get good information which can be balancedwith the subjective factors entering into the decision. Since very few decisions ofany importance can be classified as completelyright
or wrong, the most we can exoegtto do is to increase the probability that a given decision will contribute to anultimately positive effect.

The function of an educational evaluation is to supply decision Takers with the bestpossible information, thus increasing the likelihood that a good decision will bemade. To be of the greatest value, this information must be identified, collected,
,

and interpreted in a way that will allow for incorporation of the subjectiveconsideripons tmportant to the decision makers.

To be most useful, evaluation activities should begin at the same time as the restof the group's tasks. Procedures may be very simple, but the group should establishsome way of monitoring
its progress, and periodically compare its actions with itsplan, account for any differences, and adjust either the activities or the plan asneeded. ff the group knows at the beginning that certain kinds of information willbe needed for a decision, its plans to collect that information should be incorporatedinto its regular functioning procedures so that it will not have to be collectedhastily.and inadequately at the last minute.

Once information has been collected and analyzed, it should be presented in a way.which will be useful to those who must make decisions dependent on it, and which willbe clear to other elements in the school and community who are interested in theactivities being evaluated.

2
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SESSION III

, 410111
Native American Career Education ttethods

In developing materials specificallifor Indian students, it is essentialto t?sy to find out as much as possible about what teaching methods were and
are used by the Indians themselves, what cultural factors conditi6n the Indian

.

child's approach to learning, and how this information can be used in theclassroom. Unfortunately, comparatively little research in this area has been
done, and that little is difficult to locate.

As late as 1969, the Senate Subcommittee report on Indian Education could,State--"....the-typical school feels that it is its responsibility not to teachskills, but to impress the 'alien' Indian with values of the dominant culture..."*so perhaps it is not surprising that so little information on the Indian learner
exists. Organization and dissemination of existing information, and additional
research,to fill in the gaps, is one of the crucial needs of Indian Education.

Traditional Indian Teaching Methods
One point which should be emphasized at the beginning of this discussion

is that in a traditional Indian setting there are no "schools." Nonetheless,
for several thousand years, Indian children have learned what they needed toknow in order to survive and transmit their culture to subsequent generations.Obviously, formal schooling is not required for learning to take place. Whatthen are the means by which Indian children are taught in a traditional setting?

In a paper based on research done on the Warm Springs reservation tn Oregon,Susan U. Philips summarizes them as follows:

The context...in which learning takes place can be perceivedas a sequence,
idealized, of three steps: (1) observation,which of course includes listening; (2) supervisedparticipation; and.(3) private, self-initiated self-testing.***

These characteristics appear to be typical of most American Indian tribes.Let us consider them in a little more detail.

* Special subcommittee on Indian Education, Indian Education: A NationalTragedv--a National Challenge, sa cit.

** Excerpted from, Native American Career Education: A Curriculum Guide,San Francisco, CA: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-ment, 1976.

*** Susan U. Philips, "Acquisition of Rules for Appropriate Speech" in,Function of Speech in the Classroom, ed. C. Cazden, V. John, D. HymessTeachor's College Press: 1972.
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Observation. Philips reports that older women on the Warm Springs reier-
vatioWFOFFITTEid about being required to watch their elder relatives tan hides
when they were very young, rather than being allowed to play. In a society
where there was no separation between work and family life, lust as there was
no separation between family life and education, children had ampleeopportunity
to observe how necessary tasks were done.

Histony, religion, and ethics were tranSmitted'to the young by story
tellers, or by the great spoken and danced dramas of the ceremonial cycles
among tribes such as the Hopi or the Pawnee. IP these instances, too, the
child was requiredlO Watch or listen, but not to participate. A participant
at the National :ndian Bilingual Education conference in 1973 commented, "The
Indian ttyle for teaching is to tell a story to illustrate the points to be
taught toithe child...the child is not told to do this or that to the story."*

Su ervised participation. Philips defines this as "...the segmentation
of a task by an older re ative, and the partial carrying out of the task or one
of its segments by the child." This begins at a very early age, and tasks would
be suited to a child's strength and comprehension, such as collecting firewood,
pounding clay for making pottery, etc. "Such activities involve a small amount
of vetbal instruction or direction from the older relative, and allow for
questions on the part of the child. Gradually the child comes to learn all of
the skills involved in a particular process, consistently under the supervision
of an older relative who works along with him." This mode of instruction is
particularly convenient in an extended family situation, where grandparents or
other older relatives are available and have close relationships with the young
children. Children also learn from older siblings and other children, and by
participating in games which simulate life tasks.

Unsupervised practice. .Two comments from the bilingual conference are of
interest here--"...an Indtan child learns by trial and error (they are) ex-
pected to learn to cope with things by themselves...", and "You just repeat
the process until it comes out right. You must have a positive, forward-
looking approach. This is ,really a cultural approach to acquiring a skill."

For instance, a little boy may want to learn to be a hunter. He listens
to his father tell hunting stories. He watches his older brothers playing
shooting games. His grandfather makes him a little bow and shows him how to
hold it. Then he goes out by himself and practices, and practices, until at
last he is able to bring a rabbit home for supper. That is his examination.
The point here is that the learner is self-motivated7W goes at his own pace,
he practices where no one else will be able to see his failures, and the only
"test" that counts is the one he passes. Carried into the religious area, this
pattern is typical of many Plains and Great Basin tribes, where individuals
spent long periods in isolated vision-quests, returning when they had acquired
spiritual power, new skills, or new songs or ceremonies.

* National Indian Bilingual Education Conference, 1973 Proceedings, National
Indian Bilingual Education Conference, BIA Indian Education Resources Center,
Box 1788, Albuquerque, New Mexico. pp. 25, 30.
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Another characteristic of learning in a traditional Native Americansetting is that the practical Value of the'knowledge
being presented isimmediately obvious to the student, and all instruction is illustrated bypersonal reference or observation of the.environment. A-painting entitled"Sioux teacher," by Oscar Howe, shows a warrior

explaining the expToits /painted on his tepee to two boys. Even more typical would be referencesto incidents which had taken place at various spots a child and older person'might be passing, or comments on the characteristics
and use of differentplants or animals which they see.

----To conclude this summary of traditional learning styles, we would liketo refer to the report of McKinley, Bayne, and Nimnicht:

"Our field data indicate that Indian children prefer the styleof learning characteristic of their native culture. Generally,the learner initiates an extended period of observation andattempts performance only when he feels fairly certain of hisability. Premature, bungling attempts are met with teasing,and successful attempts with quiet acceptance. ...AmericanIndian children...prefer self-directed and self-initiatedprojects, ungraded curricula, and learning activities whichcan be completed with minimal interaction betweenistudents andteacher, except when the interaction involves friendly helpon an individual basis."*

.

The Indian Learner

Values

In addition to exploring the methods of instruction favored by Indiansocieties, it is important to consider what cultural values may affect theIndian child's approach to learning. A.O. Fisher contrasts the differencesbetween Indian and modern American values in the list on the next page.*The list is fairly extensive, and it becomes easy to see how in many casesthe classroom "...becomes a place where a single adult representing whiteAmerican cultural values attempts to impose these values on a group ofchildren to whom those values are intolerable."**

The two places where these value differences are most likely to causeproblems are in curriculum materials and standard classroom organization.We have already considered curriculum problems under the heading of CulturalRelevance (pages 25-26). Classroom organization and instructional strategiespresent a more subtle problem.

* A.D. Fisher, "White Rites versus Indian Rights," Transaction (NewBrunswick, November, 1969), p. 32.

** McKinley, Bayne, Nimnicht, 92. cit., p. 16.
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Indian Cultural Background Stresses

coopeiltion

wisdom

protection of environment

sharing

sharing

"present" rather than "future"
oriented

independence of tribal groups

respect'for tradition

old age as a time of reverence

food gathering, hunting, fishirg

observation

close ties to homeland and the
, extended family

group status actively pursued
(inappropriate to work for
individual status)

restitution

peace and politeness

happy human relationships

endurance

intense and highly personal
relationships

character as a source of status

Modern American Values and Goalt
Incorporated into and Reinforced

by the Educational System

competition

technology

manipulation of environment

commercialization

amassing capital

delayed gratification

national interdependence

modernism

youth as the "golden age"

industrializatio;1

science

nobility and the nuclear family

striving for increased individual
status

punishment

confrontation

individual achievement

devotion to the "new"

casual impersonal relationships

educational degrees as a source
of status



One of the mosecommon
assumptions in American education is thatindividual, competitive achievement is good in itself andls a useful'method of motivating students to do their best. This is in considerablecontrast to the Indian values of cooperation, sharing, and puttinj thegroup first. As Bradshaw and Renaud point out, "In trying to be a goodand successful Indian, the Indian student must often be a bad and Lin-successful, student."***

HoweVer, competition, when used properly, is not necessarily a badloersterand Little Soldier ,state:

Contrary to what many uninformed non-Indians believe, theIndian student is competitive. One has only to look at
the successes which Native AMerican students enjoy in
athletics to disprove this myth. But the type of coml..
petition in the traditional classroom which singles out
individuals and puts one student against another is con-trary to what many Indian students are taught at homeand may only serve to embarrass these' students and create
create negative feelings toward school and teacher'.
Competition in the open classroom, on the other hand, inwhich he student vies with himself and which encourageshealthy sMall group competition, offers a more satisfactory
alternative which allows the Native American-student to
compete within the framework.of his own value system.*

I.

The solution offered by Poerster and Little Soldier is "open education,"which features a flexible use of space, furniture, and equipment, student-initiated activity, and small group work. This approach allows students toshare equipment, and it encourages them to share themselves as well. Openeducation also gets the teacher out of the role of the authoritarian leaderwho imposes his will on others and controls all activity in the classroom.Students, who are treated as competent individuals at home, are given thesame respect and responsibility at school.

When students control and direct the interaction in small groupprojects...there is again a marked contrast between the behaviorof Indian and non-Indian students. It is in such contexts thatIndian students become mare fully involved in what they are doing,
concentrating completely on.their work until it is completed,talking a great deal to one another within the group, and competing,
with explicit remarks to that effect, with the other groups.**

*** Theckla Bradshaw and Andre Renaud, The Indian Child and Education (TheCanadian Home and School and Parent-Teacher Federation, Mid-west Litho,Ltd., Canada).

* Leona M. Foerster, and Dale Little Soldier, "Open Education and NativeAmerican Values," Educational Leadership (October, 1974).

** Philips, op. cit., p. 84.
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Cultural difference in attitudes toward individual responsibility andscheduling may also cause problems. In Indian culture the same rules areapplied .to both aildren and adults. It is assumed that the child is acompetent individual, with rights and responsibilities, who has his,owncontribution to rake to the community. Kluckhorn ind 'Leighton write:"Children and "adults do not belong to two separate worlds. The same set ofstandards prevails in most things,for all ages, from the child to very oldpeople."* This is in considerable contrast to the assumption in many schoolsthat the child (especially the Indian-child) is an inferior being Ao must be'controlled for his own good, and who can have nothing worthwhile to say thatis not elicited by the teacher.

Another important value difference between the two cultures is in theirattitudes toward time. In a traditional setting, life is governed by the sunand the seasons, not by the clock. All individuals are expected to set theirown schedules and wotak voluntarily with others. For example, Wax and otherspoint out that "within Sioux culture all individuals, including children, arefree to set their own schedule of activities. Thus, the Indian child, when heenters school, is accustomed to an environment in which interference withplans is miniral. To such a child, normal schooling is excessively and dis-turbingly regimented.4*

What alternatives to the familiar lecture/discussion approach to teach;ing exist? The "open education" concept has already been discussed.McKinley, Bayne, and Nimnicht have some Other Suggestions:

Another theme which emerged from our data is that Indian
students are most enthusiastic about learning when it is
an integral part of creative activities which let the
student express himself in diverse ways. Creative writing,
drawing, model making, and drama are all popular when inte-
grated into classroom

projects...Instructional methods which ,

emphasize creative activities appear to be more effective
than those which are based on programmed learning...However,
both approaches seem to work and to yield fare more satis-
factory results than lectures and oral classroom drill.*

The Problem of Language

Related to the problem of cultural conflicts is the fact that perhaps
the most obvious cause of learning difficulties among Indian students is
unwillingness or inability to communicate in English, either written orverbal. This problem may exist even when English is the students' onlylanguage.

**Kluckhorn, C., and Leighton, D., The Nava*o (Revised Edition). Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, 1962.

*Wax, R., "The Warrior Dropouts," Transaction (April, 1967), pp. 40-46
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Philips believes that the difficulty with speech is caused by the factthat "the social
conditions governing or determining when it is appropriatefor a student to speak in the classroom differ from those which govern ver-bal participation and other types of communicative performance inythe...community's social interactions.**

The unwillingness of Indian students to talk in class is a commoncomplaint of non-Indian teachers, especially as students grow older. Thereis some evidence that this problem can be mitigated if the teacher is ableto create a warm, flexible classroom environment and build rapport withstudents. PhiVips analyses the problem as follows:

(students) show less willingness.to perform or participateverbally when they must speak alone in front of other stu-dents. Second, they are relatively less eager to speak whenthe point at which speech occurs is dictated by the teacher,as it is during sessions when the teacher is working withthe whole class or a small group. They also show considerablereluctance to be placed in the 'leadership' play roles thatrequire themito assume the same type of dictation of the actsof their peers.*

Reading problems among Indian students are equally well documented.For example, the Senate report includes the information that--

21 of 28 Indian students in a Washington 8th grade classwere non-readers; one-third of the 123 Yakima Indians en-rolled in 8th grade of a Washington public school werereading two to six grades below the median level...
Lest this be interpreted as reflecting on Indian intelligence, it should bepoint out that when Havighurst administered two non-verbal performance teststo Indian children in the 1940's, he found that the Indians did as well orbetter than similar groups of white children.I*

** Philips, og cit., p. 78.

* Philips, ibid., p. 85.

*** Havighurst, R.J., M.K. Gunther, & E. Pratt, "Environment and the Draw-a-manTest: The Performance of Indian Children." Journal of Abnormal and SocialPsychology, 41, 1946, pp. 50-63.
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There is some evidence that the bilingual programs now being
instituted in the primary grades in many Indian schools are helping
Native American children to master English as well as promoting their
positive self-image as Indians. Also, there are a number of remedial
reading programs in use which allow the student to progress at his own
pace'and many Indian students seem to enjoy and profit from these. How-
ever, as any teacher of teen-agers or adults with reading problems has
undoubtedly noticed, finding material which is writtemt a level which
students can handle, but which is conceptually sophisticated enough to
hold their interest, is a constant challenge. It is certainly no less sowith Indian students.

In conclusion, we would like to present the following suggestions for
non-Indians who ire teaching Indian students. The suggestions are taken
from a guide for teachers and librarians put out by the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment of Education.

1. Non-Indians should make the first move toward cooperation
with the Indians. There will be very little communication
with Indian children unless the teacher has the trust of the
students.

2. Smile--be friendly but not agressive. Respect the child's
right to privacy.

3. Criticize constructively, never destructively. Accent the
positive.

4. Praise in private, not before the class.

5. Be consistent in your treatment of your students. Understand
that much of Indian culture is non-competitive.

6. Establish and maintain a warm climate where each child is
recognized by himself and others as a worthy individual.
Children recognize rejection when regarded as unworthy or
hopeless. Each child has intrinsic worth. Each is unique.

7. Children tend to see themselves as others see themgood,
smart, talentedr etc., or the opposite.

8. Establish individual goals which are within his grasp for
each child. Use positive reinforcement for desired behaviors
immediately.

9. let him reinforce his own learning by his success in reaching
each goal, no matter how short the step it takes to reach that
goal. Frustration will lower efficiency.

10. Many different experiences must be provided to stimulate all or
some of the senses as no two children learn in exactly the same
manner. Activity is basic to learning. The known experiences of
a student should serve as a springboard for all new learning. Self
determined goals are more effective than teacher directed activities.
Use many methods. Remember behavior is caused.
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11. An Indian child may ndt be quick to respond individually. Atfirst he will perform best in groups. Individual response is. often gradual.

dr
12. Do not expect eye-contact when talking to an Indian child.

Lowered eyes and head show respect.

13., The Indian child may not talk freely about himself beforeyou first talk freely about yourself.

14. Indian children at home learn.much by observation and arenot always allowed to ask questions. Therefore, an Indian
student may not ask questions if 'he is not urged.

15. It is possible that the Indian child is pot being raised byhis natural parents, but this does not mean he is not re-ceiving the love he needs. The extended family members arevery important to an Indian.

16. Discipline from Indian parents is often not the sametype asfrom non-Indian parents. Many Indian parents believe a childis only frustrated by "corrective" measures.

17. Recognize the child who.thinks in another language and allow him
sufficient time to translate both the question and the answerfrom his native tongue to English. This is very impOrtsnt.

18. Some English idioms are foreign to Indian students. Be carefulhow you say what you say. Use explicit directions and give
instructions one at a time. Don't assume the child knows the
meaning of all the words you use. Indian students.traditionallydo not ask questions even if they don't understand.

19. Indians, adult and young, are sometimes slow in developing a
concept of time and this fact must be acknowledged and allowed.

20. Indians are not "Vanishing Americans." Indian population is
increasing.

21. 'The term non-Indian rather than white should be used.

22. Most Indians consider themselves members of a tribe, rather
than as individuals in a community.

23. Become familiar with local tribes' culture, i.e., subsistence,
housing, clothingc crafts, social organizations, political
system, religion and mythology, language and values, and re-
spect them as valuable contributions to the class.



In the workgroup system, the teacher's task is often easier than intraditional systems, since he or she can allow students to manage them-selves rather than having to be "in control" of all students at all times.Instead of acting as class dictator, the teacher functions as resourceand guide. The teacher moves from group to group and provides informationand advice on an individual level, rather than dealing with students publicallyand making them come to him or her. It is also true that in many cases onestudent who understands the material will be much more successful in communi-cating it to another than the teacher could be. The student, after alls'notonly shares language and background, but is more likely to understand whitthe problem is, since he has just finished solving it himself.

It should also be noted that the workgroup appftach is particularlyappropriate for teaching atout careers, since a significant majority of jobsare done by teams or small groups of people working together. Very fewwork situations consist of thirty-five people all working separately underthe direction of a single boss. Furthermore, in a job situation, the idea thatone is competing against a co-worker and must under no circumstances give himinformation or help is likely to.be counter-productive.

If possible, the teacher is encouraged to established a Career Educationbulletin board in the classroom. This will provide an opportunity to displaythe products of the various workgroups where all students can see and learn ,from them. Other relevant material can also be posted there.

Selectis
. The benefits of using the workgroup approach are many, however, groupsshould be selected and managed carefully, particularly if students are notuse to this kind of arrangement. There can be no single rule for guiding

selection of group members, since differences among students, school communities,and teaching styles inevitably affect interpersonal relationship. However, thereare several points which should be noted, and which may be useful as guidelines:

1. In some schools, boys and girls (7th graders in particular) may be
extremely self-conscious about working together. Although it would
be highly desirable to use this opportunity to try and get them to
relate to each other as people rather than social targets, the
social pressures within a school may make this imposs;ble. In this
case, it might be better to segregate the sexes for workgroup
activities.

2. In those activities in which students are asked to do research on
their own tribal cultures, it is obviously most efficient to group
students by tribe. However, there are times when this may not be
the best approach. For instance, if two tribes have a traditional
hostility, such a grouping could revive old tensions. If very
little information on one of the tribes in the class is available,
members of it might equate lack of information with lack of value
in comparison to more thoroughly studied tribes, with negative
psychological effect.
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When there are non-Indians or mixed-bloods as well as Indian studentsin a class, grouping should be handled especially carefully. Recognitionof racial or cultural differences should always be used in a positive manner(Vive le difference!). Students may be very sensitive about theirdbackground,
and should never be put in a position where they will have to choose between
parts of their heritage, or made to feel inferior. If handled badly, group-ing students by background may make racial tensions stronger, rather thandecreasing them. This is especially important since some students, encounter-ing materials which present Indian culture from a positive point of view:for
the first_time, may_ overreact, and begin dentgrating other cultures._

When these kinds of problems seem possible, the best approach to
selecting workgroups would probably'be to mix students as thoroughly aspossible. However you handle it, keep in mind the necessity to constantly
stress the positive characteristics of the different.tribes or races involved.

The unit "Cooperation" is recommended as the studentefirst experience
with these materials because it deals with conflict resolution, understanding
of values and interpersonal relationships and other aspects of working ingroups. The first Activity from this unit, and Activity 4 from the unit "Part,
of the Whole World" (which deals with ethnic stereotypes), could be used
separately if necessary.

Alternatives and Substitutions

The goals of the units are to get certain skills and concepts across to
the student, not to test his ability to learn particular facts. The
assumption is made that exposure to and mastery of a series of concrete pieces
of information will enable the student to understand an often rather abstract
idea. But neither the particular activities included nor, in some cases, the
information presented is essential to the units. They are included, of course,
because they seem very likely, ways to help students achieve the unit goals;
however, where necessary, other activities or illustrations can be substituted..
and should be.

For instance, although all examples and illustrations are drawn from
Native American tribal groups and individuals, in some cases this may not be
sufficient to assure cultural relevance. An example from a tribe which has
a very different culture and environment from the one to which the students
belong may be almost as alien as a non-Indian illustration. The teacher should
become familiar enough with the culture of the children he or she is teaching to
add or substitute a local example. In any case, the teacher should try to
insert local cultural material at appropriate points in the units, even if it
only consists of adding a comparison of the way something is done in the
illustration and the way the local tribe does it. Wherever possible, the teacher
should follow the Indian practice of using the immediate environment as a
resource for instruction.'



Use of alternative activities is also encouraged. In general, audio-
'visual materials are a mole

attractive arid effective way of conveying infor-
mation than lectures or reading; however, availability of such resourcesvaries Widely from school to school. Each unit includes a list of resources
which would be appropriate for use with various activities. It is 'by nomeans complete, or applicable to all schools, but-at least it should serve
as a guide to the kinds of material to look for. All materials should be

.

previewed by the teacher before being shown to the class; however, you.should
note that even poor materials

can sometimes provide a basis for rewardingdiscussion and critique.

Audio.visual materials are by no means the only alternatives available.
Where length of readings causes problems for students, the teacher may wantto summarize the material in lecture form or assign different students to
read parts of it and communicate the information to each other. The completereading will still be available in student workbooks for review purposes.Another possibility is for the teacher to read material onto tape and set LIP
a °listening post" in the classroom.

In the.workbooks, response is generally requested in written form.' How-ever, depending on student feelings about writing and speaking, the teachermay wish to have
students discuss the questions in their workgroups instead ofwriting down the answers. Another possibility, at least with some materials,would be to have students draw pictures illustrating the concepts involved.

A list of optional activities is included at the end of the TeacherSuggestions for each Activity in each unit. These include activities whichwill probably not be possible for all school settings, and which, therefore,cannot be made essential parts of the unit. However, they can be of con-siderable value in enriching the 'unit, and they may in some cases be substituted
for regular exercises. Any activities which will involve the community areparticularly desirable.

Reinforcement and Feedback

It is an established premise of learning theory that repeated exposureto information, and practice of an action, and immediately confirmation ofsuccess or failure,
contribute dramatically to mastery of the material orskills involved. For this reason, in the program, student activities whichinvolve presentation of concepts or skills are generally followed by reviewquestions or some other exercise which will lead students to reconsider thematerial just presented.

Where appropriate, units also include a "Feedback" section, containingsample answers or suggestions of what acceptable
answers might be like. Thestudent is encouraged to turn tc the Feedback pages and check his own answertas soon as he has finished a reinforcement exercise. This is intended toapproximate the period of unsupervised practice characteristic of NativeAmerican learning. If the student corrects his own answers, he will not bedisplaying his knowledge until it is correct.
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The fact that this feedback is provided should underline the idea thatthe object of the exercises is not to test the students' ability to learn.Answering the review questions forces the student to reconsider, And hope-fUlly review, the material he has just encountered. Checking his answerswith the Feedback section insures that he is exposed to the relevanl infor-mation at least one more time.

Teachers should explain this system to students and explain the advantagesof using the Feedback section. They should also make sure students under.Stand that their answers do not have to be phrased in exactly the same way asthose in the Feedback section. Any answer that expresses the same ideas orconcepts as those expressed in the sample answers is correct. _

Discussion and sharing of information with other workgroup members alsoserves to take the student over the material again, and so it is to be en-couraged. In many units, concepts are repeated and built upon from Activityto Activity, so that material which may not have been very clear at the beginningwill be understood by the time the unit has been completed.

Simulation Exercises and Leactuaus
The recent realization that 'earning is more effective if it is enjoyed

has encouraged the development of a great many learning games in the past fewyears. Such games are extremely useful to introduce material, review materialthat has been presented,'show students how to use information they have learned,
and generally involve and motivate them in an unobtrusive manner. At the veryleast, learning games provide a change from usual clasSroom activities and allow
students to return to them refreshed. The only difficulty may be that students
will assume that if it is fun it can't be valid, or it is "kid stuff" etc. Theyshould be assured that learning games are being used not only in public schoolsall over the country, but in colleges, business, and the military.

Games used in the program fall into three main types: monopoly-styleboard games, card games, and .simulations. Some of these games have been adaptedfrom games developed and tested by the R-3 Program at the San Jose Unified
School District, San Jose, California, others are original, or are adapted
from other sources. To avoid burdening the program with expensive suppldmentary
materials, "master" for all game boards, score sheets, and game cards are in-
4cluded in the Teacher's Guide. These sheets can be detached and xeroxed or
transferred to ditto masters. Students can then cut, paste, and otherwise
help prepare materials for use. Many of the game materials can be re-used after
they have been put together.

Simulation, although it has assumed some very sophisticated forms, is in
essence the same thing children are constantly doing in play--"You be the
hunter and I'll be the bear, and you see if you can track me..I'll be Superman
and they can be the bad guys and I'll rescue you..." A simulation is a scaled.
down imitation of real life.



As Robert E. Horn describes the process

...simulations art working models of reality. In a basic
. sense, simulation means "simplified." Not all of reality,

but the important part is symbolized or modeled by a cm,
bination of words, mathematical formulae, computer programs,
roleplays, rules, etc. The learner who plays a simulation
game begins.to kmm verbal/non verbal models of reality in
his head...as play pr-nresses, he modifies and enlarges the
model..Any past, present, or future situation in which humans:
working in a society find themselves making decisions and
taking action to change the course of events around them
can be the subject,of a simulation game.*

As such, simulation exercises are particularly well-suited to getting stu-
el 'dents to deal with attitudes and values, to helping them understand why peoplereact the way they do, and to recreating in the classroom certain aspects ofthe world to which they would not otherwise have acess.

Simulation is one of the best in-class methods of teaching Career Education.
Ideally, of course, students would learn about careers by visiting offices
and factories, and observing what goes on there, or by serving internships.
However, when it is impossible for one reason or another, students can attemptto recreate the work environment in,the classroom through simulations.

It should be pointed out, however, that simulation exercises, particularly
when they involve role-playing by students, may encounter student resistance.
Sometimes, instead of feeling challenged and interested by the idea of pre-tending to be someone else, students feel threatened. They may fear that
they are going to be judge on the basis of their acting ability; they may beafraid to speculate on what another person would do; or they may simply not be
able to relax enough to throw themselves into their roles.

The teacher should be careful and supportive in the presentation of the
simulation exercise. He or she chould encourage students to think of it as a
dramma, and assure them they they will not be judged. However, if too much
resistance is encountered, in --kst cases it will be possible simple to have
students discuss what they th.. A would happen in a certain situation, given
the problem and the people invtived.

students take well to tile simulation idea, on the other hand, they
can be encouraged to develop the simulation, work out new simulations on
their own, etc. The Guide to SimulationsaLlsby Horn and Zuckerman
includes guidelines on db-it-yoursel- simUl-Weins as well as a survey of
available simulation games.

* Horn, Robert E., and D.W. Zuckerman, The Guide to Simulations/Games for
Education and Training (Lexington, Massachusetts, Information Resources,
Inc., 1973), p. 439.
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Native American
Sources of.Material on Culture

In addition to the general sourdes of information identified in Section 1,
the following organizations or materials may be useful.

Additional materials
and sources are listed in the Curriculum Guide, and at the end ofeeach of the
NACE units.

Akwesasne Notes
Mohawk Nation
via Rooseveltown
New York 13683

Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd St.
New York, NY 10017

Office of Academic Studies,
Room 356

Smithsonian Institution Building
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, DC 20560

The Library Project of National Indian
Education Association

Archives

National Indian Education Association3036 University Ave, S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414

American Indian i torical Society
.1451 Masonic Ave.

San Francisco, CA 94117
(Listing of

books,bibliographies, periodicals about Native Americans)

2 *4
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REFERENCE MATERIALS

American Indians an Annotated Biblioara
Minnesota Department of Education, T970
444 Centenial Building
St. Paul, MN 55101

Books About the American Indians
The Indian Historian
1451 Masonic Ave.
San francisco,'CA 94117

h of Selected Library Resources

Books About Indians and Reference Materials
TaV--------inirrc---"--1----lucatIon968ahotateDepartmer
Indian Education
Boise, ID

Indian Bibliography
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Division of Instructional Services
Brigham CitY, UT

Textbooks and the American Indian
Ihe Indian Historian Press, Inc.
1451 Masonic Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94117 ($4.25)

Native American Materials
Center for In-Service Education
P.O. Box 754
Loveland, CO 80537

ISAM (Information System for Native American Media)
INational Indian Education Association
3036 University Ave., S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414

BOOKS

Brown, Dee, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee. New York: Holt, Rinehart, It Win-
ston, 1971.

Deloria, Vine, Jr., Custer Died for Your Sins. New York: Macmillan Co., 1969.

Deloria, Vine, Jr., We Talk, You Listen. New York: Macmillan Co., 1970.

Josephy, Alvin, The Indian Heritage of America. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1968.

La Farge, Oliver, The American Indian. Racine, WS:
1970.

Vogel, Vergil J., This Countty Was Ours. New York:

Western Publishing Co.,

Harper and Row, 1972.

Indians of the United States (a series of 14 booklets about Indians of different
states)

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC
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Audio-Visual Materials

American Visual Communication
P.O. Box'26392
Tucson, AZ 85726

Poetry of American Indians

NAP-1, NAP-2, NAP-3, NAP-4

Cheyenne Sundance
NASD

Baskets of California
NABC

Pueblo Architecture
NAM

American Indian Design Element
NADE

Costumes and Masks of the Southwest TribesNASCM

Costumes and Masks of the Northwest CoastTribes
NANCM

Phone: (602)623.2565

$225.00 set

62.50 ea.

25.00

35.00

25.00

50.00

27.00

25.00

Pueblo Indians of New Mexico
100.00NANM

The Hopi Indians of Arizona
100.00NAH

The Navajo Indians
100.00NAN

The Sioux
100.00NAS
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Strategies for Identifying and Using_Community Resources*

In addition to incorporating the cultur'l resources of the Indian com-munity into'the Native American Career Education program, planners and tea-chers should consider marshalling any resources available in local businessand industry to enrich the program. This is a traditional approach to CareerEducation, and can be very effective.
Ideally, the Indian community's eco-nomic planning will tie in with the'region's present and projected businessand industrial development, and the Career Education program can be plannedto complement both. If the program makes good use of the world of work inits Awarenest and Orientation phases, it will be easier to find work-siteifor Exploration and later preparation in the form of work-experience and on-the-job training programs.

The amount and kind of interaction between the school and the business/industrial community can vary widely. In some programs, business people mayserve on the Career Education committee and play an active part In developingthe program, supervising work experiences, etc. In others, they may simplyserve as resources, coming into the schools or being visited by students onan irregular basis.

Things which business community resource people can do include:

actually teaching parts of the curriculum;

o discussing ways in which the curriculum relates to the world outsidethe classroom;

providing actual information about jobs related to the subject area;

o verifying information students have collected, points brought up inclass discussion, or conclusions of individual experinments;

demonstrating ways in which people are dependent and interdependent
on products and services provided by others;

describing their own experiences as a worker, and factors involved intheir own career development.

One of the major purposes of career education is to bring increased mean-ing to what is taught in the classroom so that students will be motivated tolearn better and will be better prepared for life outside of school. One wayof demonstrating to students the need for skills such as reading, writing, andarithmetic is to have people who are already employed explain how they usethese things in their work.

Teachers are often reluctant to approach people outside of the classroom,not only because they fear a negative response, but because they are not awarehow community resource people can assist in the teaching-learning process. Alist of the ways community resources might be used by students would include:

*Based on materials in the 1978 Annual Career Education Handbook for Trainers,Tempe, AZ: Palo Verde Associates, 1978.
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bussed field trips;

walking field trips;

cireer observation/interview site trips;

work experience sites;

telelectures;

career speakers;

o service by community people as career advisors, technical advisors in
subject areas or recruiters of other resource people.

In order to make most effective use of community resources, teachers
should plan the experience carefully, and ask and answer the following ques-
tions:

.1. what will students learn from the person or experience?

2. where and when (including time of day) will this experience take
place?

3. how long should it take?

4. should a question and answer session be included?

S. how will this experience relate to what other things students are
learning in this class and in the career education program as a whole?

6. what preparatory and follow-up activities can you plan?

The ability of a resource person to provide an interesting and useful
learning experience for students will be increased if he or she is given some
preparation by the teacher. Resource people need to know what their audience
will be like;--ages, interests and abilities of the students, and what back-
ground, if any, they have in the area to be discussed--so that they can adjust
their presentation to the students level of attention and comprehension. The
teacher should also indicate any specific iteni s. the resource person should
cover. The teacher will also need to know the resource person's educational
and occupational background and qualifications in the topic area to introduce
him or her to the class. This information might include the resource person's
name and job title, training and work experience, honors and awards, and any
special achievements.

Some things which should be determined ahead of time include:

whether the resource person wishes to conduct a question-and-answer
session for the students and, if so, whether he/she would like to re-
ceive a list of questions in advance.

In the case of a guest speaker, whether any special equipment is re-
quired--filmstrip, slide, or movie projector, tape recorder, record
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player, miscellaneous demonstration materials, etc. These items mustbe arranged for in advance and should be tested to see that they arein good working order.

In the case of a field trip,ewhether any safety precautions iql1l benecessary. Students need to be made aware of this ahead of time.

Whether the resource person has any media--brochures, posters, orpictures, for instance--that can be given to the students to reinforcewhat they have learned.

Here are some other things which should be done:

Confirm the date and time that students will be meeting with the re-source person.

If taking a field trip, be sure you have complete directions to thedestination.

In the case of guest speakers in the classroom, tell the individualhow to reach the school and where he/she will be met. Prepare a mapof the school which indicates the parking area, office, restroams,and classroom, then mail it to the speaker.

Prior to the aCtual day, discuss matters of etiquette with students,especially courteous listening techniques. Encourage them to decidewhat their responsibilities to the resource person are, incluuing suchitems as appropriate advance preparation, attentiveness, participationin discussion, and mature evaluation of the experience.

Remind students of the purpose of the experience, how it relates tothe regular curriculum, and discuss the nature and purpose of any ob-servation/interview tools, etc. they are going to use.

While the resource person is speaking, the teacher should position him-self/herself so that he/she will be able to observe both the students and theresource person. This strategy generally elicits good behavior from the stu-dents, and in the event that any disciplinary action becomes necessary, per-mits the teacher to act quickly and unobtrusively. The teacher should re-quest clarification of complicated information if students are becoming con-fused. A timely interruption may prevent lack of understanding and, there-fore, lack of interest.

The teacher should also see that formal appreciation is expressed at theconclusion of the resource experience. Later on, a thank you note, perhapssigned by the entire class, would be a nice gesture. The teacher shouldassist students in analyzing the significance of what has been learned. Makeappropriate concluding assignments that will help them relate what the resourceperson has told them to the work being carried on in the classroom. Finally,evaluate the experience. This will assist teachers and planners in continuingefforts to improve the quality of these experiences from the point of view ofthe resource person, the teacher, and the students.

2 3
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Arranging experiences with community resources for students is a very use-ful teaching stragegy. Direct contact between the school and the community canbe extremely beneficial to all concerned, and educators should take advantageof the willingness of these individuals and organizations to donate their timeand talents toward the education of our young people.

Developing Community Resources

The school is an integral part of the community, and with the importanceof career education, the school is increasing its participation with the Com-munity. Community, especially business, industry,, and service groups, are .offering increasing help to schools in furthering students' career development.Intentions are good, but there are some apprehensions and a definite lack ofexperience in collaboration. To effect meaningful
collaboration, ViAWS mustbe exchanged about involving the different societal institutions in studentcareer development.

One way to begin developing a business community resource base is toassemble a panel of representatives from business, industry, labor, professions,and service groups. Discuss what they can offer to school People and the con-cerns they have in becoming involved in student career development.

Introduce the panel and invite each representative to describe his or hercompany's or agency's career education services only. Ask the participantsto delay their questions until every panel member completes his or her pre-sentation. Have a set of questions ready for the panel to answer. These couldbe distributed to participants to pose.

Invite additional participant questions and moderate to insure full panelparticipation. During the course of questions encourage multiple panel mem-bers to answer the questions.

Some of the following issues could be considered:

Can the individual teacher or counselor contact your agency or businessdirectly and what is the best*way to make colact?

What materials and personnel will your company/agency provide?

What mechanism is available for the educator to use in giving con-structive feedback on the performance of a representative of yourcompany or agency?

What coordination or preparation by the school does your agency orbusiness expect?

Next, have panel members join small educator groups to ask questions ofthe educators. Two way dialogue is important in this session.
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Using the School as a Career Education Resource

One of the most accessible agencies which tncludes a variety of workersas well as working situations is the school district itself. Examples include:

secretaries
custodians
electricians
counselors

grounds people
warehouse people
teachers
nurses

a

ichoels have many resources (people, materials, and equipment) which are,or can be, used for students' career development. One step in preparing your-self for using resources is to identify the resources that are available orcould be available in the school or school district.

Families as Career Resources

Within the walls of any classroom or for that matter any time a group of
people gather, there is an excellent opportunity for discovering much aboutthe world of work. Not necessarily a traditional study of occupations, al-though this can result and be profitable, but developing some recognition ofthe interdependence of society through work.

If a class has 30 students enrolled, there could be as many as 60 dif-
ferent kinds of work done by the families of the class members. This is atremendously fertile area. All families have essentially the same needs.
The society in which we live is certainly the most interdependent society
that individuals have known. Now this can be shown within a classroom, anyclassroom.

Determine the occupations, the kinds of work performed by these families,
and point out the work contributions by one family to all the others in the
class. Without thinking, we all automatically accept the performance of thatwork in our daily lives. It seems rather obvious that youngsters will feel
better about themselves and their family when classmates pointedly recognizethat their families make an important contribution.

To find out how many occupations are represented within the group of par-ticipants, have students fill out the Vocational Information Form (follows
immediately). (Remind individuals that Homemaker is a vocation.) Have stu-dents discuss how they personally are dependent on the products or services
represented by the workers on their lists.

It will be rather surprising to see how many different occupations arerepresented right in the group. It should be easy to recognize that the
products and services represented in the group are absolutely necessary tohumans to maintain present standards or styles of living. Even very young
students can develop this same recognition.

How the occupe.ions are classified depends on developmental level of the
students (see "Graduated Classifying" after the next page). If students are
sophisticated enough to deal with the concept of career cluster, the teacher
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can hand out the cluster definitions at the end of this section, and write
them on the board, and tally occupations of students' family members unaer
the appropriate headings.

Children at the K-3 level and possibly higher may not know their family's
work background. It is amazing how many children do not know what kind of
work is done by members of their family. In order to start gathering occu-
pational information for a class, it will be necessary to determine the occu-pations, or kinds of work, done by the families of the students. With small
children, it will probably be necessary to develop an appropriate cover letterand include an information form to be completed. If students are encouraged
to talk with their families about the-content of the forms, the students willbecome more knowledgeable. Once the forms are returned, they can be retained
in the classroom and used for reference at other times during the year, when-ever a need arises. If a career speaker is needed, look within the class
first. Possibly the person might not be able to come to the school, but a
cassette recorder could be used by the student to interview a family member
for the class; again helping students to learn more about careers.

A sample letter that'could be used to gather this data (see "Questionnairefor Resource Parents") is presented at the end of this section.

instead of starting the school year by having students write a theme
about what they did during their summer vacation, one could start the year by
having students discover all of the different kinds of work done by the fami-
lies of their classmates. This would help them see that the way they live re-
quires work done by families of their classmates and that their classmates de-
pend on work done by their own family. This interdependence theme can con-
tribute much to an internal concept of classroom organization. It is rather
startling to seriously consider the vastness of the human resource potential
that is housed within a group of 30 or so human beings.

2 1
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SESSION IV: Relevant Training Materials

NEEDS itssEssmoT MANUAL: ALAKDA
Alameda County SchoolsCOUNTY NEEDS ASSESSMENT MODEL (ACNAM)
Hayward, California

INTENDED USERS

Elementary school personnel.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Needs assessment (preformative evaluation),

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

Needs assessment is defined as being a systematic way of identifying discrep-ancies between existing conditions and desired conditions in a school's pro-gram.

FORMAT

"How-to" manual.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

User's manual, statistical summary and data forms, staff survey, parent survey,student survey answer sheets, student survey tape for admjiistration (English,Spanish, Cantonese, and Tagalog).

CONTENT EMPHASIS

The manual deals with: 'Populations to be assessed; determining existing con-ditions; using statistical summary and data forms; using surveys; sampling;interpreting data; determining priorities; making decisions; and taking action.

PRODUCT PURPOSE.OR GOALS

The user's manual is designed to help school personnel collect the necessarydata for decision-making in the process of planning the educational programat the school level for elementary schools (K4).
\

CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

Guided by a management checklist, users go through the stages of a needsassessment. Survey instruments are provided, and a decision matrix, actionforms,and other aids are provided to assist users in organizing their activ-.ities and ideas.

REQUIREMENTS

Personnel: Assistance from ACNAM staff (including workshops) is avail-
able but not required.

Resources: Survey forms, etc. as indicated under COST, below.

Length: Variable, depending on user needs.
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Conditions of Use: Data processing is handled by CTB/McGraw-iii11 in
Monterey, Ca.

ADAPTABILITY

The model is particularly applicable to schools using consolidated applications
for state and/or federal funding (A-127ES), but can be used by anyone involved
in needs assessment.

RELATED PRODUCTS

None.

COST

User's Manual, one per school, $4.00.
Statistical summary forms, one per school, $2.50.
Staff survey, package. of 20, $5.00.
Parent survey, 35 per package, $8.75.
Student survey answer sheets, 35 per package, $6.00.
Student survey tape, one or two per school, $3.00 each.

AVAILABILITY

Alameda Superintendent of Schools
Alameda County Education Center
685 "A" Street
Hayward, CA 94541

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

This model was developed under an ESEA Title rgrant under the direction of
Dr. Belle Ruth Wltkin. The current edition is a product of two earlier ex-
perimental models. The procedures and techniques presented are based on
extensive research into the state of the art, and use testing by over 650
California schools. Users are encouraged to release group data to ACNAM
for research purposes.

COMMENT

This model is the result of an extensive ..esearch and development process. The
user materials have been refined for maximum convenience and clarity. Directions
are straightforward, and procedures are adapted to the needs and abilities of
elementary schools staff. This is an attractive, well-designed package.
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THE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY:
;WINE% IN EDUCATION Fresno County

Department of
Education

Fresno, Califnrnia

INTENDED USERS

Steering committees composed of community members and school personnel.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Goal.setting and needs assessment.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

The purpose of using this procedure to state needs and goals is to give decision-makers (the school board) the opportunity to select educational goals which willexpress the community's perceptions, desires, and prio-ities.

FORMAT

Conference guide.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Booklet.

CONTENT EMPHASIS

This booklet covers the following topics: deriving the statement of needs,writing the statement of goals, the problem-solving cycle and accountability,how to modify the conference structure, and deriving district goals fromschool goals.

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

The purpose of this booklet is to enable community members to identify needsand set goals that will be practical, readable, and readily understood.

CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

The entire community is invited to participate in the conference by t school-based steering committee. At the first meeting participants divide into sub-groups and work on defining school problems. At the second session, groupsdefine goals. These ideas are sifted and synthesized by the steering committee,which converts.the needs statements to goals statements, and presents them tothe school board forapprov'al and implementation. A series of flow charts
guides activities.

REQUIREMENTS

Personiel:

Resources:

Someone from the district staff to serve as pro:;ect director;
community members to serve on steering committee; consultantA.

Clerical time, meeting space, etc.
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Length: Time spent on the project by various people varies. Averagesare:

,School, two hours;
Community members at conference, five hours;
Steering Committee, 12-15 hours;
Administrators or Project Director; 20-30 hours;
Consultants, 40-60 hours.

Conditions of Use: Strong commitment to the idea of school-community
coopeeetion from all involved.

ADAPTABILITY

By changing the focus of the questions asked at the conference, this approachcan be used by/for churches, college departments of education, trainees ofschool counselors, providers of student health services, PTAs, and city.governments.

RELATED PRODUCTS

None indicated.

COST

53.75.

AVAILABILITY

Fresno County Department of Education
Division of instruction
2314 Mariposa St.
Fresno, CA 93711
(209) 488-3311

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

The Community Conference procedure was developed by Dr. Bob King, then Directorof Elementary Education for the Fresno County Department of Education, and waswidely used by school communities in Fresno and elsewhere. The present ver-sion was revised and edited by Dr. Wayne N. Jordan of the Division of Instruc-tion.

COMMENT

This booklet presents an exciting and original approach to involving the com7.munity in educational planning. This procedure could probably be incorporatedinto a formative or surrinative evaluation effort as well. The material isclearly written, and the directions appear to be complete and comprehensive.



EDUCATIONAL GOALS ANb OBJECTIVES: PHASE I
ri."100EL fikagA10. FOR COMMUNITY AND PROFES-
3TtNarrNIMTMENT

INTENDED USERS

Program Development
Cenar of Northern

, California and
Phi Delta Kappa, Inc.

Administrators, teachers, students, community members, and AB 65 School Site
Councils.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Process, goal-setting and priorization, perceived need assessment.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

Developers feel Oat this approach to goal-setting will provide the educational
community with important decision-making information. The approach is process-
oriented and will provide outcomes of educational goals, listed in order of
importance, and the perceived needs of the district as viewed by the community,
the teachers, and the students.

FORMAT

Community meeting, activity- and process-oriented with group interaction.i

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Community Kit for Goal Ranking includes Administrator's Manual, all necessary
worksheets, and materials for conducting a meeting with 60 community members.

CONTENT EMPHASIS

Ranking of educational goals in order of their importance, and assessment of
the degree to which the educational programa are meeting these goals.

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

The purpose of the strategies presented is to enable the school district,
including educators and community members, to work together to develop
community-ranked goals and determine perceived needs.

CONTENT ORGAN.ZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

The process begins with the ranking of educational goals(in order of their
importance) by a cross-section of the community. A determination is then made
as to how well the educational programa of the district are meeting these goals.

While the goals are ranked by a cross-section of the community, the determina-
tion of how well the educational programs are meeting the goals is done not
only by the community but also by the teaching staff and by students.
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REQUIREMENTS

Personnel:

Resources:

Length:

School and community people to serve on committees, task ,force leaders and administrators.

Limited clerical assistance, possible small group monitors,
meeting space.

Program can be comialeted in six months to ne year.

Conditions of Use: Administrators must play an active 'role in securing4
community participants. Recommended procedures in
the Administrator's Manual should be followed as
closely as possible. (Program is intended to be
quite flexible and may vary from school district
to school district.)

ADAPTABILITY

All goals materials are available in Spanish. Phi Delta Kappa also has them. in French (for use in Canada).

RELATED PRODUCTS

Educational goal-attainment tests are available from Phi Delta Kappa. Theseare validated tests which determine the degree to which goals are being met ina particular school district.

COST

Community Kit for 60 participants, $70.00 (includes all materials necessary toconduct community meetings).

AVAILABILITY

Phi Delta KaPPa
Box 789

Bloomington, IN 47401

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

This program was developed by the Northern California Program Development
Center in Chico, California (Butte ;:ounty Superintendent of Schools), under
the direction of Dr. B. Keith Rose. It was originally field tested in many
California school districts and has been successfully used in schools
throughout the United States and Canada for the past five years. It is now
being distributed through Phi Delta Kappa. Phi Delta Kappa can furnish
potential users with the names of school districts that have used the materialsin the past.
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EDUCATIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:
rtircEITTITITTINTFDW-04WVITECT IVES

INTENDED USERS

Teachers and administrators.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Program Development
Center of Northern
California and

Phi Delta Kappa, Inc.

Process, but outcomes will include completed curriculum based on performance
objectives'and sequences.

APPROACH TO EVALyATION

Performance objectives provide an effective, efficielt way of analyzing
curriculum, assisting teachers in planning, assuring Orogram continuity,
helping district articulation, helping both teachers and students be more
accountable, and assisting teachers to report to parents.

FORMAT

Workshopond a series of teacher meetings.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Writing Performance Objectives, Instructor's Manual, and Programmed Course
for the Writing of Performance Objectives.

CONTENT EMPHASIS

Participants will learn the difference between performance objectives and goals,
and how to write them for the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.
The purpose is to analyze and develop curriculum based on critical skills in a
sequential manner. Outcomes are a completed, sequenced curriculum for any
selected content area.

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

By termination of instruction the participants will be able to write instruc-
tional-level objectives for critical skills in a subject of individual choice.
The accuracy will be determined by teams of teachers developing the curriculum.

CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

The workshops consist of.a series of meetings. After an introduction and over-
viewtthe learners complete assigned frames from the programmed text, review
answers, and discuss them. Learners will also complete objectives writing
assignments,which will be critiqued by other participants. The Instructor's
Manual includes directions and discussion ideas.



REQUIREMENTS

Personnel: Instructor with skill in writing performance objectives andexperience in staff training.

Resources: Overhead projector.

Length: Eight hours of instruction.

Conditions of Use: It is recommended that a selected cadre of instructors
be trained first so that they can then train others.A ratio of 20 teachers to each instructor iS
recommended.

ADAPTABILITY

The workshop can be used to train teachers to write objectives as the finalphase of the community/professional involvement process described inEducational Goals and Ob'ectives: A odel Pro ram for Ccmmunit and ProfessionalInvolvement.

RELATED PRODUCTS

None.

COST

A Programmed Course for the Writino of Performances Objectives, $1.00.Instructor's Manual, $1.00.

AVAILABILITY

Phi Delta Kappa, Inc.
Commission on Education Planning
Box 789
Bloomington, IN 47401

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

t.

This program was developed by the Northern California Program Development Centerin Chico, California (Butte County Superintendent of Schools),under the directionof Dr. B. Keith Rose. It was originally field tested in many California schooldistricts and has been successfully used in schools throughout the United
States and Canada for the past five years. It is now being distributed throughPhi Delta Kappa.

COMMENT

These materials provide a professional and comprehensive approach to teaching
the writing of performance objectives, which are invaluable in evaluating
educational programa as well as planning them. The programmed approach is verystrict, and may require some extra motivation on the part of the teachers.
Introductory sections do not make clear that these materials are packages with
the Administrators Manual for Educational Goals and Objectives, A Model Proramfor t-6471TATIT-t and Professional Involvement, because they are intended to tralnteachers to imp ement the final p ase of the process.
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COMMENT

This manual offers a variety of strategies for selecting a committee and
managing the process of goal setting and implementations. Instructions for
arranging and conducting activities are quite detailed but more introductory
material outlining the process, and the use and re/ationship of product
components, would be helpful. The role of the "administrator" or project
coordinator, is not clear.



DEVELOPING COMPREHENSIVE.,CAREER
TOTUATZEMIAATC5I-N1JITS-T-12

INTENDED'USERS

Preservice and inservice guidance pertonnel.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Preformative, formative, and summative evaluation.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

American Institutes
for Research (AIR)

Palo Alto,,California

The model for developing career guidance programs which is presented here isheavily evaluation-oriented. The modules feature repeated cycles of formativeevaluation and decision-making at each phase.

FORMAT

Workshop materials.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Twelve module and coordinator guides.

CONTENT EMPHASIS

The program consists of ten modules, which cover orientation (Modules 1-2)and four phasesof program development. Phase I teaches users how to answerthe question "What should the program goals and objectives be?" (Module 3:Assessing Desired Outcomes; Module 4: Assessing Current Status; Module 5:Establishing ProgriFTEETi).. Phase II asks "What strategies should be followedto meet these goals?" (Module 6: Specitying. Student Performance Ob'ectivestModule 7: Program Phase III dea s with thequestion "Do these strategies work, and what changes are needed?" (Module 8:Specifying'Process Objectives; Module 9: Developing Program Staff; Module 10:Trying Out and MonitorIng). The last phasi7(1V), asks "Did the program meetits goals?" (Module 1 : Conducting Product Evaluations, and Module 12:
Communicating Evaluation Results).

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

Users of the vafious modules will benefit in the following ways.

Module ,3: Assessing Desired Outcomes--Acquire the skills needed to assessthe desired outcomes of a career guidance program.

Module 4: Assessii.q Current Status--Acquire the tools to assess the
current staiiii-57 a career guidance program.



Module 5: Establishin Pro ram Goals--8e able to define a comprehenstveset of goa s for a career.guidance program using the results
of the desired outcomes assessment and current status assessmentperformed in Modules 3 and 4.

Module S ecif in Student Performance
Objectives--Acquire thenowledge and skills needed to write student performanceobjectives for a career guidance program.

Module Selecting Alternative Pro ram Strate ies--Acquire the knowledgeand skills to se ect appropriate strategies for agreed uponobjectives of a program.

Module 8:
lasifyinalmals:0121ectives--Understand what process
objectives are, and why they are written, and acquire the skiallsto develop and use them.

Module 9: Developing Program Staff--Acquire the skills necessary to carryout a staff development program in a school or district.

Module 10: IryirillitActivities and Monitoring Early Implementation
Efforts--Appreciate the value of the empirical approach toFEEET development and acquire certain skills required toconduct and measure the affects of activity tryouts.and earlyimplementation efforts.

Module 11: Conducting Product (Summative) Evaluations--Understand theimportance of summative evaluation and acquire the basic skillsneeded to design and carry out an evaluation.

Module 12: Comunicating Evaluation ResultsDevelop the skills needed toproduce an effective evaluation report appropriate to thesetting.

CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

Modules follow a standard pattern. They begin with an introduction whichpresents the module's goals and objectives, an outline, and its relationshipto the model. The text consists of readings and practice activities for eachobjective,. This is followed by a postassessment
section (end-of-module-test),an application exercise, and an appendix with references.

.

REQUIREMENTS

Personnel: Instructor

Resources: Reference materials.

Length: Module 3--9 hours; Module 4--5 hours; Module 5--5 1/2 hours;Module 6--6 hours; Module 7--4 hours; Module 8--6 1/2 hours;Module 9--6 hours; Module 10--5 hours; Module 11--8 1/2 hours;Module 12-71/2 hours.

Conditions of Use: These materials are very specific to the career
guidance subject area, and should be used as a series.
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ADAPTABILITY

These modules could probably be used self-instructionally as well as in aworkshop setting.

RELATED PRODUCTS

Catalog summarizing existing competency-based staff development programs in theU.S.

COST

Modules 3-12, $33.50. Whole set (1-12), $39.50. Coordinator's Guides(Modules 3-12), $4.00. Cqordinator's Guides (whole set), $5.00 (Californiaresidents add 6% sales tax).

AVAILABILITY

Publications Office
American Institutes for Research
P.O. Box 1113
Palo Alto, CA 94302

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

These modules were one of the oacomes of the AIR project titled A ValidatedPro ram Develo ment Model and Staff Develo ment Protot e for Com.rehensTirCareer Guidance
1-

Couns 1 1 acement an Fo low= conducted duringve opment egan wlth a nat ona searc or and analysis of staffdevelopment materials, and module content was derived from a variety of sources.The first versions of the modules were tested with fifteen school counselorsand other staff. After an extensive revision, field testing took place at twoschool districts, involving a ,dozen schools and approximately 75 people. Thematerials were also tested as curricula for an undergraduate counseling programat the University of Missouri.

COMMENT

This is a very attractive set of materials, including interesting examples andamusing illustrations. They are written in a colloquial style which should beappreciated by users. Although they would probably be of limited use instruc-tionally to personnel outside of career guidance, the modules provide an excell-ent model for a formative evaluation approach to program development whichcould be adapted to other subject areas.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM American Institutes
SPECIAL

for Research (AIR)
VODULEM13, 5 Palo Alto, CA,

INTENDED USERS

Preservice and inservice vocational education curriculum specialists.

Type of evaluation addressed.

Preformative and formative evaluation.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

Evaluation is defined as a systematic, formal process for identifying and
collecting data on educational phenomena to.assist in the decision-making
process.

FORMAT

Teaching/Learning modules, studyguides.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS'

Twenty-two modules in program.

CONTENT EMPHASIS

The VECS progrilm consists of 22 modules designed to train vocational education
curriculum specialists in various content areas and skills. .The modules most
relevant to-evaluation are: Module 9--Testing Instructional Cbjectives;
Module 13--Basic Concegts in Education Evaluation; and .Module 15--Procedures
for Conducting Evaltuations of Vocational Education.

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

Module 9: Testing Instructional Objectives

Goal 9,1:

Goal 9.2:

Goal.9.3:

Understand the concept of criterion-referenced measure-
ment wthin the framework of educational evaluation.

Select approaches/techniques for assessing student
achievement of instructional objectives in the three
domains of learning.

Develop an evaluation plan and construct test instruments
for measuring student achievement of instructional
objectives.
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Mbdule 13: Basic Conce ts in Educational Evaluation

Goal 13.1,:

Goal 13.2:

Goal 13.3:

Goal 13.4:

Goal 13.5:

Goal 13.6:

Be aware of the social, political, and economic factors
that have contributed to the development of the educa-
tional evaluation movement.

Be familiar with the terminology used in educational
evaluation.

Be aware of the similarities and differences between
educational research and educational evaluation.

Be aware of the qualities and knowledge that educationa?
evaluators must possess and the roles they must play.

Be aware of the different conceptions of educational

evaluation and the purposes for which it is conducted.

Be aware of the criteria used in a decision-making con-
text to evaluate vocational education programs and
instructional interventions.

Module 15: Procedures for Conducting Evaluations of Vocational Education

Goil 15.1:

Goal 15.2:

Goal 15.3:

Goal 15.4:

Know the various purposes and components of decision-
facilitation evaluations.

Analyze and interpret the roles that evaluators are
required to assume when conducting decision-facilitation
evaluations.

Develop or use appropriate criteria and'methodology
for decision-facilitation evaluations.

Know the methods for preparing decision-facilitation
evaluation plans and reports.

CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

Each module has five major. sections. Part I, Organization and Administration,
contains an overview and rationale, educational goals and performance objec-
tives, recommended learning materials, and suggested reference materials.
Part II, Content and Study Activities, contains the content outline arranged
by goals. Study activities for each goal and its corresponding objectives
follow each section of the content outline. Content focus follows the goal.s
listed above. Part III, Group and Classroom Activities, suggests classroom
or group activities and discussions keyed to specific content in the outline
and to specific materials in the list of references. Part IV, Student Self-
Check, contains questions directly related to the goals and objectives of the
module, which may be used as pretest or posttest. Part V, Appendix, contains
suggested responses to the study activities from Part II and responses to the
student self-checks.



REQUIREMENTS

Personnel: Instructors if modules are used in a workshop or
classroom setting.

Resources: Optional reference materials.

Length: Approximately 30 hours of class study is required to completeeach module.

Conditions of Use: Most relevant tn,vocational education setting:

ADAPTABILITY

These modules are designed for flexible installation. They ruy be used effective-ly by both instructors and.students in a variety of educational fm-Aromments, in-cluding independent study, team teaching, seminars and workshops, as U as innon-conventional classroom settings. Modules can be used indlvidol,y ov- as partof the series. They can also be used by personnel not involved in vocationaleducation.

RELATED PRODUCTS

Other modules in VECS program.

COST

ERIC microfiche, $0.83 each.'
ERIC hardcopy--Module 9, $4.67; Module 13, $3.50, plus postage;J.Iodule 15, $6.01, plus postage.

AVAILABILITY

These modules are available from ERIC:

Module 9 - ED 132 411.
Module 13 - ED 132 414.
Module 15 - ED 132 415.

Modules and Installation Guide
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

These modules are also on file with each state Occupational Education CurriculumCenter. Copies in quantity may be obtained at a discount by writing:

Dr. James A. Dunn
Director, Institute for Occupational

Education
Department of Education
Stone Hall

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
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HISTORY AND EVALUATION

'The VECS project was a comprehensive development and evaluation effort involvingproject staff, curriculum consultants, a national advisory panel, and a numberof cooperating colleges and universities. Mndules were field tested at theCalifornia State Universities in Long Beach, Sacramento, San Diego, San FranciscoSan Jose, and Los Angeles; at California Polytechnic State University, San LuisObispo; The University of California at Los Angeles; Iowa State University; andthe University of Northern Colorado. Principal Investigator was Dr. James A. Dunand the Project Director was Dr. John E. Bowers.

COMMENT

These materials are extremely well-developed. Although examples and illustra-.tions are drawn from Vocational Education, the evaluation principles and proce-dures being taught are readily generalizable to other fields.
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THE EVALUATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
d California Evaluation

Improvement Project
Sacramento California

INTENDED USERS

Administrators, teachers, specialists at state, district, Or building level.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Formative and summative evaluation.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

The project feels that evaluation should be user-directed, and an integral partof program-planning. It should provide useful, timely information to people whocan use it.

FORMAT

Workshop.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Program Evaluatorts Guide; Workbook on Pro ram Evaluation; Evaluation Trainer'sGulde; transparencies, orientatlon s ide/tape; audio Cassettes.

CONTENT EMPHASIS

The workshop divided evaluation into the following steps: determine the evalu-ation purposes and requirements; develop an evaluation plan; determine eval-uation in design and do the sampling; select or develop assessment instruments;collect the data; analyze evaluation data; report evaluation resulta; applyevaluation findings.

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

Workshop participants will:

sharpen skills in setting program objectives;
increase knowledge of program planning;
improve understanding of evaluation design;
gain ability in selecting and developing instruments;
learn new techniques in data collection and analysis;
learn ways to use data find report results.

After participating, users willibe able to help their districts gain:

better evidence with which to discuss programs with school
boards and communities;
more objective ind accurate information on anticipated and
unanticipated program results;
greater sensitivity to aspects of programs that need refinement;
more cartainty that changes will mean improvements;
greater assurance that resources will be allocated in the
best possible way.
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CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

The Pragram Evaluator's Guide is a study guide and learning tool for use ininservice trafiligii-workshops for program evaluators. The Workbook can be usedas a learning aid during the workshop, or as a working notiaaar recordingplans and activities during program evaluation. .The Trainer's Guide suppliesbackground and supporting materials for use by workshop instructors.

REQUIREMENTS

Personnel: Two trainers for each group of 30 participants.

Resources: Conference room and table space for up to six groups of five
persons each; screen, blank acetates, and marking pens.

Length: Three days.

Conditions of Use: Trainers should have some background in evaluation.

ADAPTABILITY

These materials Can be used in any educational setting. The needs survey couldbe revlsed and utilized for assessing the status of evaluation services in anystate.

RELATED PRODUCTS
(...-

CEVAL Elementary School Simu1ation Game, $20.00.
Resource Notebook of Information for Assessment and Evaluation (New Jersey StateDepartment of Education ) is a useful companion volume. AvarTible from ETS at$5.50 each.

COST

Workbook, $8.00 each for 1-24; $6.25 each for 25 or mre.
Evaluator's Guide, $12.00 each for 1-24; $11).00 for 2S ir more.
Trainer's. Guide, $9.50.

AVAILABILITY

Dr. Wesley W. Walton
Evaluation Improvement Program
Educational Testing Service (ETS)
Box 2845
Princeton, NJ 08541

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

These materials are the result of an extensive development effort involving
school districts all over California. Development and testing of the workshopmaterials began in 1975, following an initial needs survey. The cycle of re-vision and re-testing continued during two additional years of development in-volving administrators, teachers, and educational specialists. The workshopswere well received and users have expressed a desire for more. Project staffare now involved in developing follow-up and support services, documentingprogram effects, and preparing addi'ional products. Users are requested toprovide developers with informativ 1 on their experience and reactions.
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COMMENT

These materials have been very carefully developed. They cover all stages ofevaluation clearly and comprehensively, and provide users with examples, ref-erences, and practice in applying what has been learned. User reaction to theworkshops conducted in California by project staff have been very good. Itwill be interesting to see how they are used elsewhere, and what tte long-termeffects will be on schools whose staffs have gone through this training.



EVALUATION FOR PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT (Unit 5: Educational Management Training Serie

INTENDED USERS

District level curriculum specialists, building level administrators., teachers,
parents and others who might be involved in a program evaluation effort.

TYPE OF EVALUATION ADDRESSED

Formative evaluation, evaluation planning, instrumentation, interpretation ofresults

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

The purpose of evaluation is seen as being to help educational managers make
decisions about program improvement.

MAIN EMPHASIS

Evaluation for Program Improvement is concerned with improving school/community
attitudes towards evaluation, and providing those involved in it with an
understanding of what evaluation can and cannot do, and the basic procedures and .techniques used. It is not intended to turn people into expert evaluators, but
rather provide them with a working knowledge of evaluation skills which they canuse to plan and implement evaluation of their own programs.

GOALS MD OBJECTIVES

The goal of this workshop is to help instructional program managers develop
the knowledge or skills necessary to identify, collect, organize, and analyze
useful information in making decisions about program modification. A further
goal is to bring about an understanding of the process of program evaluation
and how it relates to specific roles in the school community.

MAIN ACTIVITIES

The workshop is divided into five sessions, which follow a basic pattern which
involves reading about a stage of evaluation; participating in a simulation
exercise in which given participants are provided with all necessary information
to take the roles of members of an evaluation project in an imaginary school
and community; reading selections from a case study which describes what
evaluators in a similar school actually did at this point; and discussing
what went on. Worksheets and reference lists are provided.

PROVISIONS FOR USE

A. Format: Workshop

B. Personnel needed: Between five and thirty participants and a coordinator.
The Coordinator will guide participants through the activities. He or
she need not be a specialist in evaluation, or have participated in the
workshop previously, but about 15 hours of advance preparatory reading
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may be required in addition to time needed to make arrangements for theworkshop.

C. Product compohents: A Coordinator's Handbook and one Participant's Handbook
for each participant, are required. 'The Coordinator's Handbook contains
a diagnostic questionnaire. A slide-tape-ia set of overheirfransparencies
are available and recommended. However, the Coordinator's Handbook
suggests alternatives if the necessary audio-visual equipment is not
available.

D. Resources needed: The workshop is self-contained, but the Coordinitor
is encouraged to assemble as many of the books in the annotated bibliography
as possible so they will be readily available to participants.

E. Time needed: The workshop consists of five three hour sessions which can
be presented in a variety of configurations, ranging from once a week for
five weeks, to every day for five days, to two consecutive week-ends. The
Coordinator's Handbook also contains suggestions for compressing it into 12
hours of meeting time or expanding it. Ideally time should be allowed
between sessions for reading supplementary material in the Participants'
Handbook and other recommended readings.

F. Conditions of Use: If the workshop has more than eleven participants, the
Coordinator will have to divide the group and may need an assistant.
Although the five sessions have been conducted in one weekend (evening and
two days), it is clearly preferable to space the sessions over a longer
period of time.

ADAPTABILITY

The workshop has been used as a five week segment of a semester course in
educational evaluation. The principles and materials in the unit could probably
be extended to treat summative evaluation issues if desired.

RELATED PRODUCTS

Other units in the Educational Management series; CSE Evaluation Workshops and
kits.

COST

Coordinators' Handbook, transparencies, and slide-tape--$34.95
Participant's Handbooks, $7.95 per coPY

AVAILABILITY

To order, write: Far West Laboratory for Educational Aesearch and Development
1E55 Folsom St., San Francisco, Ca. 94103

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

Specialists in evaluation have reviewed this unit and responded favorably to
questions posed by p-ogram staff. A total of 64 participants, including district



administrators, teachers, principals and school counselors used all or parts of
the, materials in four field test sites. Thirty-nine of these participants
responded to overall judgment questions at the conclusion of the workshop, of
whom 80:4 said they had learned what they expected to from the workshop, 10%
said they had not, and 10% had mixed reactions. No one has reported that the
unit is Physically, psychologically, or sociologically harmful, and.user reactions
have been generally positive. The material dots not appear to display any
social, ethnic, or sexual bias or stereotyping.

COWEN T

Test results for this unit appear to be somewhat inconclusive, which may be due
to the fact that the unit leans more in the direction of creating understanding
of evaluation purposes and procedures than towards mastery of evaluation skills,
although exercises are provided. Role playing, on which much of the unit depends,
may be difficult for some participants. The materials themselves are convenient
and self-contained. The Participant's Handbook in particular is attractive and
easy to use, although the Coordinator's Handbook appears a little crowded. The
information provided seems to be complete enough for the unit to be used without
the assistance of a consultant.



DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL
PROPOSALS

INTENDED USERS

Leaders in Women's Educational
Equity, i.e., project staff and
volunteers at Women's Centers, etc.,
interested in writing proposals.

FORMAT

Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development,
San Francisco, California and

The Center for the Study of
Contemporary Rural Women,
University of Mississippi

Self-instructional guidecan be used as basis for a workshop.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Developing Successful Proposals, The Supplement, and the Swipe File,

CONTENT EMPHASIS

The guide covers procedures and guidelines for the pre-proposal phase,
the proposal-writing phase, the post-writing phase, and starting up the
project.

PRODUCT PURPOSE OR GOALS

The purpose of these materials is to prepare present or prospective
workers in the field of women's educational equity to write their first
proposal. Specific section objectives include teaching users:

Part I:

how to develop an idea through brainstorming;

how to assess an idea in terms of need, feasibility and fundability;

how to find information about federal, state and local funding agen-
cies, foundations, corporations, and professional organizations;

how to select a funding source;

how to make initial contact with a funding agenoy;

how to increase your organization's credibility; and

how to find, develop and use checklists.
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Part II:

how to write a needs statement;

o how to write a literature review;

how to write objectives;

haw to write a statement of procedures (scope of work);

how to design an evaluation plan;

how to design a management plan, including organizational charts;
how to design PERT charts, timelines and jobs descriptions;
how to construct a budget;

o how to write an abstract;

how to write appendices; and,

how to complete federal and state forms.

Part III:

how to do a final review of your proposal;

how to get orgaoizational approval of your proposal;

how to submit your proposal to the funding agency;

how funding sources review your proposal;

what to do if your proposal is accepted for funding; and

what to do if your proposal is rejected.

Part IV:

how to structure a pruject; and

how to set the wheels in motion.

CONTENT ORGANIZATION OR USER ACTIVITIES

Sections of the Guide feature narrative discussions of each step tn pre-paring a proposal, and copious examples of checklists, annotated sectionsfrom proposal regulations, and sections from actual proposals,
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REQUIREMENTS

Personnel: None

Resources: None, though examples of proposals would be useful.

Length: Gude is 158 pp.

Conditions of Use: None stated,

ADAPTABILITY

The procedures deiribed would be useful for writing a proposal ad-
dressing the needs of any special groups, including Native Americans, althoughthe information on funding and information sourcei would have,to be replacedwith something more appropriate. However this gives the user a good idea ofwhat kinds of information to look for.

COST

Developing Successful Proposals - $2.50
The Supplement - $6.50
The Swipe File - $6.00

AVAILABILITY

Ann Sarmento
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, California 94103

HISTORY AND EVALUATION

(all orders must
be prepaid)

(415) 665-3100

The Guide and other materials were used as a basis for a series of
Proposal Development Workshops presented by Far West Laboratory during 1978-79,and were revised on the basis of user feedback. Procedures described werebased on the successful proposal-writing experience of project staff.

COMMENT

This is an excellent and comprehensive practical guide to developing aproposal, from getting the idea to starting the project. A group which has
thoroughly absorbed this information should be able to write a clear, feasible,
and fundable proposal (assuming it has the required resources and staff and agood idea to start with). Although the examples and specific informationgiven are directed towards Women's Equity, anyone with a general knowledge of
funding sources, etc. in a different field of interest could easily substituterElevant information.
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